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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

This case was fon_qerly before the United States Court of Appeals for the

Federal Circuit on appeal from the trial court's initial entry of judgment against

Defendant on August 9, 2002. The title of that appeal was Golden Blount, Inc. v.

Robert H. Peterson Co., Case No. 03-1298. On April 19, 2004, this Court vacated

the district Court's 2003 Judgment and remanded the case for entry of specific

findings of fact and conclusions of law. The prior appeal was presented before

Chief Judge Pauline Newman, Judge Haldane Mayer and Judge Richard Linn. The

decision was published and can be cited as Golden Blount, Inc. v. Robert H.

Peterson Co., 365 F.3d 1054, 70 U.S.P.Q.2d 1624 (Fed.Cir. 2004).
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT

The District Court had subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §

1331. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1295. A final judgment

was entered on August 18, 2004 and modified by the district court on September 2,

2004, November 15, 2004, November 17, 2004 and December 15, 2004. Peterson

timely filed Notices of Appeal of each of these orders. The appeals were

consolidated o11 January 27, 2005 and February 15, 2005.

STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

1. Whether the district court erred in failing to follow this Court's

mandate by failing to "find the facts specially and state separately its conclusion of

law thereon."

2. Whether tile district court erred in finding sufficient competent

evidence to prove infringement of the Patent by Peterson or any of its end users.

3. Whether the district court erred in considering plaintiff's

demonstrative exhibits in the absence of competent evidence authenticating them.

4. Whether the district court erred in finding contributory and induced

infringement where no Peterson end-user was shown to have actually installed a

Peterson product in an infringing configuration or to have otherwise infringed the

Patent.
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5. Whether the district court erred in finding contributory infringement

given plaintiff's judicial admission that Peterson's EMB product is capable of

substantial non-infringing uses.

6. Whether the district court erred in finding induced infringement of the

Patent in tile absence of competent evidence of any intentional encouragement of

infringement by Peterson.

7. Whether the district court erred in vacating, on August 18, 2004,

certain findings of fact and conclusions of law entered on June 22, 2004, as to

which plaintiff had not filed a timely and specific motion under Rule 52(b),

F.R.Civ.P.

8. Whether the district court erred by entering, on September 2, 2004,

new and different findings of fact and conclusions of law submitted by plaintiff

after tile August 18, 2004, hearing where: (i) the district court on August 18

specifically adopted the proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law filed by

plaintiffon June 10, 2004, (ii) plaintiff never filed any proper Rule 52(b) motion to

amend the findings and conclusions orally adopted on August 18, (iii) the district

court entered the findings and conclusions more than 10 days after the August 18

ruling and (iv) the district court entered the findings and conclusions without

providing Peterson due notice and an opportunity to be heard.
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9. Whether the district court erred in awarding plaintiff lost profits

damages where the plaintiff failed to prove by competent evidence even a single

infringement of the Patent and plaintiff failed to establish the Panduit factors.

the district court erred in awarding enhanced damagesl O. Whether

against Peterson.

11. Whether the district court's award of enhanced damages against

Peterson is an unconstitutional or improper award o-f punitive damages.

12. Whether the district court erred in finding sufficient misconduct by

Peterson to warrant declaring this to be an exceptional case and awarding

attorneys' fees in plaintiff's favor.
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This is a patent infringement case brought by Golden Blount, Inc.

("plaintiff") against the Robert H. Peterson Company ("Peterson") concerning U.S.

Patent 5,988,159 (the "Patent"). (JT-1479.) Both plaintiff and Peterson are

producers of gas-burning artificial fireplaces, an already crowded field at the time

of the invention. The Patent issued on November 23, 1999. (JT-1479.)

On January 18, 2001, plaintiff filed its patent infringement complaint;

Peterson counter-claimed for a declaratory judgment of invalidity (JT-0109, JT-

0125.) A three day bench trial was held beginning July 29, 2002.

Oil August 9, 2002, the trial court entered verbatim plaintiff's pre-trial

proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law (hereinafter, all versions, the

"Findings"). (JT-0519-27.) Judgment was entered on August 9, 2002. (JT-0518.)

On August 23, 2002, Peterson filed two Rule 52(b) Motions to Amend. (JT-

0535-7, JT-0552-4.) On August 23, plaintiff filed its Application for Attorneys'

Fees and its Motion for Updated Damages. (JT-0596-9.) On August 27, 2002,

costs were assessed. (JT-0528.)

Oil February 7, 2003, the court granted Peterson's First Motion but denied

its Second, and granted plaintiff's Damages Motion, awarding attorneys' fees.

(JT-00529-30.) On March 6, 2003, Peterson filed its Notice of Appeal. (JT-0906.)

4
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On March, 7, 2003, the court amended the Judgment, awarding trebled damages

and interest. (JT-0014.)

Oil April 19, 2004, this Court vacated and remanded the Judgment. (JT-

2428-44.) Oil June 10, 2004, both parties simultaneously filed proposed Findings,

as ordered by the district court. (JT-2446-509, JT-002-47.) On June 22, 2004, the

district court adopted Peterson's Findings verbatim, including finding that Peterson

should recover attorneys' fees. (JT-2510.) Peterson's fees petition was granted on

August 11,2004. (JT-2555-60, JT-2884.)

On July 6, 2004, plaintiff filed two motions seeking to Amend Findings or

obtain a New Trial. (JT-2513-53.) On August 18, 2004, the district court heard

oral argument after which the court announced "1 made a mistake." (JT-3183.)

The court vacated Peterson's Findings and adopted plaintiff's Findings verbatim.

(JT-3121-3185 at 3183, JT-0001.) This ruling was confirmed by a minute order

entered the same day (tile "August 18 Order"). (JT-0001 .)

On August 31, 2004, without filing a Rule 52(b) motion, plaintiff submitted

substantially revised Findings which the court adopted verbatim on September 2,

2004, without opportunity for Peterson to object or oppose. (JT-2885-2918, JT-

0048, JT-0050-82.) On September 8, 2004, plaintiff filed an application lbr

additional attorneys' fees. (JT-2919-2925.)
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On September 17, 2004, Peterson timely filed its Notice of Appeal of the

August 18, 2004 Order. (JT-3065-103.) On November 15, 2004, plaintiff was

awarded additional attorneys' fees. (JT-0083.) Costs were taxed on November 17,

2004. 0%3186-257.) On December 9, 2004, Peterson timely filed its Notice of

Appeal of the November 15, 2004 Order. (JT-3263-315.) On December 15, 2004,

the court entered final judgment for plaintiff. (JT-3316.) On January 14, 2005,

Peterson timely filed Notice of Appeal of the December 15 Order. (JT-3317-67.)

On February 15, 2005, this Court consolidated the three appeals. (JT-3370-72.)

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

A. CLAIM CONSTRUCTION.

This Court previously interpreted the Patent in Blount 1. (JT-2428-44.)

Both independent claims (1 and 17) of the Patent require a two-burner apparatus

consisting of a primary burner and a secondary bunter. Id. Claims 1 and 17

require that the primary burner be installed "at a raised level" with respect to the

secondary burner tube which must be installed "below" the top of the primary

burner tube. /d. These claim terms have the same meaning and require that the top

of the primary burner be higher than, or parallel with, the top of the secondary

burner (the "Vertical Limitations"). (JT-2435-36, JT-2538.)

Plaintiff flied its patent application on May 17, 1993. (JT-1011, JT-1994-

2029.) The Patent issued on November 1999 after multiple claim rejections,
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abandonments and continuations-in-part. (JT-1994-2205.) On July 10, 1998,

plaintiff, for the first time, added the Vertical Limitations to Claims 1 and 17,

resulting in issuance. (JT- 1036-9, JT-2182-5, JT- 1479-86.)

B. PETERSON'S PRODUCTS.

lncoqmrated over 50 years ago, Peterson has been selling artificial gas

(JT-2306, JT-2329-40.) It manufactures and

(See, eg. JT-2295.) The Peterson products

fireplace equipment for decades.

sells a wide variety of products.

relevant here are:

The "G4." The "G4" is Peterson's largest selling product. (JT-1211-2.)

Peterson has sold hundreds of thousands of G4 burners since 1979. (JT-1321.)

This G4 is solely a primary burner tube. 0%0364 at ¶6, JT-1655, JT-1660.) The

G4 is not sold with logs. (JT-1323.)

Tile "EMB." Peterson's accused product is the "EMB" which is a single-

burner accessory often retrofitted to a G4. (JT-1262, JT-2313.) Peterson packages

and sells the EMB separately from the G4. 0%1231-2, JT-1323.) The EMB and

G4 are never assembled by Peterson. (JT-1214-18.) Customers or installers

assemble the EMB and G4. (JT-1334-5.) No Peterson customer, dealer or installer

testified about EMB installations.

Many EMBs were sold as a retrofit to an existing G4 installation. (JT-1321 .)

As shown by DX34, Peterson's EMB is suitable for installation only on G4
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primary burners. I (JT-2312.) Because of ANSI safety standards, Peterson's and

plaintiff's products are not interchangeable. (JT-1483 at col. 1, lns. 59-61.)

The EMB is connected to a G4 by screwing a threaded fitting together. (JT-

2314.) The EMB can be rotated around the G4 burner and installed with its top

above the top of the primary burner. (JT-2538.) Plaintiffattached an Appendix to

its July 6, 2004 filings (JT-2527-53) containing the following admission:

[Peterson's Finding 188:] Any installation of an "EMB" product in

which its top is level with or above the top of the primary burner does

not infringe Claim 1 or dependent Claims 2 through 16 of the '159

Patent, all of which require a primary burner tube installed at a "raised

level" with respect to the secondary burner tube.

[Plaintiff's statement:] True, however, Defendant offered no evidence

of how the EMB was installed other.than D 30.

(JT-2538.) (Emphasis added.)

The valve "knob is an integral part of the EMB. (JT-2313.) The handle

extension and "knob protrude forward and physically limit how far the EMB can be

lowered to the ground. (JT-1345-6.)

Peterson packaged installation instructions (DX34) with its EMBs. (JT-

2312-5.) These instructions do not specifically state whether the top of the EMB

should be installed above, level with or below the top of the G4 burner. Step 10 of

the instructions recommends that the EMB be installed wilh "the valve fac[ing]

' We will refer to plaintiff's trial exhibits as '°PX" and Peterson's as "DX."

8
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forward and flush with the burner pan." (JT-2314.) The instructions do not

require or encourage that the valve rest on the fireplace floor. (JT-2312-5.) Step

11 contains instructions for putting the valve stem and knob in place. (JT-2314.)

Thus, the EMB must be installed at least high enough for the valve stem and knob

to be used.

No evidence shows that installing the EMB with its valve "flush with the

burner pan" results in the valve "resting on tile fireplace floor" or that the top of

the EMB would be positioned below the top of tile primary burner were the EMB

installed with tile valve "resting on the fireplace floor."

Peterson's President, Leslie Bortz, testified that "[i]t is not recommended

that [tile EMB] be lower than the primary burner." (JT-1677.) He stated "[w]e

recommend that [the EMB] be at tile same level [as the primary burner]." (JT-

1678.) He also testified that he knew tile burners were at the same level because he

was familiar with the products. (JT-1680.)

Peterson's Vice President, Tod Conin, testified that Peterson recommended

that the EMB be installed "generally level" with the primary burner; "you would

want both burners to be parallel." (JT-1318, JT-1343.)

The "G5." Peterson also sells a fully assembled, more expensive , single-

burner product known as the "G5." (JT-1656, JT-0364.) The G5 is ordinarily a

single-burner product. (JT-0364 at ¶6, JT-1324.) While having some similarities
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to the G4, the G5 has certain structural and physical differences from a G4. (JT-

1656.) No evidence details the nature or extent of these structural differences. No

G5 was presented at trial, nor did any exhibit depict it.

On rare occasion, and only upon request, Peterson assembled a G5 with an

EMB. (JT-1217-8, JT-1324.) Peterson sold approximately 10 of these special

order products. (JT-1786-90.) None of the special order G5s were present at trial.

No evidence shows whether an EMB attaches differently to a G5 than to a G4. No

instruction sheet for connecting an EMB and G5 exists. No one testified regarding

the vertical burner orientation for the special order G5s. No evidence establishes

whether special order G5s infringed.

Peterson!s Demonstration Unit. Peterson did assemble one demonstration

G4-EMB unit in its laboratory. (JT-1210.) Mr. Bortz testified that only a few

distributors may have seen the unit. (JT-1210.) He was never asked whether the

demonstration unit was assembled in an infringing configuration. (JT-1210-1.) No

evidence shows when or how this unit was assembled.

C. EVIDENCE CONCERNING INFRINGEMENT: EXHIBITS.

The Findings related to infringement submitted by plaintiff on August 31,

2004 and adopted by the Court verbatim on September 2, 2004 focus on only four

exhibits, as to each of which Peterson filed pre-trial objections. (JT-0146-50.) The

facts concerning these exhibits are as tbllows:

10
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PX4A. PX4A appears to be a physical assembly of an EMB (without its

valve stem and knob) and a G4. 2 (JT-0974, JT-0057.) Plaintiff's counsel

originally referred to PX4A during his opening statement, assuring tile court that

"we'll connect up later." (JT-0939, JT-0971.) During plaintiff's case in chief,

another of plaintiff's attorneys represented that plaintiff's Exhibits "4A and 4B is

[sic] Defendant Peterson's device." (JT-0975.)

Plaintiff never offered any testimonial foundation to identify or authenticate

PX4A as (i) a Peterson product purchased from Peterson or a Peterson dealer

remaining in an unaltered state, (ii) a Peterson product manufactured by Peterson

in the configuration shown, or (iii) a model representative of how a Peterson

customer, following Peterson's installation instructions, would assemble Peterson's

G4 and EMB products.

During Peterson's case in chief, Vince Jankowski testified that he

recognized PX4A as being assembled from Peterson components. (JT-1290.) He

did not testify, however, that PX4A was a product sold in that form by Peterson or

thai: it was representative of how a Peterson customer would assemble those

products. No other witness authenticated PX4A.

2 During a deposition, Peterson's counsel agreed to provide plaintiff with a G4

burner pan. Plaintiff already had an EMB. (JT-1800.) Apparently, plaintiff
assembled PX4A.
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PX9. PX9 is a chart entitled "Literal Infringement Chart" purporting to

illustrate "Plaintiff's Claimed Device" and "Defendant's Sold Device." (JT- 1501-

12.) This exhibit, however, was never authenticated.

Plaintiff used PX9 only with Mr. Blount. (JT-0978.) Mr. Blount did not

testify who prepared the exhibit or describe how it had been prepared. He did not

testiJ_, that PX9 accurately depicted any product made, used or sold by Peterson.

(JT-0978-82.) He did not authenticate PX9 as accurately depicting a combination

of Peterson products assembled by anyone. (JT-0978-82.)

DX30. DX30 is a drawing dated February 15, 2002 and created by Peterson

sometime after the lawsuit was filed. (JT-1332-3, JT-2305.) As the document

clearly states, it depicts a G4-EMB combination. (JT-2305.) No evidence shows

DX30 to depict the orientation of the EMB and G5 burners.

Peterson did not regularly disseminate DX30. (JT-1328.) It was provided

only upon request, ld. Tod Corrin testified that "generally [customers] are

satisfied with the installation and operating instructions that's provided with the

product [DX34]." Id. No evidence shows how many copies of DX30 were

disseminated. (JT-1333-4.)

DX30 shows the top of the EMB located .06" below the top of the G4. (JT-

2305.) When Mr. Blount was shown DX30, however, and asked, "Would you

consider the primary tube to be raised relative to the secondary tube, given this

12
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picture?" he responded "No .... The primary burner here is not really raised at all."

(JT-1426-28.) Mr. Corrin testified that DX30 shows that the EMB and G4 are

"generally level" and that the burner ports of the EMB were "above" those of the

G4. (JT-1318-19.)

On the first appeal of this case, plaintiff attacked DX30 in its brief as a

"Johnny-come lately" exhibit, prepared after this suit was filed "and then only for

damage control" that should be given no weight. (Bount I, JT-3422.) There,

plaintiffalso stated that DX30 shows a non-infring&g installation:

Defendant offered no testimony to establish that the ultimate

consumer did not assemble the EMB with the G4 or G5 burner in an

infringing manner, except for [DX30].

(JT-3422 (emphasis added).)

DX34. This is the instruction sheet packaged with the EMB. (JT-2312-5.)

It clearly states that the EMB is only suitable for attactunent to a Peterson G4.

(Id.) The instructions are silent about the installed relative heights of the burners.

(Id.) These instructions do not encourage the end user to install the EMB below

the primary burner. (ld.)

Step 10 of the instructions recommends that the EMB be installed with "the

valve fac[ing] folward and flush with the burner pan." (JT-2314.) These

instructions do not require or encourage that the valve be resting on the fireplace

floor. (JT-2312-5.) Step 11 instructs the user to place the valve stem and kJ_ob in
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place. (JT-2314.) Thus, tile EMB must be installed at least high enough for the

valve stein and knob to be used.

No evidence affinnatively shows that installing the EMB with its valve

"flush with the burner pan" results in the valve "resting on the fireplace floor."

Mr. Bortz testified that the valve is "off the ground." (JT-1685.) No evidence

shows that the top of the EMB would be below the top of the G4 were the EMB

installed with its valve "resting on the fireplace floor."

The DX34 instructions pertain only to the EMB used with the G4. (JT-

2312-5.) No evidence shows that DX34 has any relevance to an EMB installed

with a G5. Id.

D. EVIDENCE CONCERNING INFRINGEMENT: TESTIMONY.

Plaintiff called four trial witnesses: Golden Blount, Charles Hanft, Leslie

Bortz and William McLaughlin. None testified that Peterson ever manufactured or

sold an infringing product or that any Peterson dealer or customer ever assembled

any Peterson products in an infringing manner:

Golden Blount. Asked whether he had any personal l_lowledge about how

Peterson sells it products, Mr. Blount answered: "Well, they sell them through

theJ.r sales companies and their- to their dealers. Beyond that ] can't tell you very

much about their operation." (JT-1071.) Mr. Blount admitted that he was "not

really" familiar with Peterson's G4 product, that he had personally inspected
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"zero" installations of Peterson EMB and that he never had access to Peterson

product literature or installation instructions. (JT- 1054, JT- 1062, JT- 1045-6.)

Mr. Blount knows that Peterson sells the G4 and EMB separately. (JT-

1070.) Each of his answers about PX9 assumed that the exhibit accurately

depicted Peterson's sold product. (JT-0978-93.) Mr. Blount gave no testimony

authenticating PX9 as accurately depicting any Peterson product or combination of

Peterson products.

While Mr. Blount testified that plaintiff's ember burner was not a staple

article of commerce, he did not testify that Peterson's EMB has no substantial non-

infringing uses. (JT-1009.)

Charles Hanfi. Mr. Hanft was a retailer for plaintiff. Mr. Hanft admitted

that he had no personal knowledge regarding any Peterson products, their method

of sale, or their assembly. (JT-1097.) When shown PX4A, Hanft stated: "I have

never seen that." (JT-1087.)

Hanft does not sell the Peterson EMB and had never seen it offered for sale,

presented at any convention or listed in any sales brochure. (JT-1087-9.) Hanft

admitted that he had no knowledge about the manner in which Peterson markets or

distributes the EMB. (JT-1097.)

William McLaughlin. Mr. McLaughlin, Peterson's patent attorney, testified

that the EMB did not literally infiinge the Patent. (JT-I 114.) He testified that the
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EMB "does not include a support means for holding an elongated primary burner

tube in a raised level relative to a secondary coals burner elongated tube" and that

it "does not include a secondary burner tube positioned below a primary tube."

(JT-1151, JT-2376-86 at 2378.)

Mr. McLaughlin testified that Peterson told him that the primary and

secondary burners were meant to be installed with "the heights" being "the same."

(JT-1170.) When asked about PX4A, Mr. McLaughlin stated that because plaintiff

had assembled the exhibit, he could not state that it was accurately configured. (JT-

1172.) During his testimony, it was demonstrated that the top of the EMB could be

positioned above the top of the G4 in a non-infringing configuration. (Id.)

Leslie Bortz. Mr. Bortz testified that Peterson "recommend[s] that the EMB

be at the same level [as the primary burner.]" (JT-1678.) When plaintiff's counsel

asked Mr. Bortz whether the EMB was a staple article of commerce, Mr. Bortz

responded that he did not "know what that means." (JT-1212.) Plaintiff's counsel

then stated; "[w]ell, it means like sugar and salt and big cans of flour." (JT-1212-

3.) Utilizing that definition, Bortz testified that none of Peterson's products were

staple articles of commerce. (JT- 1213.)

Plaintiff called no other witnesses. None of plaintiffs witnesses provided

any evidence that any EMB had ever been installed by anyone in a manner that

infringed the Patent.

16
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During defendant's case in chief, no witness testified that any Peterson

product or products were ever sold by Peterson or assembled by any Peterson

dealer or customer in an infi-inging manner:

Tod Corrin. When asked whether Peterson had a preferred orientation of

the primary and secondary burners, Mr. Corrin testified, "[y]es, you would want

both burners to be parallel." (JT-1342-3.)

Vince Jankowskg John Palaski and Darryl Dworkin. None of these

witnesses testified with respect to the EMB's installed configuration relative to the

height of any Peterson primary burner. (JT-1246-1307 (Jankowski), JT-1349-86

(Palaski), JT-1394-1425(Dworkin).)

E. EVIDENCE CONCERNING WILLFUL |NFRINGEMENT.

Most of the evidence concerning willful infringement focused on whether

Peterson was sufficiently responsive and thorough in obtaining an opinion from its

patent attorney.

Peterson first received notice of the Patent on or about December 16, 1999

(the "First Letter"). (JT-0364 at ¶9, JT-1513.) Upon receipt of the letter, Mr.

Bortz contacted the company's long-standing patent attorney, Mr. McLaughlin,

about how to respond) (JT-1101-2, JT-1514, JT-1188-9.)

3 McLaughlin has a BS in electrical engineering from the University of Notre

Dame and law degree from DePaul University. (JT-1127.) Practicing law since

1985, he specializes in intellectual property, is admitted to practice before the U.S.
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Neither Mr. Bortz nor Mr. McLaughlin believed the First Letter to be a

charge of infiingement. (JT-II03, JT-I188.) Upon receipt of the First Letter,

Peterson tried to determine what the Patent meant "because we didn't see anything

in the patent that wasn't things we had done for many years." (JT-1191-2.) Mr.

McLaughlin told Peterson that "if you have been doing this for 20 or 30 years, that

would be a strong argument, or words to that effect, of invalidity or non

infringement." (JT-1200.) At Mr. McLaughlin's direction, Peterson responded on

December 30, 1999. (JT-1514.)

Plaintiff sent a second letter on May 3, 2000 which included a broad claim

of infringement (the "Second Letter"). (JT-1516.) Still unsure of why plaintiff

believed Peterson was infringing, Peterson responded on May 16, 2000 requesting

a detailed explanation of the basis for the infringement claim. (JT-1134, JT-1196;

JT-1517, JT-III l, JT-1201.) Peterson next heard from Plaintiff some 7 months

later when it received the Complaint. (JT-1201-2.)

Peterson was surprised by the Complaint because it believed that its own

similar products predated the Patent by years, it was doing nothing inappropriate,

and that if it showed plaintiff what it had been doing, the case would be over. (JT-

I

I

I

Patent Office, has prosecuted between 400 and 500 patent applications and has

conducted appeals before the PTO. (JT-1127-34.) Additionally, McLaughlin has

prepared approximately I00 infringement opinions and prepared 24-36 invalidity

opinions, including oral opinions. (JT-1128-9.)
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1205-7.) Peterson forwarded the Complaint and prior art to Mr. McLaughlin. (JT-

1202-3, JT-1135, JT-2306-20, JT-2271-230|, JT-1137-1144.)

F. EVIDENCE CONCERNING DAI_IAGES.

Plaintiff's damage calculations assume that it and Peterson were head-to-

head competitors selling two-burner combination products to customers who could

choose one or the other. Plaintiff showed that its products were usually sold as a

two-burner package. Mr. Hanft, one of plaintiff's dealers testified that 97.5% of

his sales of plaintiff's secondary burner also included the sale of a primary burner.

(JT-1093-4.) Only 2.5% of the time did Mr. Hanft sell a secondary burner as a

retrofit or accessory to be added to one of plaintiff's existing primary burner

installations. (JT-1016.)

Plaintifl, however, presented 11o evidence of how Peterson's products were

sold. Both Mr. Hanf-t and Mr. Blount admitted that they lacked personal

knowledge of how Peterson sold its products. (JT-1071, JT-1054, JT-1062, JT-

1045-6, JT-1097, JT-1087.)

Mr. Bortz testified that most of Peterson's EMB products were sold

separately as retrofit accessories for existing G4 installations. (JT-1262, JT-2313,

JT-1231-2, JT-1323, JT-1321.) Plaintiff's secondary burner was not suitable for

installation with any existing Peterson products. (JT-2312, JT-1483.) Nor was

Peterson's EMB suitable tbr installation with any of plaintiff's existing products.
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(Id.) The two companies could compete only when they were trying to sell a

complete two-burner installation. No evidence quantifies how many EMBs were

sold as part of two-burner installations.

Peterson first marketed the EMB in the 1996 season. (JT-1220-1.) It was

first offered by catalog in March 1997. (ld.) After trial, Peterson repurchased all

existing EMB inventories. (JT-0801-2.) None of the repurchased EMBs had ever

been sold to customers. Peterson sold tile following number of EMBs during the

following time periods:

Beginning Ending Quantity
1 1/23/99 12/16/99 288

12/16/99 5/3/00 470

5/3/00 8/9/02 3253

Peterson buy-back -802

(See, JT-1598-1601, JT-0793-803.) Net of the buy-back Peterson sold only 2,921

EMBs to customers after receiving the First Letter.

Plaintiff sold its secondary burner for and its combined product for

(JT-1602.) Plaintiff claims that the margin on its secondary burner was

(Id.) Plaintiff claims that its margin on the combined

product was :_ . (Id.)

No evidence substantiates these margins. (JT-1597, JT-1602.) Mr. Blount

admitted that these margins do not include sales costs or overhead, except for a

small allowance for utilities. (JT-1072-3.) He claimed that plaintiff did not have
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these costs. (ld.) Invoices submitted by plaintiff to the Patent Office to establish

commercial success, however, show the names of salespersons, indications about

freight charges and offer a 10% discount for payment within 30 days. (JT-2091-

2102.) No evidence shows plaintiff's profit margins once overhead and sales costs

are correctly accounted for.

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

The district court's attempts to decide tiffs non-jury case are fraught witl_

procedural and substantive error. Counting the Findings originally vacated by this

Court in Blount I, the trial court has now entered four different sets of Findings.

(JT-0519-27, JT-2446-2509, JT-0002-47, JT-0050-82.) Each of these sets was

copied nearly verbatim from a submission by one of the parties. Despite this

Court's specific remand instructions to the district court to express its own

decision-making processes, it is completely impossible to tell whether the court

below did anything beyond simply signing one side or the other's form. It is

impossible to tell what evidence the district court found credible or how it applied

the law to the facts or whether it even understood the issues and facts.

It is also impossible from this record to tell what supposed "mistake" led the

court to abruptly reverse itself on August 18; vacating Peterson's detailed and

intricate Findings only to enter plaintiff's. Regardless, the rules simply do not

provide for such actions. Ten days after entering Peterson's Findings on June 22,
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2004, the district court lost jurisdiction to alter or amend any )findings not subject

to a timely Rule 52(b) motion by plaintiff. Additionally, because plaintiWs post-

trial motions did not address many of Peterson's key Findings, tile August 18

ruling vacating the unchallenged Peterson Findings was clear error.

The error was compounded on September 2, 2004, when the court entered a

substantially altered set of Findings, which plaintiff had filed on August 31, and as

to which Peterson was afforded no opportunity to object or be heard. It is

impossible to tell from the record whether the court even knew that these Findings

differed from the Findings plaintiff had filed on June 10, and which tile court had

verbally adopted on August 18.

Beyond these procedural errors, the district court erred substantively in

deciding the case for plaintiff. Peterson's EMB product is a retrofit or accessory

kit suitable for installation only on Peterson's primary burner products. Having no

primary burner, the EMB cannot directly infringe any claim of the Patent, all of

which recite a primary and secondary burner structure. Furthermore, no Patent

claim can be infringed unless and until the EMB product is installed with its top

below the top of the primary burner.

Plaintiff offered no evidence that Peterson manufactured, used or sold any

product in an infringing configuration. Moreover, because (as plaintiff now

admits) tile EMB is capable of being installed in a non-infiinging configuration,
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the EMB must be deemed a staple article in commerce, negating contributory

infringement.

Below, plaintiff argued that two Peterson documents (DX30 and DX34)

circumstantially proved induced infringement. No competent and authentic

evidence, however, establishes that following Peterson's regular installation

instructions (DX34) leads to infringement. The other document, DX30, was not

disseminated regularly by Peterson. The record fails to show how often and when

it was disseminated.

Moreover, the record fails to show that Peterson h_ew or should have "kJ_own

that it would induce infringement by disseminating either of these documents.

Peterson thought it was recommending that its secondary burners be installed level

with the primary burners--a non-infringing orientation. Absent Peterson's intent,

plaintiff's induced infringement claim as to either DX30 or DX34 fails.

Plaintiff based its willful infringement claim solely on the alleged

inadequacies and delay in Peterson seeking a non-infringement opinion from its

patent counsel. It has now been recognized, however, that the failure to obtain

such an opinion cannot give rise to an inference that due care was not exercised.

Plaintiff offered no evidence of willful infringement other than the allegedly

inadequate opinion.
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The record will also not support the compensatory damage award, which is

based on plaintiff's profits from selling complete new fireplace installations rather

than just retrofit products - like Peterson's accused EMB. The district court also

erred by not crediting Peterson for the EMB units that it repurchased from

distributors after the district court's infringement finding. None of these

repurchased units could have possibly caused plaintiff to lose any sales. The lost

profit damages award simply cannot be sustained.

Absent willful infringement, there can be no enhanced damages. In

addition, there can be no enhanced damages in the absence of any reprehensible

conduct by Peterson, and this record discloses none. There can also be no finding

of an exceptional case or award of attorneys' fees absent any finding of willful

infringement.

ARGUMENT

I. TIlE DISTRICT COURT AGAIN FAILED TO CAREFULLY CONSIDER THE

ISSUES AND EVIDENCE PRESENTED BELOW.

In Blount I, this Court vacated the Findings because "the district court's

sparse opinion provides this court with only bald conclusions" insufficient to

sustain the judgment. 365 F.3d at 1061. This Court instructed the district court on

remand to enter "specific factual findings." Id.

Although this Court's instructions strongly suggested that the district court

should write Findings expressing its thought processes and decisions on key issues,
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the district court did not do so. Instead, the court ordered the parties to submit

proposed Findings, after which it first entered Peterson's Findings verbatim, and,

second awarded Peterson's attorneys' fees. The Court then declared on August 18

that it had "made a mistake," vacated Peterson's Findings and entered Plaintiff's

June 10 Findings - again verbatim - it then entered on September 2 a substantially

different set of Findings submitted by Plaintiff, on August 31, without notice or an

opportunity for Peterson to be heard. (See, generally SOC -4-6) 4

Case law clearly permits trial courts to solicit proposed Findings from the

parties, especially in complex or technical cases such as patent suits. Doing so,

however, is an aid to the court's decision making process, not a substitute for the

court's responsibility to understand and decide the discrete issues on which such

cases tuiTl. O.S.v. El Paso Natural Gas Co., 376 U.S. 651, 656 and n.4 (1964)

(Findings "drawn with the insight of a disinterested mind are more helpful to the

appellate court," then quoting J. Skelly Wright, J.: "Many courts simply decide the

case in favor of the plaintiff or the defendant, have him prepare the findings . . .

and sign them. This has been denounced by every court of appeals save one. This

is an abandonment of the duty and the trust that has been placed in the judge").

See also Cont 'I Connector Corp. v. Houston Fearless Corp., 350 F.2d 183, 187 (9 'h

4 Citations to the Statement of the Case will be "SOC" Citations to the Statement

of Facts will be "SF-"
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Cir. 1965) (district court has a duty "to carefully consider, weigh and determine the

accuracy of the proposed findings, and whether they are supported by the evidence

in the record before him").

Although Findings adopted verbatim from a party's draft may not be

rejected out of hand tbr that reason alone, they are certainly suspect and deserving

of greater appellate scrutiny than Findings from which the district court's mental

processes are clearly evident. Luhr Bros., inc. v. Shepp, 157 F.3d 333,338 (5 th Cir.

1998) (where Findings are "near-verbatim recitals of the prevailing party's

proposed findings and conclusions, with minimal revision, we should approach

such findings with 'caution.'"); Alcock v. Small Business Administration, 50 F.3d

1456, 1459 n.2 (9 'h Cir. 1995) ("Findings of fact prepared by counsel and adopted

by the trial court are subject to greater scrutiny than those authored by the trial

judge"). See also Anderson v. City of Bessemer City, 470 U.S. 564, 572 (1985)

(findings not suspect when the trial court "does not appear to have uncritically

accepted findings prepared without judicial guidance by the prevailing party.").

The problem with this record is that no suggestion of any critical analysis or

judicial guidance by the district court is apparent anywhere. Moreover, the court's

abrupt reversal of position on August 18, claiming an unexplained "mistake," is

even more troubling. (SOC-5.) What mistake could have been made? The court

not only entered Pelerson's Findings on June 22, 2004, but proceeded thereafter to
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award Peterson over $600,000 of attorneys' fees for plaintiff's vexatious litigation

tactics. (SOC-5.) If the mistake was signing the wrong party's Findings, then tile

court obviously signed a detailed document that he had not read. If his mistake

concerns specific issues or conclusions, then the absence of a more detailed

explanation of the nature of the mistake is even more baffling. 5

This mystery notwithstanding, the district court's abrupt reversal of position

was clear error. The rules simply do not provide for vacating findings more than

10 days after entry based upon "mistake" where the other party has not filed a

motion under Rule 52(b). Rule 52(a) clearly states: "findings of fact ... shall not

be set aside unless clearly erroneous." Rule 52(b) states that the court may amend

its findings only upon timely motion. A plaintiffwho does not make a timely Rule

52(b) motion deprives the district court of the opportunity to vacate or modify any

uncontested Findings.

In this case, after the court entered Peterson's Findings and awarded

Peterson attorneys' fees, plaintiff filed a Rule 52(b) motion challenging only some

of Peterson's Findings. (SOC-5.) At minimum, the distTict court was not free to

reverse those of Peterson's Findings that plaintiff had not contested. See Riley v.

5We recite these facts only to suggest to this Court that vacating the judgment and

remanding again with repeated instructions to enter specific Findings is highly

unlikely to bear fruit. We suggest that this case must be decided in Peterson's

favor by this Court because the record contains no viable evidence of infringement

of the Patent by anyone. See Sections II-V, it_'a.
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Northwestern Bell. Telephone Co., 1 F.3d 725, 726-27 (8 'h Cir. 1993) (conclusory

Rule 52(b) motion violated Rule 7(b); memorandum raising specific arguments not

raised in motion barred as untimely where memorandum filed beyond 10 day

limit). See also Glass v. Seaboard Coast Line Railroad Co., 714 F.2d 1107, 1109

(11 th Cir. 1983) (the t0 day time periods for post-trial motions to amend are

"jurisdictional"); Gribble v. Harris, 625 F.2d 1173, 1174 (5 _hCir. 1980) (10 day

time period "cannot be extended in the discretion of the trial court"). Here,

plaintiff filed no motion seeking amendment of all Findings. Striking Peterson's

uncontested Findings was clear error.

In addition, the Court's entry of the final set of Findings on September 2 was

error because plaintiff had filed no additional Rule 52(b) motion between August

18 and September 2 seeking to amend the June 10 version of plaintiff's Findings

entered orally and by minute order on August 18, 2004 (the "August 18 Order").

(SOC-5.) The Court's August 18 Order expressly adopting plaintiff's June I0

Findings which completely and finally resolved all issues between the parties

within the mandate on remand, including awarding specific treble damages

($1,287,766), attorneys' fees ($332,349) and costs ($10,031.04). (SOC-5-6.)

An order is a final judgment under Rule 54(a) when it "ends litigation on the

merits and leaves nothing for the court to do but execute the judgment." Catlin v.

United States, 324 U.S. 229, 233 (1945). See also Nystrom v. Trex Co., 339 F.3d
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1347, 1350 (Fed.Cir. 2003) (final judgment rule of 28 U.S.C. § 1291 is fully

applicable to patent cases). At the end of the August 18 hearing, no merits issue

remained to be decided. As such, the August 18 Order constitutes a "final

judgment" within the meaning of Rule 54(a), F.R.Civ.P.

Because the August 18 Order resolved pending motions under Rules 52 and

59, no separate document was required for it to become effective as a final

judgment for time limitation purposes. Rule 58(a)(1)(D) (Under Rule 58, as

amended effective December 1, 2002, no separate document is required for an

order disposing of a motion made under Rules 52 or 59 to become effective as a

final judgment). Thus, the August 18 Order became effective as a judgment when

it was docketed on August 18, 2004. Rule 58(b)(I) ("judgment is entered" when

an order excused from the separate document requirement by Rule 58(a)(1) is

docketed). The time for appeal and for further post-trial motions began to run on

August 18, 2004, even if the Court contemplated the ministerial act of later signing

a written order expressly adopting the findings or entering a separate document

recording the judgment.

This time limit for further amendment, which is jurisdictional, expired on

September 1,. 2004. The Findings on appeal were enoneously entered on

September 2, 2004. They must be stricken.
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II. PLAINTIFF FAILED TO PROVE ANY DIRECT INFRINGEMENT BY PETERSON

AS TO ITS G4 AND EMB, WINCH _VERE SEPARATELY SOLD COMPONENTS

THAT, BY THEMSELVES, DO NOT INFRINGE ANY CLAIM OF THE PATENT.

Proof of infringement is a two step process in which tile scope of the claims

must first be determined and those claims must then be compared to the allegedly

infringing device. Blount I, 365 F.3d at 1059. Plaintiff, of course, bears the

burden of proving infringement by a preponderance of the evidence. Biovail Corp.

lntern 7. v. Andrx Pharmaceuticals, lnc., 239 F.3d 1297, 1302 (Fed.Cir. 2001).

STANDAPd) OF REVIEW. Any Finding not supported by substantial evidence

or based on an erroneous view of the law of record must be reversed as clearly

erroneous. Estate of Davis v. Delo, 115 F.3d 1388, 1393 (8 'h Cir. 1996) ("we will

overturn a finding of fact only if it is not supported by substantial evidence in the

record, in the finding is based on an erroneous view of the law, or if we are left

with the definite and firm conviction that an error has been made"); Drew v.

Department of Corrections, 297 F.3d 1278, 1283 (11 th Cir. 2002) (findings of fact

must be reversed under "clearly erroneous" standard if"the record lacks substantial

evidence" to support them).

CLAIM CONSTRUCTION. Claim construction is not an issue on tiffs appeal.

In Blount 1, this Court held that the limitations in Claim I and 17 (the sole

independent claims at issue) require that the top of the primary burner tube be

installed "at a raised level" with regard to the top of the secondary burner tube,
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which must be installed "below" the top of the primary burner tube and that the

claim ternas "raised level" and "below" must be construed to have the same

meaning. (SF-6.)

Because Peterson's EMB secondary burner attaches to its primary burner

with a threaded connection, it is quite possible to tighten the fitting while the top of

the secondary burner is positioned level with or above the top of the primary

burner. (SF-8.) As even plaintiff now has judicially admitted in its post trial filing

on remand, a Peterson secondary burner installed in such a manner does not

infringe the Patent. Martinez v. Bally's Louisiana, Inc., 244 F.3d 474, 476 (5 _hCir.

2001) (counsel's statements may be judicial admissions); Medcom Holding Co. v.

Baxter Travenol Labs., Inc., 106 F.3d 1388, 1404 (7 'h Cir. 1977) (clear statement

made in the course of judicial proceedings is judicial admission); (SF-8.) Thus,

proof of infringement here requires a showing of how any EMB was in fact

installed.

APPLICATION TO PETERSON'S PRODUCTS. Applying the construed claims

to Peterson's products shows that plaintiff failed to prove any direct infringement

by Peterson. Peterson itself did not make, use or sell any two-burner apparatus

using its G4 primary burner and EMB secondary burner. (SF-7-8.) Peterson made

and sold both the G4 and EMB separately and unassembled. (Id.) Thus, Peterson

could not have directly infringed the Patent by selling these separate products
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because Peterson never assembled them in an infringing configuration. See, e.g.,

Deepsouth Packing Co. v. Laitram Corp., 406 U.S. 518, 528-32 (1972) (the

manufacture and sale of constituent parts of patented machine did not infringe the

patent); RF Delaware, Inc. v. Pacific Keystone Technologies, Inc., 326 F.3d 1255,

1266 (Fed. Cir. 2003) ("there can be no infringement ... if even one limitation of a

claim or its equivalent is not present"); Fromson v. Advance Offset Plate, Inc., 720

F.2d 1565, 1568 (Fed. Cir. 1983) (customer applied final coating which was a

claim element: the manufacturer did not directly infringe patent).

Critically, plaintiff failed to produce at trial an infringing two-burner

apparatus purchased from Peterson or any Peterson dealer. (SF-10-13.) Plaintiff

did offer PX4A, but provided no chain of custody evidence showing that the

apparatus had been obtained already assembled from Peterson and maintained

without alteration in the configuration offered in court. (SF-I 1.) It appears from

the record that plaintiff, not Peterson, assembled PX4A. (Id.) In doing so, plaintiff

could as easily have attached the EMB secondary burner such that its top was level

with or above the top of the G4 primary burner, showing non-infringement.

Perhaps seeking to artificially maximize the opposite inference, plaintiff

removed tile valve stem and knob, an essential part which Peterson sells with the
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EMB. Compare Finding 38 (JT-0057) (noting that PX4A lacks valve knob) 6 with

DX34 (SF-13-14) (p. 3, Step 11 instructs the user to attached the handle extensions

and knob). When present, the valve stem handle extensions and knob protrude

forward physically limiting how far the EMB call be lowered. (SF-8.) Removing

the knob and stem prevented PX4A from being authentic or representative of how

Peterson or any Peterson customer would (or could) assemble the EMB (using all

of its components) with a G4. As such, PX4A has no relevance here. See Siegal v.

American Honda Motorcycle Co., hlc., 921 F.2d 15, 16 ( 1st Cir. 1990) (Motorcycle

that had been altered while in plaintiff's possession could not be authenticated

under Rule 901 as evidence of defective manufacture).

The direct infringement Findings entered below are all clearly erroneous

because they assume that PX4A was authenticated and is representative of a dual

burner product manufactured and sold by Peterson in the configuration shown at

trial. See Finding 38 (JT-0057) (wrongly stating that PX4A "is one of Peterson's

manufactured products"). Not so. Although this Court directed the district court to

make specific findings on remand, the Findings made fail to identify a Peterson

product or part name or number for any two-buruer apparatus sold by Peterson

composed of G4 and EMB buruers which is equivalent to PX4A. The omission in

Contrary to Finding 38, no evidence establishes that the valve stem and knob are

"not at issue." (JT-00.57.) Absent affirmative supporting evidence, that Finding is

clearly erroneous.
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Finding 38 of a specific reference to any Peterson product by name or number was

a necessary subterfuge below because no such product was ever made, used or sold

by Peterson, as plaintiff well knows.

The confusion continues in the subsequent Findings holding that Peterson

infringed claims 1 and 17 by selling "Peterson's manufactured products" (note the

plural) having both a primary and secondary burner. In each case, the Finding

relates back to Finding 38 and PX4A--which is not a product that Peterson ever

assembled or sold in that configuration. See Finding 40 (footnote 3, referencing

Finding 38, which is based entirely on PX4A), Finding 41(same, see footnote 3),

Finding 42 (reference to PX4A), Finding 43 (same, see footnote 5), Finding 44

(same, see footnote 6), Finding 58 (same, see footnote 7) (JT-0057-61, SF-7.) All

of the Findings that Peterson itself infringed are clearly erroneous: unassembled

components of a patented invention do not infringe until they are in fact assembled

into the patented combination] Deepsouth, 406 U.S. at 528-29; RF Delaware, 326

F.3d at 1266; Fromson, 720 F.2d at 1568. This record does not show that Peterson

ever sold any two-burner product based on the G4 primary burner.

' For plaintiff to proffer such Findings to the district court when it well knew that

Peterson sold the G4 and EMB products separately and thus could not itself

infringe the two-burner Patent claims under the technical requirements of the

patent law is clear evidence of plaintiff's bad faith litigation tactics.
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During its case in chief, plaintiff offered no foundation whatsoever for

PX4A. (SF-I 1.) The sole statements purporting to identify PX4A were made by

plaintiff's counsel. (SF-11.) Lawyer's statements, of course, are not evidence.

C.R. Bard, Inc. v. Advanced Cardiovascular Systems, Inc., 911 F.2d 670, 674 n.2

(Fed. Cir. 1990). Although Plaintiff may have casually identified PX4A as

Peterson's competing product (see Finding 38), he also admitted that he has no

personal h_owledge of how Peterson manufactures or sells its products. (SF-11.)

Thus, he is unable to authenticate PX4A as representative of any product sold in

that configuration by Peterson or assembled by its customers. F.R.Evid. 602.

Critically, no witness offered any chain of custody testimony showing that PX4A

was purchased from Peterson in that fonn or was representative of any Peterson

product or products in unaltered form. 5 Jack B. Weinstein and Margaret A.

Berger, WErNSTEIN'S FEDERAL EWDENCE, § 901.0313] at 901-28 (Matthew Bender

2d Ed. 2005) (hereinafter, "WEINSTEn'q") ("The chain of custody must be

established with sufficient completeness to make it improbable that the original

item was either exchanged with another or has been contaminated or tampered

with.").

The other testimony cited as foundation for Finding 38 also fails to

authenticate PX4A as a dual burner product made, used or sold in that form by

Pelerson or assembled by its customers. Mr. Jankowski testified only that he
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recognized the components of PX4A as Peterson products. (SF-II.) See Finding

38 ("Mr. Jankowski testified that he recognized Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 4A as

Peterson's products." Emphasis added--true only when stated in the plural) (JT-

0057.) Critically, neither Mr. Jankowski nor anyone else testified: (i) that Peterson

assembled or sold PX4A configured as shown in court, (ii) that PX4A was

representative of anything that Peterson did make, use or sell or (iii) that PX4A

was representative of how any Peterson customer, dealer or end user assembled or

installed any Peterson products.

Finding 42 references observations made at trial. (JT-00059.) That Finding

fails if PX4A lacks foundation. An unauthenticated demonstrative exhibit is

probative of nothing. U.S.v. Hernandez-Herrera, 952 F.2d 342, 343 (10 th Cir.

1991) ("the evidence is viewed as irrelevant unless the proponent can show that the

evidence is what its proponent claims"); U.S.v. Papia, 910 F.2d 1357, 1366 (7th

Cir. 1990) ("On the other hand, if the note was not Papia's the note would be

irrelevant to her state of mind."); Renfro Hosiery Mills Co. v. National Cash

Register Co., 552 F.2d 1061, 1065 (4th Cir. 1977) ("[T]he relevance of

experimental evidence depends on whether or not the experiment was perfonned

under conditions 'substantially similar' to those of the actual occurrence sought to

be proved.").
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Thus, plaintiff's carpenter's level demonstration and trial witness' testimony

affirming the relation of the burner tops in the demonstrative exhibits are all

irrelevant absent authenticity foundation. U.S.v. Blaylock, 20 F.3d 1458, 1463 (9 th

Cir. 1994) ("Before a document can be found relevant, the court must find that it

has tbundation."). Plaintiff provided none. No witnesses testified that Peterson

ever manufactured or sold a two-burner apparatus in which the top of the

secondary burner was positioned below the top of the primary burner. See Finding

42 (JT-0059.) No witness ever testified that any Peterson customer did so, either.

PX4A is a total red herring, never authenticated by plaintiff and which proves

nothing.

The other evidence cited in the Findings as proving Peterson's direct

infringement is the "Literal Infringement Chart," introduced as PX9. (SF-12.) See

also Finding 40. (JT-0057-8.) Like PX4A, however, PX9 is an unauthenticated

demonstrative exhibit which proves nothing about any real Peterson product. PX9

purports to compare "Defendant's Sold Product" to the limitations of the Patent.

(SF-12.) Plaintiff, however, failed to show that PX9 accurately represents any

product actually assembled or sold by Peterson. (SF-12.) Just as with PX4A, it

clearly does not.

Plaintiff only used PX9 with Mr. Blount, who admitted that he had no

personal knowledge of how Peterson's products were sold. (SF-12, 14-15.) As
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such, PX9 is meaningless. F.R.Evid., 602, 90l (b)(l) (witness nmst have personal

knowledge toauthenticate); U.S.v. Van Wyhe, 965 F.2d 528, 532 (7th Cir. 1992)

(in order to lay propel foundation for a book containing a photograph, the

defendant was "required to call a witness who had . . . knowledge of the book or

photograph.").

On remand, plaintiff argued that PX9 nmst be taken at lace value because it

was admitted at trial without timely objection. (JT-2517.) This argument

misstates the law. A demonstrative exhibit, even if admitted, is not itself evidence

of anything. 3 Wigmore, EVIDENCE, Chadbourn Rev. (1970), p. 218 (map,

diagram or model without supporting testimony is "for evidential purposes, simply

nothing .... " Emphasis original). Such exhibits have no evidentiary value higher

than the testimony which supports them. Wright & Miller, FED. PRAC. & PROC.,

EVmENC_, § 5163, p. 36. An unauthenticated demonstrative exhibit is probative of

nothing. Hernandez-Herrera, 952 F.2d at 343 ("the evidence is viewed as

irrelevant unless the proponent can show that the evidence is what its proponent

claims"); Papia, 910 F.2d at 1366 (same); Renfro Hosiery Mills, 552 F.2d at 1065

(same).

The thilure of Peterson's trial counsel to timely object to PX9 at most

prevents Peterson from now arguing that admitting the exhibit was error.

F.R.Evid. 103(a)(1). ]'hat failure, however, does not prevent Peterson from now
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arguing that PX9 was not shown to have any probative value and that the Findings

based on it are clearly erroneous because they are not supported by evidence.

Under Rule 901, the trier of fact must ultimately determine PX9's

authenticity and probative value. U.S.v. Scharon, 187 F.3d 17, 22 (I st Cir. 1999)

(even after admission, "a defendant can attempt to cast doubt on an exhibit's

authenticity"); U.S.v. Black, 767 F.2d 1334, 1342 (9 th Cir. 1985) ("The credibility

or probative force of the evidence offered is, ultimately, an issue for the jury."); 5

WF.INSTEIN, § 901.0316] at 901-44 ("The fact finder makes the ultimate

determination of authenticity in light of the applicable evidence"). Thus, the trial

court was required to make two authenticity determinations: first to admit PX9 and

then, when making Findings, whether PX9 was shown to be sufficiently relevant to

the configuration of Peterson's "Sold Product" to support a finding of

infringement. See Blaylock, 20 F.3d at 1463 ("Before a document can be found

relevant, the court must find that it has foundation."). By failing to object to PX9,

Peterson, at most, waived error concerning the admission determination. It did not,

however, thereby waive argulnents that PX9 is totally irrelevant to any product

made, used or sold by Peterson and cannot support any Finding of infringement.

See Ricketts v. Cio_ of Hartford, 74 F.3d 1397, 1410 (2d Cir. 1996) ("The judge's

preliminary determination does not, however, finally establish the authenticity of

the tape."), quoting U.S.v. Sliker, 751 F.2d 477,498-500 (2d Cir. 1985).
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On this record, none of plaintiff's demonstrative exhibits have any probative

value nor can they support the Findings of direct infringement by Peterson entered

below as to Peterson's G4 and EMB products. 8 See Findings 38, 40-44, 57-59.

(JT-0057-61 .) Those Findings are clearly erroneous and must be reversed.

III. PLAINTIFF FAILED TO PROVE ANY DIRECT INFRINGEI_IENT BY PETERSON

WITH REGARD TO ITS G5 AND LAB DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS.

In addition to the single-burner products (the "G4" and "EMB") which

comprised the vast majority of its sales, Peterson also manufactured a separate

product called the G5. (SF-9.) Like the G4 however, however, the vast majority

of most G5s cannot infiinge the Patent because they were also sold as single-

burner products. Deepsouth, 406 U.S. at 528-29; RFDelaware, 326 F.3d at 1266;

Fromson, 720 F.2d at 1568.

A very few number of G5s (approximately I0) were specially ordered from

Peterson with an EMB accessory attached. (SF-9-10.) Plaintiff, however,

introduced no affirmative evidence showing that any of these special order G5

units were assembled or sold by Peterson in an infringing configuration satisfying

8 Plaintiff also offered other demonstrative exhibits, including a videotape,

photographs and other charts supposedly illustrating infringement. None of these

exhibits, however, were properly authenticated by any witness. None need be

considered here, however, because none are mentioned as supporting the Findings.

The only exhibits mentioned in the infringement Findings are PX4A, PX9, DX30

and DX34. (SF-10-14, JT-0050-82.)
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the Vertical Limitations. 9 (SF-10.) Thus, plaintiff failed to-satisfy its burden of

proving that any G5 product infringed the Patent by satisfying the Vertical

Limitations. Biovail, 239 F.3d at 1302 (Fed.Cir. 2001) (Patentee must prove "that

every limitation of the asserted claim is literally met"); Pennwalt v. Durand-

Wayland, Inc., 833 F.2d 933, 949-50 (Fed.Cir. 1987) (Nies, J., concurring, citing

Prouty v. Draper, 41 U.S. (16 Pet.) 335 (1842) for the "All Elements" Rule).

Peterson also assembled a single two-burner demonstration unit in its

laboratory. (SF-10.) As with the special order G5s however, plaintiff offered at

trial no evidence whatsoever that Peterson's demonstration unit was assembled in

an infringing configuration satisfying the Vertical Limitations. (SF-IO.) Again,

plaintiff failed to satisfy its burden of proof as to Peterson's demonstration unit.

Lacking any direct evidence of how (or even when) the special order G5s or

the demonstration unit were assembled, plaintiff urged below that "it is reasonable

for this Court to conclude that both Peterson and its customers would have

assembled the devices in the way set forth in both sets of instructions." See

Finding 49, citing DX30 and DX34 (JT-0062-3.). Although circumstantial

evidence can be probative, neither of these documents proves plaintiff's claims nor

satisfies its burden.

9 No evidence suggests that PX4A is a Peterson G5 product or that it is

representative of how Peterson assembled its few special order G5 products that

left the factory with EMBs attached. (SF-I 1.)
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First, no evidence shows that either of these exhibits pertains to Peterson's

G5 product. The nature and extent of the structural and physical differences

between the G4 and G5 remains unexplained. At trial, plaintiff offered no

drawing, manual, advertisement or physical example of a G5 product. (SF-10.)

The Findings which conclude generally the G4 and G5 are "substantially identical

except that Peterson preassembles the G5 burner system according to certain

Canadian Gas Association specifications" are not supported by evidence that an

EMB connects to a G5 in the same way or in the same configuration as it coxmects

to a (_34. See Finding 36, Finding 49 (JT-057-63.) (Critically, Bortz did not testify

how the G5 was assembled or that the DX34 instructions were relevant or

applicable to a G5-EMB assembly).

DX34 is the installation instruction sheet packaged with Peterson's EMB

accessory product. (SF-13.) These instructions clearly state that the EMB is

suitable only for attachment to a Peterson G4 burner. (SF-13.) No evidence shows

that DX34 is what Peterson did use (or even could have used) to attach an EMBs to

a special order G5s. On their face, these instructions have nothing whatsoever to

do with the G5. (SF-14.) Similarly, DX30 specifically states that it shows the

assembled combination of a G4 and EMB. (SF-12.) Again, no evidence shows

that DX30 shows anything relevant about how a G5 and EMB would or could be

assembled.
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Plaintiff had the burden of proving the connection between the G4 and G5

products specifically. It did not do so. Tile evidence is simply not in the record for

the district court to "find the facts specifically" pertaining to G5 infringement and

still enter judgment for plaintiff. Blount I, 365 F.3d at 1061. The court's

conclusion (and plaintiff's claim) that DX30 and 34 also pertain to Peterson's G5

product is sheer speculation in the absence of any relevant evidence establishing

that the G5 product is sufficiently similar to the G4 in any way relevant to

determining the Vertical Limitations.

Even ignoring the obvious lack of connective proof, however, no competent

evidence establishes that following Peterson's regular EMB installation

inslructions (DX34) results in an infringing installation. Step 10 of these

instructions recommends that the secondary burner be installed with "the valve

fac[ing] forward and flush with the burner pan." (SF-13) Tile additional

language--such that the "valve [was] resting on the fireplace floor"--in Finding

42 is nowhere to be found in DX34 and is presumably plaintiff's embellishment.

(JT-0059.) Step 11 instructs the user to place the valve stem and knob in place.

Thus, the EMB must be installed at least high enot, gh for those parts to be used.

(SF-13-14.)

No evidence shows that installing the EMB with its valve "flush with the

burner pan" results in the valve "resting on the fireplace floor." (SF-14.) More
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critically, however, no evidence shows that the top of the EMB secondary burner

would be positioned below the top of the primary burner even were the EMB

installed with the valve "resting on the fireplace floor."

Erroneously ignoring the authenticity problems with the demonstrative

exhibits present in court, Finding 42 states with regard to the DX34 instructions:

At trial, and as observed by this Court, when the valve was resting on

the table flush with the pan, the top of the primary burner was above

the top of the ember burner.

(JT-0059.) Again, plaintiff's complete failure to authenticate the demonstrative

exhibits used for its demonstration prevents this Finding from being sustained.

Blaylock, 20 F.3d at 1463 ("Before a document can be found relevant, the court

must find that it has foul)dation."); Renfro Hosiery Mills, 552 F.2d at 1065 (4th

Cir. 1977) ("[T]he relevance of experimental evidence depends on whether or not

the experiment was performed under conditions 'substantially similar' to those of

the actual occurrence sought to be proved.").

No other exhibit or testimony shows whether the top of the EMB would be

above or below the top of the primary burner if the instructions in DX34 were

literally followed and the "valve" referred to therein was understood to be the

complete valve structure with all of its parts as sold by Peterson, including the stem

and knob. PX4A certainly was never authenticated as showing such a
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configuration. _° Thus, DX34 is not sufficient to support Finding 42 or to suggest

that Peterson would have assembled its single lab demonstration unit or the

handful of special order G5 units in an infringing manner.

DX30 is no better. Not only does the drawing expressly refer to the G4, but

it is dated February 15, 2002, over a year after suit and long after the special order

G5 units and demonstration unit may have been assembled or sold. (SF-12.) No

evidence shows that the configuration shown on DX30 was Peterson's preferred

method of assembling the those units at the time when they were assembled.

This record fails to affirmatively show--by direct or circumstantial

evidence--that Peterson ever made, used or sold any two-burner apparatus in

which the top of the secondary burner tube was positioned below the top of the

primary burner tube. As such, plaintiff failed to discharge its burden of proof and

the trial court's Findings of direct infringement by Peterson are clearly erroneous

for lack or any evidence and must be reversed.

'° Because it was plaintiff's burden to establish that PX4A was authentic (i.e.,

representative of where the EMB would be installed if the DX34 installation

instructions were followed), the failure of the record to answer this key question is

merely plaintiff's failure to discharge its burden of proof. WEn_STEIN, § 901.02[3]

at 901-14 ("The proponent of an exhibit has the burden of introducing sufficient

evidence to show that the exhibit is what the proponent claims it to be.").
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IV. PLAINTIFF FAILED TO PROVE CONTRIBUTORY INFRINGEMENT OF ANY

PATENT CLAIM BY ANY PETERSON DEALER, CUSTOMER OR END USER.

Even though indirect infringement was its most likely claim, plaintiff

literally offered no evidence of how any Peterson dealer, customer or end user

actually installed any of Peterson's products. This record is completely silent as to

how any third person ever assembled any Peterson products.

In Blount I, this court made clear that evidence that someone infringed the

Patent is an essential element of plaintiff's indirect infringement claims. 365 F.3d

at 1061, citing Carborundum Co. v. Molten Metal Equipment Innovations. Inc., 72

F.3d 872, 876 n.4 (Fed.Cir. 1995) ("Absent direct infringement of the claims of a

patent, there can be neither contributory or induced infringement.") and Met-Coil

Sys. Corp. v. Korners Unlimited, Inc., 803 F.2d 684, 687 (Fed.Cir. 1986) ("There

can be no inducemenl of infi-ingement without direct infringement by some

party"). See also Aro Mfg. Co. v. Convertible Top Replacement Co., 365 U.S. 336,

341 (1961). This record will not support any third party infringement finding.

Evidence showing that an accused component can be installed or used in a

non-infringing manner is sufficient as a matter of law to defeat a contributory

infringement claim. Blount I, 365 F.3d at 1061 ("Plaintiff must show that

Peterson's components have no substantial non-infringing uses"); Alloc, Inc. v.

Inten_ational Trade Commission, 342 F.3d 1361, 1374 (Fed.Cir. 2003) (same).

Contributory infringement exists only where the accused component "has no use
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except through practice of the patented method." Alloc, 342 F.3d at 1374. Accord,

Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, 464 U.S. 417, 441 (1984);

Dawson Chem. Co. v. Rohm& Haas Co., 448 U.S. 176, 178 (1980).

Because plaintiff has now judicially admitted that an EMB installed with its

top level with, or higher than, the G4 primary burner would not infringe the Patent,

it has also necessarily admitted that the EMB is capable of substantial non-

infringing uses, thus defeating any contributory infiingement claim, sl (SF-8.) C.R.

Bard, 911 F.2d at 674 (possible use of a catheter in several ways, only one of

which infringes, shows that "there are substantial non-infringing uses for the ACS

catheter"). Thus, contributory infringement is no longer an issue in this case.

Findings 62 to 65 must be reversed as clear error. (JT-0065-6.)

V. PLAINTIFF" FAILED TO PROVE INDUCED INFRINGEMENT OF ANY PATENT

CLAIM BY ANY PETERSON DEALER, CUSTOMER OR END USER.

Plaintiff also failed to prove induced infringement on this record. As stated

above, no witness provided any evidence of how Peterson customers who bought

EMBs installed them or had them installed. (SF-14-17.) Each such installation

_1Thus, plaintiff's counsel's elicitation of statements that Peterson's EMB was not

a "staple article in commerce"--using the wrong legal definition of the term--is

thus of no moment. (SF-15-16.) The definition of a "non-staple article of

commerce" in the patent law is an item which has "little or no utility outside of the

patented process." Polysius Corp. v. Fuller Co., 709 F. Supp. 560, 576 (E.D. Pa.

1989), afffd 889 F.2d 1100 (Fed. Cir. 1989). There can be no contributory

infringement here because Peterson's EMB was suitable for a non-infringing
installation.
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would have been non-infiinging if the EMB was not installed at the lowest possible

position.

Below, plaintiff argued that proof of third party infringement was shown

circumstantially by Peterson's dissemination of two documents: DX34 and DX30.

(SF-12-14.) These documents are the sole bases for the court's induced

infringement Findings. Upon scrutiny, however, neither document supports the

Findings.

Regarding Peterson's regular EMB instructions (DX34), induced

infringement cases that have relied on product use instructions as circumstantial

evidence of third party infringement have found that following the instructions will

necessarily result in infringement. See Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.

v. Chemque, Inc., 303 F.3d 1294, 1305 (Fed.Cir. 2002) (defendant supplied

"customers with instructions ... which, when followed, would lead to

infringement"); Moleculon Research Corp. v. CBS, Inc., 793 F.2d 1261, 1272 (Fed.

Cir. 1986) (defendant disseminated "an instruction sheet teaching the [patented]

method"). This record simply does not establish that following DX34 will result in

infringement.

circumstantial

See Section Ill, supra. Absent such proof, DX34 is not

evidence of any third party induced infringement. ICN

Pharmaceuticals v. Geneva Pharmaceuticals Teeh. Corp., 272 F.Supp.2d 1028,
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1049 (C.D. Cal. 2003) (no inducement where labels did not encourage physicians

to administer drug in infringing manner).

Regarding DX30, to prove induced infringement, plaintiff first had the

burden to show dissemination of the document to EMB customers. Critically,

DX30 was not a document regularly disseminated by Peterson. (SF-12.) The

document was distributed only when specifically requested. (SF-12.) No evidence

shows any dissemination of DX30 prior to the date it bears: February 15, 2002, just

weeks before trial and long after most EMB sales. (SF-12.)

Beyond doubt, any EMB customer who did not request or receive DX30

cannot be said to have been induced to infringe by Peterson's affirmative act of

disseminating DX30:

A defendant's liability for indirect infiingement must relate to the

identified instances of direct infringement. Plaintiffs who identify

individual acts of direct infringement must restrict their theories of

vicarious liability--and tie their claims for damages or injunctive
relief--to the identified act.

Dynacore Holdings Corp. v. U.S. Philips Corp., 363F.3d 1263, 1274 (Fed. Cir.

2004) (Emphasis original). Because Peterson did not regularly disseminate DX30,

plaintiff can at most claim induced infringement only as to those customers who

did receive it. Proof of the number of times DX30 was disseminated to EMB

customers by Peterson was thus an essential element of plaintiff's induced

infringement case. See Oystal Semiconductor Corp. v. Tritech Microelectronics
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Intern 7. Inc., 246 F.3d 1336, 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2001) ("the patentee bears the burden

of proving its damages").

The record, however, is devoid of any evidence quantifying the

dissemination of DX30. On this record, DX30 cannot support the damages

awarded, which are erroneously based on Peterson's entire EMB sales, including

sales which occurred long before DX30 was created. See Finding 34 (JT-0056)

(Peterson's sales between December 16, 1999 and September 19, 2002). See also

Findings 78-103 (JT-0068-71) (no specification of how many units sold to

.recipients of DX30). Plaintiffs' induced infringement claim fails for lack of proof

of how frequently DX30 was in fact disseminated.

In addition, "plaintiff has the burden of showing that the alleged infringel"S

actions induced the infringing acts and that he knew or should have known his

actions would induce actual infringements." Manville Sales Corp. v. Paramount

Systems, Inc., 917 F.2d 544, 553 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (Emphasis original.). This

record fails to establish lhe second prong of this intent test.

As Judge Newman observed in Blount I, "As is so often the case in trials

involving 'Markanan bearings,' the question of infringement was essentially

decided as a matter of claim construction." 365 F.3d at 1063. Peterson prepared

DX30 as a demonstrative exhibit to support its claim construction case because

Peterson believed that DX30 showed a non-infiinging installation. In Blount I,
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plaintiff was so WOiTied about DX30 that it assailed the exhibit in its appeal brief

as a "Johnny-come lately" exhibit prepared after suit "and then only for damage

control." (Blount I, JT-3422-3.) Then, plaintiff admitted that DX30 shows a non-

infringing installation:

Defendant offered no testimony to establish that the ultimate
consumer did not assemble the EMB with the G4 or G5 burner in an

infringing manner, except for [DX30].

Id. at 41 (emphasis added).

Although this Court eventually rejected Peterson's claim construction,

Peterson was not so obviously wrong that it actually knew or should have known

that DX30 would induce others to infringe. The possible infringing tolerances

shown (just .06") are so tight that even Mr. Blount himself, when testifying about

DX30 at trial, said that he did not consider the primary burner tube shown in the

picture to be at a "raised level" relative to the secondary burner tube. (SF-12-13.)

The record is clear that Peterson thought it was recommending to customers

that they install the EMBs level or parallel with and not below the G4 primary

burners. Leslie Bortz testified both that Peterson did recommend a "level;'

installation and that it did not recommend installing the EMB "below" the G4.

(SF-16.) Tod Corrin also testified that "you would want both burners to be

parallel." (SF-17.) William McLaughlin also testified that Peterson told him that
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the EMB was meant to be installed with "the heights" of the two-burner tubes

being "the same." (SF- 16.)

This uncontroverted evidence establishes Peterson's reasonable good faith

belief that, when DX30 and DX34 may have been disseminated, both directed a

parallel or level installation and neither directed an infringing installation. Thus,

the record fails to establ!sh, by clear and convincing evidence, Peterson's intent to

induce third party infringement.

In Manville Sales, the district court's inducement finding was rejected as a

matter of law because the defendants were found to have acted with a good faith

belief that no infringement was occurring. 917 F.2d at 553-54. See also Moba

B.V.v. Diamond Automation, hTc., 325 F.3d 1306, 1318 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (belief

that acts could result in non-infringing activity critical to finding of no intent to

induce), analyzing Hewlett-Packard Co. v. Bausch & Lomb, Inc., 909 F.2d 1464,

1469 (Fed. Cir. 1990); Warner Lambert Co. v. Apotex Corp., 316 F.3d 1348, 1364

(Fed.Cir. 2003) ("in the absence of any evidence that [defendant] has or will

promote or encourage doctors to infringe" inducement of infringement claim fails).

This Court has also herd that the jury may consider "whether a prudent

person would have sound reason to believe that the patent was not infringed" as a

defense to willful infringement. SRI hTtern'l. Inc. v. Advanced Tech. Labs., 127

F.3d 1462, 1465 (Fed. Cir. 1997). See also State Contracting & Engineering Corp.
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v. Condette America, Inc., 346 F.3d 1057, 1064 (Fed. Cir. 2003). We suggest thai

the nature and scope of the required intent is sufficiently similar that a good faith

belief in non-infringement will also negate intentional inducement even in the face

of instructions which, if followed, could cause technical infringement. See

Hewlett-Packard, 909 F.2d at 1470 (sale including plans and personnel necessary

to make infringing device did not establish intent to induce infringement when

defendant believed non-infringing uses were possible).

As shown by plaintiff's spirited attacks on DX30 during the Blount I appeal,

until this Court decided the claim construction issues, no one knew or should have

known that DX30 did not show a non-infringing installation. We suggest that,

under the second prong of the Manville Sales test, Peterson could not have induced

infringement because: (i) substantial non-infringing uses for the EMB were

available (i.e., a "level" installation) and (ii) Peterson reasonably believed in good

faith that DX30 and DX34 would result in level or parallel non-infringing

installations. No contrary evidence establishes Peterson's intent to induce any

third party infringement.

The only Finding concerning Peterson's intent is Finding 66 which is based

on the misconception that any combination of an EMB and G4--even one with the

EMB installed level with or above the G4--would infringe. (JT-0066.) That

Finding is error as a matter of law. Even plaintiffhas now judicially admitted in its
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filings that an EMB installed above a G4 does not infringe. (SF-8.) Tile court

below did not specifically find facts showing that Peterson knew or should have

known, when either DX30 or DX34 were disseminated, that they would, if

followed, result in an infringing installation given proper application of the

Vertical Limitations. (JT-0052-82.) Absent such a Finding--and the record will

not support one--plaintiff's induced infringement claim necessarily fails.

VI. THE DOCTRINE OF EQUIVALENTS WILL NOT HELP THIS PLAINTIFF.

Given the applicable claim construction, a secondary burner installed with

its top below the top of the primary burner will literally satisfy the Vertical

Limitations and, if the other claim elements are met, will literally infringe the

Patent. Now that plaintiff has admitted on remand that a Peterson EMB installed

with its top level with or above the primary burner does not infringe the Patent, the

doctrine of equivalents has no role to play in this action. (SF-8.)

Even absent plaintiff's admission, the doctrine of equivalents cannot be used

to make "above" the equivalent of "below." The doctrine of equivalents can only

be applied on an element by element basis and not with regard to entire invention.

Warner-Jenkinson Co., bTc. v. Hilton Davis Chem. Co., 520 U.S. 17, 29 (1997).

See also, Novartis Pharmaceuticals CoJp. v. Eon Labs Mfgr., Inc. 363 F.3d 1306

1312 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (doctrine could not be used to read limitation out of claim);
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RF Delaware, 326 F.3d at 1266 ("there can be no infringement under the doctrine

of equivalents if even one limitation of a claim or its equivalent is not present").

If the Patent covered every combination of a primary and secondary burner

which produced a glowing ember effect, it would have issued without the Vertical

Limitations. Tile broader claims lacking this limitation, however, were all rejected

by the Examiner time and again as obvious. (SF-6-7.) Because Plaintiff was

forced to amend the claims to include the Vertical Limitations in order to obtain

issuance, he cannot now avoid those limitations by arguing equivalence. Wilson

Sporting Goods Co. v. David Geoffrey & Assoc., 904 F.2d 677, 684 (Fed. Cir.

1990).

Thus, Findings 73 to 77 are all clearly erroneous. (JT-0067-8.) Nowhere

did the district court specifically find facts detailing what equivalent condition to

the Vertical Limitations were to be found in Peterson's products. All of these

Findings paint with a broad brush which impemfissibly reads the Vertical

Limitations out of the Patent rather than specifically finding the facts upon which

to apply the doctrine of equivalents, as this Court instructed in Blount I. 365 F.3d

at 1061.

VII. THE WILLFUL INFRINGEMENT FINDINGS ARE CLEARLY ERRONEOUS.

The trial court in this case awarded plaintiff enhanced damages under 35

U.S.C. § 284 because of"willful infringement." The Court's sole basis for finding
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willful infringement, however, was an adverse inference sought by plaintiff arising

out of the allegedly less than formal or meticulous manner in which Peterson's

patent counsel, Mr. William McLaughlin, advised it that the Patent was invalid and

not infringed. See Finding 104 (JT-0072) ("Peterson's minimal attempt to attain a

competent opinion is permeated by a lack of due care and was willful, which leads

this Court to find that tile case is exceptional.").

This Court has now held, however, that the duty of care under which a

person accused of infringement must operate does not include a duty to obtain any

opinion of counsel, much less a "competent opinion" of counsel. Knorr-Bremse

Systeme Nutzfahrzeuge GI_BH, 383 F.3d 1337, 1345 (Fed. Cir. 2004)(Answer to

Question 2). The Findings basically cite no other evidence of Peterson's willful

infringement other than its alleged failure to immediately obtain a formal, well

researched non-infringement opinion from McLaughlin. See Findings 104-119.

(JT-0072-4.)

Even if the record shows, as plaintiff claims, that Peterson "ignored"

plaintiff's infringement letters until plaintiff sued, such conduct is neither

surprising nor, in this case, willfully wrong. Peterson needed no formal opinion of

counsel to conclude that it could not be infringing the Patent except by making,

using or selling a two-burner apparatus assembled such that the Vertical

Limitations were satisfied. Peterson "knew when it received the First Letter that it
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was not regularly selling such a two-burner apparatus. That knowledge is

sufficient for "a prudent person [to] have sound reason to believe that the patent

was not infringed." 5'RI bztern'l., 127 F.3d at 1465. See also State Contracting &

Engirwering Corp., 346 F.3d at 1064.

Because no evidence shows that Peterson at any relevant time lacked a good

faith belief that its own activities were not directly infringing this combination

Patent, there is no basis for any willfulness finding as to Peterson's own activities.

Compare Finding 30 (JT-0056) ("a simple comparison of the device as illustrated

in the '159 patent with Peterson's product would have revealed to any reasonable

person that infringement was highly likely;" emphasis added) with Section ll, infi'a

(Peterson never made, used or sold the two-burner apparatus claimed in the Patent

assembled from its G4 and EMB products) and Section II1, infra (Peterson's G5

product was different from its G4 product; no evidence shows infringement).

Moreover, Peterson also "knew when it received the First letter that it was

recommending to its customers that the EMB be installed "level" with the primary

burner, not "below" iL See Section V, supra. Thus, Peterson also had a good faith

belief that the installations urged in DX30 and DX34 were not infringing. That

belief, uncontradicted by this record, is sufficient to defeat any willfulness claim as

Peterson's alleged intent to induce infringement.
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Thus, there is no evidentiary or legal basis to support Findings 104 to 119.

(JT-0072-82.) Findings 104 to 107 and 112 to 116 are all irrelevant because they

address the manner in Which Peterson sought an opinion of counsel and the adverse

inferences to be drawn from the manner of that consultation. Id. Such an

inference is not pemfitted to be drawn to show the absence of due care. Knorr-

Bremse, 383 F.3d at 1345 (answer to Question 2). Findings 108 to 111 are all

totally conclusory, not specifying what "infringing activities" Peterson continued

through trial or why Peterson lacked a reasonable belief that it was able to continue

those activities. (JT-0073.) There is no basis for a finding ofwillfill infringement

on this record.

VIII. THE COMPENSATORY AND ENHANCED DAMAGES AWARDS ARE CLEARLY

ERRONEOUS.

Plaintiff, of course, bears the burden of proving damages. Copstal

Semiconductor, 246 F.3d at 1353. Even assuming, arguendo, that some

infringement is shown, the damages Findings entered below are clearly erroneous,

for a number of reasons:

First, plaintiff cannot recover lost profits based on sales it did not make

unless it proved a reasonable probability that, "but for" Peterson's wrongdoing,

plaintiff would have made those sales, ld. This record precludes any such

showing. Under Panduit Corp. v. Stahlin Brothers Fibre Works, Inc., 575 F.2d

1152 (6 'h Cir. 1978), plaintiff lnusl prove "his manufacturing and marketing
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capability to exploit the demand." ]d. at 1156. In this case, Peterson's EMB was

only suitable for installation on a Peterson G4. (SF-19) Plaintiffs secondary

burner product was only suitable for installation on plaintiffs primary burner.

(SF-19)

Plaintiff had no capacity to exploit the demand to retrofit a secondary burner

to existing Petersen G4 installation. Plaintiff's damages argument necessarily

assumes that it and Peterson were competing head to head for sales of complete

two-burner installations. They weren't. Although plaintiff offered proof that

97.5% of its own secondary burner sales also included the sale of a new primary

burner, plaintiffs witnesses had no knowledge of how Peterson's products were

sold. (SF-15, 19.) There is no rational basis for assuming, as the court below did

in making Findings, that Peterson also primarily sold EMBs together with G4s as a

complete installation. _2

,2Findings 97 to 99 cite Peterson's tailure to rebut plaintiff's incompetent evidence

as a basis for accepting the latter. (JT-007 I.) Those Findings are clearly erroneous

under applicable law. The key question is whether Peterson's products were sold

like plaintiffs as a two-burner package or whether Peterson's products were sold
as relrofit accessories. PlaintifFs witnesses, Hanft and Blount, bolh admitted that

they had no knowledge of this subject. As such, their testimony about how

plaintiffs products were sold is not competent to create an inference that

Peterson's products were sold in the same way. F.R.Evid. 602. As a matter of

both law and logic, Peterson's silence does not make these witnesses more

knowledgeable or their testimony more competent. It remained plaintiff's burden

to show how Peterson's products were sold to satisfy the "but for" test in proving

lost profits. Peterson was not required to offer any rebuttal evidence until plaintiff

made a primafilcie showing--which it never did.
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In fact, most of Peterson's EMBs were sold asretrofit products to existing

owners of G4 burners. (SF-19.) The "but for" causation test fails because

plaintiff offered no competent evidence of how Peterson's products were sold from

which the court could conclude that they were head-to-head competitors of new

two-burner installations as to any particular quantity of sales. It was plaintiff's.

burden to prove how often that happened. Because it introduced no such evidence,

the Findings awarding lost profits damages are clearly erroneous.

Second, assuming that plaintiff is entitled to any damages, it is entitled only

a reasonable royalty based oll Peterson's sales of secondary burners. In the

absence of plaintiff's proof of lost two-burner sales to Peterson, it must be assumed

that any infringement induced by Peterson consisted of the installation of an EMB

sold as an accessory. Peterson sold only 2,921 EMBs after receiving the First

Letter. 13 (SF-20.) Because plaintiff introduced no evidence that it marked its

product prior to that date, plaintiff cannot claim damages from the date the Patent

issued. 35 U.S.C., § 287(a).

Plaintiff's profits on the sales of its secondary burner are no higher than

per unit. (SF-20.) See Finding I02. (JT-0071.) Even this Finding,

,3 Finding 101 is clearly erroneous for failing to give Peterson credit for 802 EMBs

returned after Peterson was enjoined from selling them. (JT-0071.) These units,

which Peterson repurchased after the injunction was entered and which never

reached end-users, could not have caused plaintiff any lost profits. (SF-20.)
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however, is highly suspect because that profit figure appears to be a gross margin

without accounting for sales, general and administrative costs. Plaintiff's claim

that it has no such costs defies both logic and life. As such, Plaintiff ca_mot be

entitled to the $429,256 awarded to it. Finding 103. (JT-0071.) Plaintiff's lost

profit damages, even calculated on all of Peterson's EMB sales (assuming

inducement liability arising from DX34) could not exceed

A reasonable royalty could be no greater than total lost profits.

Moreover, if inducement liability is predicated on DX30 instead of DX34,

only nominal damages can be awarded because plaintiff failed to prove how many

infringements were induced.

Third, absent at least willful infringement, there is also no basis for

enhanced damages. Willful infringement "authorizes but does not mandate an

award of increased damages." Modine Mfg. Co. v. Allen Group, Inc., 917 F.2d

538,543 (Fed. Cir. 1990) (Emphasis original). The enhanced damages award fails

here for lack of willful infiingement.

Fourth, enhanced damages awarded under 35 U.S.C., § 284 have also been

recognized as a form of punitive damages. Sensonics, Inc. v. Aerosonic Corp., 81

F.3d 1566, 1574 (Fed.Cir. 1996). In this case, the court below enhanced plaintiff's

damages without any showing whatsoever that Peterson engaged in any form of

reprehensible conduct. Doing so was unconstitutional. See State Farm Mut. Auto,
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Inc. Co. v. Campbell 538 U.S. 408 (2003); BMWofN. Am., Inc. v. Gore, 517 U.S.

559 (1996). We invite this Court to adopt the reasoning of Judge Dyk's

concurrence in Knorr-Bremse, at least as to the enhanced damages awarded in the

absence of specific findings of reprehensible conduct. 383 F3d at 1348.

IX. TIlE EXCEPTIONAL CASE FINDINGS AND ATTORNEYS' FEES AWARD ARE

CLEARLY ERRONEOUS.

Two problems exist with the award of attorneys' fees to plaintiff on this

case:

First, the record will support no such award because there is no basis for

finding willful infringement or any other form of misconduct by Peterson

justifying holding this all "exceptional case." Read Corp. v. Portec, Inc., 970 F.2d

816, 831 (Fed. Cir. 1992) (reversal of willfulness determination required reversal

of exceptional case finding and fees award). As in Read, the court below premised

its exceptional case findings and award of fees entirely upon its mistaken finding

of willful infringement. Findings 118-119 (JT-0074.) Because willful

infringement was found solely because of Peterson's interactions with

McLaughlin, the exceptional case and attorneys' fees Findings are also

unsupported by substantial evidence, rely upon incorrect law and clearly

erroneous. See Section VII, supra.

Second, even were some award warranted, plaintiff's Application for

Attorneys' Fees filed on September 8, 2004 was untimely. As established ill
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Section/, supra, the clock for seeking additional fees started running on August

18, 2004. Plaintiff filed no timely Rule 52(b) motion to amend the specific

attorneys' tees awarded in the June 10 version of plaintiff's Findings which the

court adopted and entered on August 18. (SOC-5, Sec. I, supra.) Because

amended Rule 58 excuses the August 18 Order from any separate document

requirement, the clock started running immediately even if the court also

contemplated also entering a separate document reflecting the judgment. Time for

further post trial motions expired on September 1, 2004. Plaintiff's September 8,

14
2004 Fees Application was untimely and granting il was clear error.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, the judgment of the district court must be

Reversed.

ROBERT H. PETERSON "O.

)
o ..

One .ofIts Attorneys
o"

/

[
\

Leland W. Hutchinson, Jr. _,.,._ /

" Alternatively, if plaintiff is considered to have applied for additional fees within

the 14 day period specified by Rule 54(d)(2)(B), that period also expired on

September l, 2004. See Rule 6(a), F.R.Civ.P. (14 day period includes weekends;

intervening Saturdays, Sundays and holidays only excluded from time computation

if the original time period is "less than 11 days").
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Jennifer L. Fitzgerald
David S. Becket

FREEBORN & PETERS

311 South Wacker Dr., Suite 3000

Chicago, Illinois 60606

(312) 360-6000

Attorneys for Defendant-Appellant
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IN THE UNITED.STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS --

-- DALLAS DMSION

GOLDEN BLOUNT, INC.,

Plaintiff,

V.

ROBERT H.PETERSON CO.,

Defendant.

_7

§
-§

- _ -=
=

= §
.=

§
=

§

Civil Action No.:
--2

3-01CV0127-R

2

HNDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

This Court has conducted a bench trim on plaintiffGolden Blount Inc.'s claims against defendant

Robert H. Petcrson for a finding ofinflingement of U.S. Patent No. 5,988,159 and permanent injunction,

and on Peterson's counterclaims o finvalidit3r and non-infiingement. In accordance with FED. IL Ct'v. P.

52(a) and consistent with the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit's Opinion ldecided April 19, 2004,

the Court enters the following findings of fact _md conclusions of law. z

m

FINDINGS OF FACT

I. This is an action for pater infiingement. The Court has subject matterjtaisdiction under 28 U.S.C.

§§ 1331, 1338(a). The Court has personaljurisdiction over the parties. Venue in this judicial district is

While the Appellate Court held that the patent was not invalid, and that the defense of unen forcenbility

was wa/vi:d, this Court includes general reference to these elements for completeness.

Vl'his order contains both findings of fact CFindings") and conclusions of law ("Conclusions"). To the
extent that any Findings may be deemed conclusions of law, they shall also be considered Conclusions. To the
extent that a_y Conclusions may be deemed findings of fact, they _all also be considered Findings. S_ M///er I,.

Fenton, 474 U.S. 104, 113- i 4, 88 L. Ed. 2d 405, 106 S.'CL 445 (I 985).

-1-
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proper under 28 U.S.C. § 1391.

2. PlaintiffGolden Blount, Inc. ("Blount") is a United States corporation having aprincipalplace of

business in Addison, Texas.

3. Defendant Robert H. Peterson Co. ("Pelerson") is a United States coq>orafion having its p_al

place of business in City of Industry, California.

4. Blount is the owner by assignment of U.S. Patent No. 5,988,159 ("the ' 159 patent'9, entitled

"Gas-FLred Atr.tieial Logs and Coals-Burner Assembly," which issued on November 23, 1999. The' 159

patent expires on November 23, 2016.

5. B lount filed this suit for infringement o fthe' 159 patent under 35 U.S.C. § § 271 (a) to 271 (c) on

January 18, 2001.

6. On March 19, 2001, Peterson filed its Answer and Counterelaim. Peterson denied infringement

and asserted counterclaims for noninfringement and invalidity of the ' 159 patent.

Abeach trial, by agreement of the parties, commenced on luly29, 2002, and ended on July 31,o

2002.

8. Claims I, 2, 5, 7-9, 11-13 and 15-17 are at issue in this ease. Claims I and 17 are independent

claims. All the other claims at issue are dependent on claim 1.

9. Claim 1 of the '159 patent reads as follows:

A gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly for fireplace comprising:

an elongated primary burner tube including a plurality of gas discharge ports;

a secondary coals burner elongated tube positioned forwardly o f the primary

burner tube;

a support means for holding the elongated prima_ burner tube in a raised level

relative to the forwardly position secondary coals burner elongated tube;

• the secondarycoals burner elongated tube inehding a pluralityo fgas discharge

ports;

the elongated primary burner tube and the s econda O, coals burner elongated tube

communicating through tubular connection means wherein the gas flow to the secondary

-2-
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elongated.coals burner tube is fed.through the primary burner tube and the.tubular

connecfi0a means;

a valve for adjusting gas flow-to the secondary coals burner elongated tube

positioned in the tubular gas connection means; and

the primary burner tube being in communication with a gas source.with a gas flow

control means therein for controlling gas flow into said primary burner tube.

I0: Claim 2 of the "159 patent reads as follows:

- The gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly according to claim 1

wherein the support means for the primarybumer tube is comprised of an open flame pan

for st_pporting theprirmaybumer tube in an elevated position relative to the fireplace flt_or.

I 1. Claim 5 of the "159 patent reads as follows:

The gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly accordingt 0 claim l

wherein the secondary coals bumere!ongated tube is substantially parallel tO the primary

burner tube and has a smaller iuside diameter than the primaryburner tube withthe valve

adjusting gas flow for coals burn and_ forwarding heat radiation from the fireplace.

12. Claim 7 of the ' 159 patent reads as follows:

The gas-fired artificial logsand coals-burner assembly according tolclaim 1

wberein the elongated primary burner tube and the secondary coals burner eiongat_ tube

arespaced apart on different planes at from about four to about eight inches. -

13. Claim 8 of the ' 159 patent reads as follows:

The gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly according to Claim 1 -

wherein the secondary coals burner elongated iube is of a smaller diameter than the
T

primary burner tube which allows for a lower profile of coals and sand cov_erage_

-3-
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14. Claim 9 of the ' 159 patent reads as follows:

The gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly according to claim 1

wherein the secondary coals burner elongated tube is adjustable in height relative to the

floor of the fireplace and the elevated primary burner tube.

15. Claim 11 of the "159 patent reads as follows:

The gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly according to claim 1

wherein the primary and secondary burner tubes have apemm_ of from about 1/32 inch

to about 1/_ inch.

16. Claim 12 ofthe '159 patent reads as follows:

The gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly according to claim 1

wherein the gas flow adjustment valve has a removable handle, the gas flow adjustment

allowing a variety of settings from full closed to full open.

17. Claim 13 of the '159 patent reads as follows:

The gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly according to claim 1

where'm the connection means is comprised of a connector attachedto the terminal end of

the primaryburner tube at afttst end ofa cotmector and attached to the secondarycoals

burner elongated tube to a connectorsecond end with the valve interposed between the

primary burner tube and the secondary burner tube.

18. Claim 15 ofthe '159 patent reads as follows:

The gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly aecording to clai m 1

wherein the open frame pan and primary elongated burner tube is positioned under an

artificial logs and grate support means.

.4-
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19, Claim 16 of the ' 159 patent reads as follows:

- The gas-fired artificial logs.and coals-burner assembly according to claiml

wherein the primary elongated burner tube is covered with sand and the secondary

elongated burner tube is covered with sand, mica, and fibrous materials which simulate

coals and ember bum.

20. Claim 17 ofthe '159 patent reads as follows: ..

• . A gas-fired artificial coals- and em _b_s-bumer apparatus suitable for attaching to

. agas-fu_primaryartificial logbumegtubesaidprimaryartificial log bumer tub._ehaving

-a terminal.end comprising: .. = _ -

a secondary-coals burning elongated tube; ._--

- a connector means for connectingsaid terminal end in communication with the

secondaryburner tube, the secondary burner tube positioned substantiallyparallet, forward

and below the primary burner tube, the connector means having interposed between the =

primary and secondary burner tubes a gas flow adjustment valve, the primary_ and

secondarybumer tubes having a pluralityofgas discharge ports, the secondarybumer tube

being in gas flow communication with the primarybumer tube being the connection means,

a gas distribution ports of the secondary burner tube directed away from the fireplace

opening, _ -
.=

21. At thetimethepatentissued,Blount'scommercial structureunder the_159 patenthad been

marketed forapproximatelysixyears.(TrialTranseript,hereafterreferredtoas"Tr.",vol,l,pg.158).

PIaintiff's Trial Exh'bit 9 gives an element byelement comparison o fPetetson's manufactured product and

Blount's commere.ial structure with both structui'es compared to the claim elements, and thus e_ablislaes
-=

that Blonnt's manufactured product is representative of the "159 patent. ' -

22. Blotmt's sales ofits comm_'eial saucaae grew significantly during the time apanning the filing of the

-5-
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application that resulted in the ' 159 patent and the issuance of the ' 159 patent. (Tr., vol. 1, pg. 36-37).

23. In late 1996 or early 1997, Petetsen began manufacturing, adverfiMng and selling a device that was

strikingly similar to, if not a virtual copyof, Blount's commercial structure. (Tr., voL 2, pg. 76 and pg.

172).

24. Blount's ' 159 patent issued on November 23, 1999. (Plaintiff's Ex. No. 1).

25. Blount notified Peterson of the existence of the' 159 patent and Peterson's infringing activities on

December 16, 1999, using a certified letter postmarked December 10, 1999, from Mr. Dan Tucker

(attorney for Blount) to Peterson's president, Mr. Leslie Bortz. (Plaintiff's Ex. No. I0).

26. This first certified letter inclmted a copy of the' 159 patent, and informed Peterson that Blount was

prepared to take whatever steps were reasonable and necessary to prevent infiingement. Blount requested

a response regarding this matter from Peterson by January 14, 2000. (Plaintiff's Ex. No. 10).

27. On December 17, 1999, Mr. Tod Coffin (Peterson's Vice President) forwarded the December

10, 1999, certified letter onto Peterson's patent counsel, Mr. grdliam McLaughlin. Mr. Corrin wrote, in

a cover letterincluded with the copyofthe first certified letter,"[e]nclosed is apatentinfringement letter

we received flom Golden Blount's Attorney." (plaintiff's Ex. No. 17, emphasis added).

28. On December 30, 1999, Peterson responded to Blount's letter o fDecember 10, 1999, explaining

that Petersen had forwarded the December 10, 1999, letter to it attorneys and that Peterson would get

back with Blount as soon as possible. Given the December Holidays, as well as the New Year, Peterson

informed Blount that Blount's January 14, 2000, response date was unreasonable. (plaintiff's Ex. No. 11).

29. After receiving no response fi'om Peterson for more than four months, Blount sent a second

certified letter to Peterson on May3, 2000, again informing Petetson of its patent infringement. The May

3, 2000, letter advised Peterson that BIount "will take [the] necessarysteps to stop any such

infringemeat." (plaintiff's Ex. No. 12, emphasis added).

30. Peterson, not its Patent Attorney, responded to the May 3, 2000, letter on May 16, 2000, asking

that Blount explain to Peterson, in detail, the basis upon which Bloant believed that Peterson was inflinging

the patenL (Plaintiff's Ex. No. 13). This Court finds that the May 3, 2000, letter was written simply for

the purpose of delay, or even with the hope that the infi'ingement matter would go away. Moreover, the

May, 3, 2000, letter was from the Company, and not their attorney. Additionally, at the time of the May

-6-
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3, 2000, letter Peterson's attorney had at mostbeen nominally consulted. This Court concludes that the

request Was not genuine.

31. Blount did not respond to Peterson's May 16, 2000, but on January 18, 2001, over a year after

Peterson received itsfirst notice of infringement letter, Blount flied suit. (Plaintiff's Ex. No. 14)_Blount's

initial notice-letter 0 fDecember 10, i001, met the notice requirements under 35 U.S_C. § 287(a), and

therefore, Peterson's addidonal information request did not relieve Peterson o fits obligation to determine

if it was infi-inging the "159 patent. - = -_

32. Blount sent a final letter on January 19, 2001; to Peterson advising Peterson _ suit was brought

in view of its failure to restxmd or indicate in any manner its intentions with respect to its infrin ging product.

(Plaintiff's EX. No. 14). - -

33. Petersonmade no efforts to cease its infringing activities either inthe time period spanning the

December 10, 1999, letter and the January 19, 2001, letter, or for that matter, up and until the

commencement of this trial. (Plaintiff's Ex_ No. 17 & Updated Sales Figures provided by Peterson in

respons_e to this Court's request).

34. During the period between December 16, 1999, and September 19, 2002, Peterson sold 3,723

ember flame burner units ("ember burners"). (Tr.: voL 2, pg. 181 and Peterson Company's Objection to

Golden Blount's Motion for Updated Damages filed on September 18, 2002). -

35. Peterson's ember burner is intended to be attached to its G-4 series burner sysfefri or G-5 series

burner system. (loint Pretrial Order--Stipulations, pg_ 6). - - -

36. The G-4 and G-5 series burner systems are identical except that Peterson pre-akssembles the G-5

• burner system _according to certain Canadian Gas Association specifications. (Tr., v01. 2, pg_ 179).

37. At least 10 of the 3,723 Ember burners sg_ldbyPeterson were included on the pre-assembled G-5

series burner systems. (Oct. 5, 2001, deposition of Mr. Leslie Bortz, pg. 154-55).i

LITERAL INFglNGEMENT-DIRECT

38. The coition of the claims appears under paragraphs 113 thru ! 16 of the Conclusions of Law

section. The determination ofinfi'ingement based on the construed claims is factual and is therefore

organized here under the Findings of Fact.

=7-
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39. The analysis with respect to the literal infringement of claim I is as follows:

The first element ofclaim 1 reads: "an elongated primary burner tube including a plurality of gas

discharge ports." Based upon the totality of the evidence, including unrebutted testimony of Mr. Golden

Blount and this Court's own observations of the accused device, it is this Court's finding that the primary

burner tube is the fundamental burner tube used in a majority o fall gas operated fireplaces. Similarly, the

pluralityofgas discharge ports allow the flammable gas to escape from the primarybumer tube and be

ignited to provide a flame. Blount presented unrebutted testimony in the form of an infi-ingement charP,

(Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 9), as well as oral testimonybyMr. Bloant that Peterson's manufactured products

include a primary burner tube having gas discharge ports therein. (Tr., voL 1, pg. 45-50). In addition to

this unrebutted testimony, this Court had the opportunity to closely observe an assembled version of

Peterson's manufactured product, wherein this Court observed Peterson's manufacttued product having

the prim,_bumer tube including two or more gas discharge ports. (Tr., voL 2, pg. 28). Further, Peterson

never presented any evidence that its manufactured products did not contain the aforementioned claimed

element. Thus, Peterson's mann factured products meet the first limitation of claim 1, which reads: "an

elongated primary burner tube including a plurality of gas discharge ports."

40. The second element of claim I reads: "asecondary coals burner elongated tube positioned

forwardlyoftheprimaryburnertube." Given theclaiminterpretationassetforthby theCourtofADpcals

'fortheFederalCircuitandbasedupon thetotalityoftheevidence,thesecondarycoalsburnerelongated

tube is positioned toward the opening of the fireplace, at least as compared to the primary burner tube, and

is designed to provide a realistic flame, likened to a flame that might emanate from burning coals. Blotmt

again presented testimony in the form o fan infringementchart,(Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 9), as wellas oral

testimony by Mr. Blount, that Peterson's manufactured products include a secondary coals burner

elongated tube, and that it is positioned forwardly of the primary burner tube. Cir., vol. 1, pg. 45-50).

Based on this Court's close observation of Peterson's manufactured product, this Court finds that

Petemon's manufactured products contain the claimed secondary coals burner elongated tube and that it

was positioned forwardiythe primary burner tube. (Tr., vol. 2, pg. 28). Further, Peterson neverpresented

J This Court includes, as a supporting Exhibit A to its Findings and Conclusions, an Infrlngeme_t Chart.
(Plaintiffs Ex. No. 9).

-8-
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evidence that conclusively established that its maaufacatted products did not contain the aforementioned

claimed, element. Thus, Petctson's manufacturc_d products meet the second limitation o re-.la_n 1, which

reads; "a secondary coals btwaer.el?nga-te d tube positioned .forwardly of the primary burner tube."

41, The third elhnent of claim 1 reads: "a support means for holding the elongatedprimary burner tube

•.in a raised level relative to the forw/u'dly posi.tion[ed] secondary coals burner elongat_ tube." The

previous two paragraphs alreadydemonstrate that Peterso_n's manufactured products include both the

elongated primatybumer tube and the forwat_llypositioned secondary coals buruer elongated tube. The

only additional limitation added by this element/s that a support means holds the el0ngated primary burner

tube in a raised level relative to the secondary coals burner elongated tube. Peterson's manufactured

products include a support means that holds the primary burner tube. Actually, Peterson's _su[_ortmeans '

which is an industrystandard pan, is substaatiaUyidentical ffnot completelyidentical, ifi_pe and function

to the support means illustrated in the '159 patent, fir., eel. 1, pg. 47). The question for _ Court to rule

on is whetherPeterson's support means holds Peterson's elongated primary burner tube in a raised level

relative to its secondary coals burner elongated tube. As affirmed by the Court of Appeal for the Federal

Circuit, this Court construes the term "raised level" to mean that the top o fthe primary burner _be is at a

raised level with respect to the top 0fthesecondary burner tube. In support of the tops test, Blouht offered
• = _ .

evidence in the form o fBlount's Trial Exhibit 22, which illustrated that measurements taken at three different

locations along the lengths of Peterson's burner tubes (i.e., A, B and C) establish_l that the tops of

Peterson's primary burner tubes are higher than the tops ofPeterson's secondarycoals burner elongated

tubes. Bloant offered further testimonybydemon_afing, using a carpenter's level lai d across the tops of

the tubes of'Peterson's manufactured product, that Peterson's primatybumer was rai'sed with respect to

itssecondary burner. Or., eel. 2, pg. 28). Even Peterson's own patent attorney, Mr. McLaugtflin,

admitted during the demonstration that"assuming the table is level, the top of the front bum_ is below the

top of the rear burner." (rr., eel. 2, pg. 29). Also Peterson's executive Mr. Bortz admitted the top of the

ember burner was lower than the top of the primary burner. (Tr., eel. 2, pg. 42). Similarly, Mr. Cortin

testified that the tube is below the top of the main burner tube. fir., eel 2, pg. 173 and Defendant's Ex.

No. 8). Tbe above evidence was, for the most part, unrebutted because Peterson based the majority flits

case in chief on the argument that the relative height of the primary burner tube with respect to the

_9- .jr
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secondary coals burner elongated tube should be measured from the bottoms of the respective tubes, or

the ports. Peterson actually offered to this Court, (Defendant's Exhibit 30), which it argued was provided

to customers and installers to illustrate how to pmpedyinstall the assembly. While Defendant's Exhi'bit 30

was offered in an attempt to estabfish non-infringement based upon Peterson's asserted bottoms test that

Peterson was proposing, the inswuctioas clearly illustrate thatPeterson's pre ferredinstallation has the tops

0 fthe primaryburner tube being in a raised level with respect to the tops of the secondary coals burner

elongated tube. Thus, given the above discussed interpretation, and in view of the evidence presented,

Peterson's nmnufactured products meet the third limitation o fclaim 1, which reads: "a support means for

holding the elongated primarybumer tube in a raised level relative to the forwardly position[ed] secondary

coals burner elongated tube."

42. The fourth element of claim 1reads: "the seconda_coals burner elongated tube including a plurality

ofgas discharge ports." Blount again presented testimony in the form o fan infi-ingement chart, (Plaintiff's

Exhibit No. 9), as well as oral testimony by Mr. Blount that the secondarycoals burner elongated tube of

Pcterson's manufactured products include a plurality of gas discharge ports. (Tr., vol. l, pg. 45-50).

Further, this Court's close observation of Peterson's manufactured product established that Peterson's

secondary coals burner elongated tube includes a plurality o fgas discharge ports. (Tr., vol. 2, pg. 28).

Petevson n_er presented any evidence that its manufactured products did not contain the aforementioned

claimed element. Thus, Peterson's manufactured products meet the fourth limitation of claim I, which

reads: "the secondary coals burner elongated tube including a plurality of gas discharge ports."

43. The fifth element of claim I reads: "the elongated primary burner robe and the secondary coals

burner elongated tube communicating through tubular connection means wherein the gas flow to the

secondary elongated coals burner tube is fed through the primary burner tube and the tubular connection

means." Blonnt presented testimonyin the form o fan infiingement chart, (Plaintiff's Exlu'bit No. 9), as well

as oral testim0nybyMr. Blount, that Peterson's manufactured products include the tubularconnection

means and that the gas flow to the secondaryelongated coals burner tube is fed through the primary burner

tube and tubular connection means. (Tr., voL 1, pg. 45-50). Additionally, this Court phy_ieaUy observed

this claimed element in Petersou's manufactured product (Tr., voL 2, pg. 28). Further, Peterson never

presented anyevidence that its manufactured produas did not contain the aforemonfioned claimed element.

-10-
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Thus,peterson's man--products meet the fifth limitation of claim 1, which reads:-"tbe elongated

primak,'y burner tube and the secondary coals b-umer elongated tube communicating through tubular

connection means wherein the gas flow to the secondary elongated coals burner tube-is fe d through the

primary burner tube and the tubular connection mea_s."
• .._ -

44. The sixth element of claim I reads: "a valve for adjusting gas flow to th_ secdndary _coals burner

elongated tube positioned in the tubular gas connection means.'" The evidence as established by Blount's

infiingement chart, (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 9). as well as oral testimonybyMr. Blount and this Co_'s own

inspectionof'Peterson'smanufacturedproduct,confirmsthe presenceofthevalve.Or.,vol.l,pg.45-50

andvoL2,pg. 28).Furtber,Petersonneverl_resentedanyevidencethatitsmanufaeturedproductsdid

not contain the aforementioned claimed element Thus, Peterson's manufactured products meets the sixth

limit,'on of claim 1, which reads: "a valve for adj nsting gas flow to the secondary coals bin:her elongated

tube positioned in the tubular gas con_qection means." ._ -

- 45. The sevtmth clement of claim I reads: _'lhe p-rimaryburner tube being in cornmurdcation with a gas-

sotnv._ with a gas flow control means tlm'dn for conlrolling gas flow into said primarybumer tube." Blount

again presented testimony in the form o fan infring¢__ ent chart, (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 9), as well as oral

teslimonybyMr. Blount that the primaryburner tube of Pc_Tson's manufactured products would ullimalely

• be coupled to a gas source with a gas flow control means therein for controlling gas flow-into the primary

burner tube. (Tr., vol. l, pg. 45-50). Furthermore, the parties stipulated prior to the commencement of

the trial that !'Robert H Peterson Co.'s ember burner is intended to be attached to its G-4 series burner

system or G-5 series btuner system and the combined unit comprises aprima_burner pipe, an ember pan

that supports the primary burner pipe, a secondary burner tube and a valve that controls a flow of gas

between the primary burner pipe and the seconda_burner tube, and that an_md us_wouldconnect the

primary burner pipe to a gas source having a valve associated therewith." (loint Pretrial Order-

Stipulations, pg. 6). Thus, P_n's manufacAured products would ultimately meet the s eyenth limitation

• . -- .

of claim 1, which_reads: "the pnmarybumer tube being in communication with a gas source.with a gas flow

control means therein for conlxolling gas flow into said primary burner tube."

46. This Court finds that the evidence establishes direct infi'ingement byPeterson and by the ultimate

purchasers o f'Pctevson's products of claim 1. Pete,'son's direct infi'ingemcnt of claim 1 is established by

-11- -
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the testimony of Messrs. Bortz and Corrin, both corporate officers of Peterson, who testified that on

multiple occasions, Petcrson assembled and Olxwated the inflhging devica for distributors so they had the

opportunity to see how the item worked. (Tr., vol. 2, pg. 65-66 and 199). Direct infringement by the

ultimate purchase_ of claim I is established by the cvidetx_ that proves that Petcrson supplied installation

instructions (see infia), (Defendant's Ex. No. 30), to its ultimate purchasers. It is these instructions tlmt

undoubtedly were used by these purchasers to assemble the ember burner, its associated components, and

connect it to a gas source as stipulated by the parties. (Tr., vol. 1, pg. 45-50). These facts provide this

Court with sufficient evidence to find that direct infringement did.indeed occur of claim I.

47. Therefore, Blount has clearly established direct infringement on the part of Peterson and the

ultimate purchaser of claim I the '159 patent.

48. This Court further concludes that in addition to directlyinfringing independent claim I oftbe' 159

patent, Peterson and the ultimate purchasers directly infi-inge independent claim 17 of the '159 patent.

49. With the exception of a few additional elements included in independent claim 17 not included in

independent claim 1, and a few elements included within independent claim I that are not included within

independent clahn 17, claims 1 and 17 are substantially similar.

50. Independent claim 17 does not include theclaim limitationdfindependentclaim I that theprimary

burner is in communication with a gas flow control means. Thus, this element need not be found in

Peterson's manufactured products to find direct infringement by Peterson of independent claim 17.

51. The first element of independent claim 17 recites: "a secondary coals burning elongated tube," and

is similar to the fourth element of independent claim 1. Accordingly, the discussion above with respect to

the fourth element of independent claim 1 maybe applied to the first element of independent claim 17.

Thus, Peterson's manufactured products will ultimately meet the first limitation ofclaim 17, whi(:h reads:

"a secondary coals burning elongated tube."

52. The second element ofindependent claim 17 recites: "a connector means for connecting said

terminal end in communication with the secondary burner tube, the secondaryburner tube positioned

substantiaUyparallel, forward and below the primarybumer tube, the connector means having intmposed

between the primary and secondary burner tubes a gas flow adjustment valve, the primary and secondary

burner tubes having a plurality of gas discharge ports, the secondary burner tube be.ing in gas flow

-12-
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communication with the primary bum-er tube bring the connection means, gas distribution ports of the

secondary burner tube directed away from the fireplace opening." -
- . ° -- • _ . .-

53.Independentclaim17,howev_, doesrequirethatthegasdisln'butionportsofthesecondaryburner

robebe directedaway fromthefireplaceopeningl As affirm_l by the Court o fAppeals for the Federal

Circuit,thisCourtpreviouslyconstrued/hetcrm"directedaway from" tomean thatthegas portsofthe

sccon.daryburnertubemay bepositionedinany directionthatdoesnotincludeahorizontalcomponent

pointedtowariltheverticalplaneofthefueplar..eopening.(OpinionoftheCourtofAppcalsfortimFederal

Circuit dated April 19, 2004, pg. 7-8). Blount presented testimonyin the form o fan infix" gemefit chart,

(Plaintiff'sEx. No. 9),as well as oraltestimonyby Mr. Blount,thatthe gas portsof Peterson's

manufacturcTd products are positioned dffectly down, which according to the-above-referenced

interpretation, arc awayfi_m the fireplaf.c o_uing. Cir., voL 1, pg. 45-50). In addition to this testimony,

this Court closely observed an assembled version ofPctcrson's man_ product, wherein it obs_ved

the manufactured product having the gas porLs directed away from the fireplace opening. {_rr.,Vol. 2, pg.

28). Because Petcrson believed the term"directed away from"would ultimately bc_construed to mean that

the ports must be directed at least partially toward the back of the fireplace, Peterson_rcnt so far as to

require the ports o f its secondary burner tube tObe positioned directly downward. _Given the claim

construction, however, this required configuration results in a device that meets the "directed away from"

limitation of claim 17. -- _ :

54. As the other claimed elements 0fthe s-econd limitation of independent claim 17 have been found

in Petcrson's manufactured products, as established above with respect to paragraphs 39 thru 44, this

Court finds that the evidence establishes direct infi'ingement byPeterson and by the ultimate p_ o f

Pcterson's p_dn_ ofclaim 17. Moreover, the evidence establishes that Petcrson itsclfdirectiyinfiinged

claim 17 _vhen Peterson assembled the G-5-series burner systems and then sold them to customers.

.55. Therefore, this Court finds that Peterson and the ultimate purchaser infiinged both claims 1 and 17,

as constru.ed under paragraphs 113 thru 1 l6-below, of the ' 159 patent

-13- "-"
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LITERAL INFRINGEMENT-CONTRIBUTORY

56. Blount established at trial, through stipulation, that Robert H. Peterson Co.'s ember burner is

intended to be attached to its G4 series burner system or G-5 series burner system and the combined unit

comprises a primary burner pipe, an ember pan that supports the primary burner pipe, a secondary burner

tube and a valve that controls a flow of gas between the primary burner pipe and the secondary burner

tube, and that an end user would connect the primarybumer pipe to a gas source having a valve associated

therewith. (Joint Pretrial Order-Stipulations, pg. 6).

57. Peterson was made aware of the ' 159 patent as early as December 16, 1999, by the letter from

Mr. Tucker, which is referenced above. (Plaintiff's Ex. No. 10). Given these facts, it is clear that Peterson

was. aware that the combination for which its components were especially made was patented and

infringing, as required by35 U.S.C. § 271(c).

58. Blount furthe, established through the testimonyofMr. Bortz that Peterson's ember burner had no

substantiallynon-infrmging uses. (Tr., vol. 2, pg. 67). The Court also finds the testimonyofMr. Bortz and

Mr. Coffin, as well as Mr. Blount and all the evidence, to support the fact that the ember burner was not

a staple article of commerce.

59. As disc_sed above, this Court finds that direct infringement existed. For those units covered by

stipulation for hookup, they were normally hooked up by professional installers or persons from the dealer.

With theirexperience and _lation to Peterson and with all of Peterson's literature CmcludingDefendant's

ExhibitNo. 30) one can count on proper installations. Thus, each installation is a direct infringement. (Tr.,

vol. 2, pg. 189). To some extent circumstantial evidence is involved in this analysis, however, the

¢imum,sXanfial evidence is verysolid. BIount has clearlyproven conCibutory infringement on the part of

Peterson of claims 1 and 17 for those units.

LITERAL INFRINGEMENT-INDUCEMENT

60. The record establishes that Peterson soM the emberbumer. In addition, the record also establishes

that Peterson sold the G-4, which includes the primary burner and support pan, and sold the G-5, ten at

least of which, had the ember burner attached. Further, given the stipulation that the ultimate assembly

would be connected to a gas source, there is sufficient basis to conclude that Peterson knew or should have

-14-
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known that this ultimate configuration-would infiinge independent claims I and 17. (Joint Pretrial Order-
- 2 _-

Stipulations , pg. 6). - -
" . - _ .

61. Peterson was made aware of the "159 patent as early as December 16, 1999, by the letter of

December 10, 1999, from Mr. Tucker, which is referenced above. (Plaintiff's Ex. No. -10). Given these

facts, it is clear that Peterson was aware that the combination for which its components were especially

madewaspatcnted and infringing. AI_ Peterson fuUy_bled an entire inflq.ngingstmcture and hooked

it up to a gas source to demonstrate it and i_nse io independent distributors. This Co_t finds this to be

a. substantial inducement. :

- 62. The record is also clear that Petersofprovided literature and assembly instructions to consumers

detailing how to install the components in a pref_ed configuration, which induced its customers to install

the eomponents in an infringing manner. (Tr+voL 2,pg. 173-174). Also, Peterson fullyassembledand

hooked up in a fireplace an accused structure and demonstrated it and its use to independent distributors,

which this Court finds to be a substantial inducement. --

63. Because Peterson provided the consumer's with detailed instructions, (Defendant's Ex. 30), how
.__

to assonblg the parts in an infringing manner, Peterson knew or should have known that such acti6ns would

induce _ infringement, and executive Coffin testi fled either the consumer would hire an installer or the
. . - . -

dealer would provide the service for the store. Thus there is little doubt that the installation was in fact done

in accordance with Peterson's directions./nvafi'ably, infringement occurred. Whether this is viewed as

• _ _-:. _

direct Or circumstantial evidence, it is very strong, fir., vol. 2, pg. 189).

64. As found bythis Court in paragraphs 39 thru 54 above, there was direct infringement by Peterson

or its ultimate purehssers of claims 1 _uad 17 of the '159 patent.

65. Accordingly, this Court finds that in those instances where direct infi-ingement by Peter_n was not

proven, Blount has clesrlyproven induced infringement on the part ofPeterson o felaims I and 17 for those

66. In view of this Court's literal infringement findings, because Peterson's manufactured products

literally infi'inge claims I and 17 of the' 159 patent, it infiinges the patent. Thus_ comparison of Peterson's

product to the remaining claims depending from independent claim 1 is generally unnecessary. The Court

nonetheless concludes that Peterson' s product infringes (under any one ofor the combination o f35 U.S.C.

-15-
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§ § 271 (a) to 271 (c)) the claims dependent on claim I, bocause, as supported by the testimony o fBIoant

and the accompanying claim infringement chart, the elements of these dependent claims are also present

in Petcrson's manu .facturedproducts. The literal infi'ingernent ofdependcnt Claim 15 is particularly

important because Claim 15 includes the artificial logs and the grate support means.

LNFRINGEMENT-DOCrRINE OF EQUIVALENTS

67. Blount offered unrebutted testimony at trial that orery element ofPe_erson's manufacaa'ed products

perform substantially the same function in substantially the same way to obtain the same result as the

claimed elements of the '159 patent. Cir., vol. 1, pg. 59-60).

68. Blount fiuttier offered um-ebuttcd testimony byMr. Blotmt at trial that anydifference between

Peterson's manufactured products and the claim elements were insubstantial at besL Mr. Biount actually

testified that they were an exact copy. (Tr., vol. I, pg. 30, 37, 46, 48, 56 and 60).

69. Based on the evidence presented to it, this Court finds that there is no prosecution historyestoppel

tlmt limits the range of equivalents regarding the claimed elem_gs. Moreover, attomcyMcLaugJdm testified

that he did not rely on estoppel in his infringement analysis. Cir., vol. 1, pg. 186).

70. Thus, this Court finds that in those instances where literalinfi'ingement does not exist, there is

infringement of the claims of the ' 159 patent under the doctrine ofeqtfivalence. 4

71. In summation, this Court concludes that Peterson literally infringes (e.g., directly, by inducement,

or contributorily) or infi-inges under the doctrine o fequivalents independent claims I and 17 of the ' 159

patent, as well as claims 2, 5, 7-9, 11-13 and 15-16 that depend from independent claim 1.

DAMAGES

72. Mr. Blount testified for Blount at trial as to the demand that existed for the product during the

period in question. CI'r., vol. 1, pg, 61). Thus, Blount has conclusively established the first required element

of Panduit)

( The Equivalence Chartpresented by Blount at Uialsupports this finding.

s See the Conctusions of Law section,paragraph139, wherethe Panduit factors are set forth.
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73. In addition to establishing a demand for the patented product during the period in question, Blouat

established an absence, during the period ofinfringonent, ofacceptablenoa-inffifigingsubstitutes. (Tr.,

vol. 1, pg. 63-65).

74. The facts of the present case establish a tw_o-supplier market. Blount offered evidence through the

tc_timonyofMr. Blount that Blount and Peterson together held approximately 95 p_ement0r more of the

market associated with Ember burners similar to that covered bythe' 159 patent. ('Yr., vol. !, Pg"64).

WhilePctem3n attempted to impeach Mr. Bl0unt's testimony on this point, it unfortunatelydid not present

any evidence to the contrary, which is Surprising in view of Peterson's many years in the market and the

kfiowledgePeterson must have ac,qui__ about _them,3rkeL Therefore, this Court finds that Mr. Blount's

testimo_nyis sufficient to establish a two supplier market. The supposed 5 peav._ of the market that Blount

and Peterson did not hold is d_ainimus, and therefore, for damage calculations a two-supplier market still
Y _.

exists. - ..

75. Peterson argued that this is not a two-supplier market, and that other acceptable non-infiinging-

subsiitutes exist.

• ,

76. Here thepatcnted product offers quite unique and novel results. (Tr., vol. 1, pg. 28-30). The so

called"acceptable non-infringing substi_tes"Peterson has introduced are either not acceptable, or they

too inflinge. " _

77. Blount established at trial that Peterson's front flame director was not an acceptable substitute.

(Tr., vol. 2, pgs. 184, 195). Peterson's own Vice President, Mr. Coffin, testified that the flont flame

director lacked the valve for adjusting the height o fthe front flame. Even more telling, Mr. Coffin te_dfied

that the flofit flame dkector was not as good as their ember burner. (Tr., vo|. 2, pgs. 184, 195).

78. As the valve to adjust the height ofthe front flame is one of the particular featu_ available only

from the patented product, under the law set forth in Standard Havens, the front flame director, lacking

that valve or any adjustment means, is not an acceptable non-infringing substitute.

79. Pete_on further argues that Blount admitted at trial that at least five products on the market perform

roughly the same function as Blount's patented device. (Tr., vol. 1, pg, 63). The record is clca( that those

five products were infi-inging substitutes and not acccptab le non-infiinging substitutes. Or, voi. 1;pg. 63).

In fact, the record indicates that Blount sent the m,qnufaemres o fthose five products the idefitical notice of

-17- ..=
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infi'ingementlctterat thesame timeitsentPet_monits letter. (Tr.,vol. l,pg.63). No evidence exists in

the record that the aforementioned five instances of infringement continued after the noticeofinfiingcment

letters were received. In fact, Mr. Blotmt's testimonyindicates that while the other companies were

• moving in and were interested in the outcome ofthis trial, none were still infringing after receipt o ftheir

notice ofhffringement letter. Cir., vol. 1, pg. 62-64).

80. Therefow, this Court believes that Blotmt provided sufficient evidence to support the finding that

there were no acceptable non-infringing substitutes that could have decreased the market share Blount and

Petet_on together held. Thus, Blount has conclusively established the second required element of Pandu/t.

81. Blount also offered sufficient evidence through Mr. Blount's testimony that Blouat had more than

enoilgh manufacturing andmarketing capabilityto promote thedevice. (Tr., vol. i, pgs. 62, 66). Thus,

Blount has conclusively established the third required element of Panduit.

82. This Court now only needs to determine a detailed computation of the amount of profit Blount

would have made, to meet the final required element of Panduit.

83. In a two-supplier market, to determine the actual damage amount in a lost profit case, the Court

should multiply Blount's per unit profit times the number of infringing devices that Peter'son sold.

84. To do this, however, the Court must determine the device upon which lost profits are to be

calculated.

85. Using two different approaches, Blount has established that the device for calculating lost pro fits

includes the entire burner assembly (iacluding the secondary bum_ and valve), the grate, and a full set of.

artificial logs:

86. Dependent claim 15, which was established as literallyinfi'ingedabove, for instance recites that the

gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner of claim I are positioned under artificial logs and a grate support

means. Because the artificial logs and the grate support means are positivelyclaimed in dependent claim

15, the artificial logs and the grate support means should be included in the device upon which damages

for direct infringement as well as lost profits are to be calculated.

87. Aecerdingly, the device for calculating lost profits includes the entire burner assonbly(including

the secondary burner and valve), the grate and a full set of artificial logs, which must be the ease here,

because apart from the artificiallogs and grate, the coals bttrner unit has no purpose or function

-18-



88. Criven the circumstances, the ¢nti_ market value rule is appropriate here as the second approach

Evidence was offered at trial by Peterson:s own 9ffleer, Mr. Cortin, that Peterson used the ember burner

to entice customers t.o come back to the store to purchase newer 10g sets, and at the same time, puw.hase

Peterson's ember burner, which improved the overall appearance of the fireplace. (Tr., voL 2, pg. 177-

79). These facts are sufficient to establish that theemberbumeristhebasis for thecustomer'sdemand,

as set forth by TWM. " --

89. Bl0unt also offered evidence that the glowing embers from the ember burner are what draws a

customer's attention to a particular log and I_umer set, and what ultimately makes the sale. (Tr., x/ol. 1, pg.

157-63).

"90. Blount _ offered testimony at trial that the elements of independent claims I and 17 constitute

a fimctional unit with the artificial logs and the grate support. -

9_1. Plaintil_ Blotmt's case-in-chief presented a third-party witness retailer with extensive sales

experience with gas fireplaces and ember burner and gas log sets. He testified that 97 ½ percent ofthe
7 -. .

time that he sells an ember burner, he also sells an entire burner assembly and log set with iL-(Tr., voL l,

pg. 160). In addition, Mr. B lount testified that they are"always to go with the log set" and that he had

"never koown o fany one ember burner set sold byitself." (Tr., vol. 1, pg. 68). Peterson had no testimohy

to quantify eve n in a general way whenthe two would not ultimately be sold together. -

92. Peteason failed to rebut Blotmt's evideriee because it did not offer any numerical evidence regarding

how often it sells one of its Ember burners with the entire burner and log set.

93. In summation of this point, Blount introduced testimony as to the standard practice in the industry

for selling the ember burner, and Peta'son failed to introduce its own testimony to rebut Blount's testiniony.

94. Because the evidence establishes that 97 _Apercent ofthe sales of the ember burner would also

encompass thesale of the entire burner assembly and log set,.the record supports a proration of the

damage amount based upon this percentage._ : -

95. Based on the record, of the 3,723 EI_B's sold by Peterson, 2 ½ percent (i.e., 94 EMB's) were

sold without an assoeiated burner assembly and log set, and the remaining 97 ½ petr, ent (i.e., 3,629) were

sold with ari associated burner assembly and log set.

96. Blohnt established at trial that its profit onthe ember burner alone is $14.09 per unitand its profit
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on the ember burner, entire burner assembly and full set of logs is $117.92 per unit. (Plainliff's Ex. No.

I 18).

i 97. This Court finds, based on the percentages and profits established in the paragraphs above, that
the total actual damages amount to $429,256.

I
WILLFULNESS / EXCEPTIONAL CASE

.

I

I

I

I

I

98. Having carefully reviewed the record herein, the Court concludes that Petersen's minimal attempt

to attain a competent opinion is permeated bya lack of due cfire. The record is quite clear that Peterson's

supposed oral opinion was an incompetent, conelusoryopinion to be used only as an illusory shield against

a later charge of willful infringement, rathe_ than in a good faith attempt to avoid infringing another's patent.

99. Throughout the 2½ years from the time the first notice letter was sent, Peterson simply never

obtained a single writteaaopinion suggesting that their commercial embediment avoided infringemenL Also,

the denial that the first letter related to notice of infringement is shown unlikely by Mr. Corrin's Own

characterization of it as an"infringement letter" in his correspondence with his patent counsel. (Tr., vol.

2, pg. 192). Also, this Court finds it disingenuous for Peterson to argue at trial that the interrogatories

answered well after suit was filed and during discovery, form the written opinion upon which they relied.

100. The fa_t time Peterson spoke to Mr. McLaughlin was on or about December 30, 1999, however,

• Mr.McLaughlindidnothavetheaccusedinfringingdeviceatthistime. (Tr.,vol. l,pg. 181). Therecord

I establishes that Mr. Mcl2aughlin, at this time, onlyhad a picture ofthe aeooased infiinging device. (Tr., vot

i l,pg. 181): NeitherdidMr.McLaughlinhavetheprosecutionhistoryofthe'159patent at thistime,
which is an important element of any competent opinion, fir., vol. 1, pg. 202-03).

i 101. This non-substantive conversation in no way can be construed to be an opinion upon which
Peterson could reasonablyrely because it was based solely on a supposilion. This supposition amounted

I to a representation on the part ofMr. Bortz that the invention had been around 20 to 30 years. (Tr., voL

2, pg. 55-56). Mr. MeLaughlin, with only the evidence listed above, said that"ffwe cou/dprove that the

I inventi_nhadbeenar_undf_r2_t_3_yearsthenitw_u_dbeastmngargument_finva_idity.__(Tr._v__.

2, pg. 55-56, emphasis added). This"i fthis, then that"statement plainly does not amount to an opinion

I upon which a prudent person could reasonably rely.
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102. Peterson made no fia'lfier efforts to determine whether it was truly infringing or not, until after suit

was filed, almost a year and two months after recei_ng the first notice letter. (Tr., voL 1, pg. 202-03).

103_Peterson argues that it did nothing furth_beeause it was awaifng"addifional informafien or further

explanation from Blount's attorney." This Court finds this argument lacking merit. Blount does not, after

sending multiple notice of infringement letters to Peterson, owe Peterson any obligationwith regard to

advisingPeterson how they actually were infi:inging. _

104: Nevertheless; Blount's failure to respond-to Peterson's additional information request did not

relieve Peterson of its obligation to determine if it was wiUfullyinffinging the ' 159 patent. To the contrary,

Peterson continued its infringing activities even after May 16, 2000, and actually-even through the trial

proceedings. (Tr., voi. 2, pg. 181 and peterson Company's Objection to Golden Blount'S Motion for

Updated Damages filed on September 18, 2002): This reflects an egregious disregard for the _'i 59 patent_

105. It was not until after the lawsuit was filed in January 2001 that Peterson finally Ikcame concerned,

not with the damages associated with the infi-inging activity, but apparently with the attorney's fees that

Peterson might be required to pay as a willfixl infringer. (Tr., vol. 2, pg. 60-62). By Mr. Bortz' own

admission, he told Mr. McLaughlin that this was not a very meaningful case"dollar wise'but that he heard

a person might have to pay attorneys' fees ifh61oses a patent lawsuit, and he asked Mr. McLaughlin what

he should do. (Tr., vol. 2, pg. 60-62 & Dec. 19,2001, deposition of Mr. Leslie Bortz, pg. 60). Mr.

McLaughlin told him that one way that attomey's fe_cscould be avoided was byobtaining an opinion. 0d).

106. At no time when Mr. Mcl.anghlin gave Mr. Bortz advice did Mr. McLaughlin ever see the actual

accused structure. (Tr., voL 1, pg. 181). While some -advertisements ofPeterson's struc t_e were shown,

detailed drawings weae never provided to Mr. McLanghlin, including the installation instructions/hat were

apparently sold with the device. Thus, Mr. McLaugJflin never had a full understandingofthe aceused

strueture.-fir., vol. I, pg. 200). - -

107. While Peterson argues that three oral _consultations occurred, this Court finds that onlyone oral

opinion of counsel, if it can even be called that, was rendered. This oral opinion was render_l by Mr.

MeLaugidin on or about May 1, 2001, about4 months after suit had been filed and 2½ years aRer

Peterson was first noticed of its infringing activity. (Tr._ vol. 1, pg. 179-83).

108. This Court believes that Peterson did get what it asked for, a statement that there was no
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infringement. Peterson's primary desL,'e, however, was to avoid paying attorneys' fees or increased

damages, and this appears to have been the sole reason for consultation with counsel, and these actions

showed a willful and egregious disregard for the' 159 patent.

109. In sunmmT, this Court finds that Peterson had three consultations with Peterson's Attorney. All

were oral Only the last 0ral consultation byphone approached what was naxtat to determine infringemcmt

and validityissues, and even it was made with a search limited to the company's own records and with

there having been no accused stnmture shown the patent attorney and without even a single meeting. This

third consultation occurred a number of months after suit had been filed and was motivated by the

apprehension of Petea'son having to payattomeys' fees, and not for a concern o finfi'ing_'nent ofthe' 159

patent.

I'I0. Peterson's cavalier attempt to obtain an opinion and the non-persuasive trial testimony of

Pete_son's wimesses arc classic examples of conduct that clesrlyand convindngly demonstrates willfulness,

which serves as a basis for an exceptional case.

11 I. This Court therefore finds that the infringement o fPeterson was willful, thus the actual damages

are L,'oble,d, totaling $1,287,766.

112. Given Peterson's conduct and its overall willful disregard for the ' 159 patent, such an award is

appropriate here. The Court finds that as a result of Peterson's continued infringement, without a

re.asonablebasis for believing that it had a fight to make, use or seU its product prior to the expiration o f

the' 159 patent, Blounthas been compelled to prosecute an infringement claim at great expense. Under

these circumstances, an award of attorneys' fees is proper.

113. This Court therefore finds this to b¢ an exceptional case undea, 35 U.S.C. § 285, thus reasonable

attorneys" foes in the amount of $332,349 arc awarded to BlounL

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

CLAIM CONSTRUCTION

114. The pmies dispute the meaning el!two tea-ms in the claims of the patent in suit, namely the phrase

"raised level," as recited in claim l, and the term "below" and the phrase "away from the fire place
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opening," as recited in claim 17. - :

115. As affimled by the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in its opinion dated April ! 9, 2004,.

Court construes that the term"at a ra_¢cl level" in claim 1 refers to the top ofthe t_,o burner tubes, and

that the tops of the tubes should be used to-determine whether the primary burner tube is held at a raised

leveiwith respect to the secondaryburner tube as recited in claim I. This Court _so construes that the

term "below" in claim 17 refers to the tops of_e two burner tubes, and that the tops _of the tubes should

l_eused to determine whether the seconda_bumer tube is positioned below the p_arybumer_tube as

ro:/tedinclaim 17. (Opinion of the Court ofApp _eals for theFederal Circnit datedApri119, 2004, pg. 7-

8).

116. As affirmed bythe Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in its opinion dated April '19, 2004,

this Court construes the term "away fi'om the fireplace opening" to mean that thegas ports may be

positioned in anydirection that does not include a horizontal component pointed toward the vertical plane

ofthe fireplace opening. (Opinion o fthe Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit dat/_d April 19, 2004, "

pg. 7-8).

117. All the o01er term_ in the claims at issue are construed to have a plain and ordinary meaning, which

appears not to have been contested at trial. -

VALIDITY - - '-

118. Avalidityanalysis begins with the presumption of validity. An issued patent is presumed valid. 35

U.S.C_ § 282. : -

119. An"accused infringer who raises patent invalidity as a defense bears the burden of showing

invalidity by facts supported by clear and convincing evidence." Robotic Vision Systems, Inc. v. View

Engineering, [n_, 189 F.3d 1370, 1377 (Fed:Cir. 1999); WeatherchemCorp. v.J.L. Clark, Inc., 163

F.3d 1326,_I_334-35 (Fed. Cir. 1998).

120. As affirmed by the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit on April 19, 2004, this Court
= ._ =

concludes that Petersen has failed to prove by clear and convincing ¢xdde_aee that the' 159 patent is invalid

for Obviousness. This Court therefore finds the' 159 patent not to be invalid. (Opinion 0fthe Cottrt Of

Appeals f-or the Federal Circuit dated April 19, 2004, pg. 12).
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LITERAL INFRINGEMENT-DIRECT

121. The claims define the metes and bounds of the invention, and only they may be infringed.

SmithKline Diagnostics, Inc. v. Helena Labs. Corp., 859 F.2d 878, 882 (Fed. Cir. 1988); Coming

Glass Worlcs v. Sumitomo Elec. USA, [ha, 868 F.2d 1251 (Fed. Cir. 1989).

122. The patentee's burden is to show literal infi-ingoment bya prepondcranee of the evidence. Braun

v. Dynamics Corp., 975 F.2d 815 (Fed. Cir. 1992).

123. A patent claim is literallyinfi-mged if the accused product or process contains each element of the

claim. Tare Access Floors v. Maxcess Techs., 222 F.3d 958, 964 (Fed. Cir. 2000); Uniroyal, Inc. v.

Rudkin-Wiley Corp., 837 F.2d 1044, 1054 (Fed. Cir. 1988). If each element is present, literal

infziiagement exists and"that is the end ofiL" Graver Tank v. Linde Co., 339 U.S. 605,607, 94 L. Ed.

1097, 70 S. Ct. 854, 1950 Dee. Comm'r Pat_ 597 (1950).

124. In determining infringement, the accused product is compared to the patent claims, not the

patentee's producL Zenith Laboratories. [etc. v. Bristol-Myers Squibb Co., 19 F.3d 1418, 1423 (Fed

Cir. 1994); Glaxo Inc. v. TorPharm Inc., 153 F.3d 1366, 1373 (Fed. Cir. 1998).

125. Infringement era single claim is infringement, Panduit Corp. v. Dennison Mfg. Co. Inc., 836

F.2d 1329, 1330 n.l (Fed. Cir. 1987); Intervet America.v. Kee-VetLaboratories, 887 F.2d 1050,

1055 (Fed. Cir. 1989), and entitles the patentee to the full panoply of statutory remedies. Intervet, 887

F_2d at 1055.

126. This Court understands that in determining infringement, the accused product is compared to the

patent claims, not the patentee's product. However, FIG. 2 of the ' i 59 patent is representative of the

claims o fthe' 159 patent and the claims may be read on the FIG. 2 me, rare. For this reason a comparison

of one ot-Biount's devices and Peterson's manufactured product is highly instructive for purposes of this

Court's analysis, and is, therefore, provided.
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Biount's Patented Device
FIG. 2 of the "159 Patent- Peterson's Manufactured Product

Figure 2 of Peterson's Installation Instructions

127. The _findings in the sections above make out a clear case of direct inftingement 0n all of the devices

LITERAL INFRINGEMENT-CONTRIBUTORY

128. Contributory infringement iiabilityarises when one"sells wiitfin theUnited States ... a component

of a patented machine...constituting amaterial part oftheinvention, knowing the same to be especially

made or especially adapted for use in an infringement of such patent, and not a staple article or commodity

of commerce.suitable for substantially noninfiinging use." 35. U.S.C. § 271(c) (2002).

129. Thus, Blount must show thatPeterson"knew that the combination for which its components were

especially made Was both patented aad infrin_ng."-Preemption Devices, Inc. v. Minn.-Mining & Mfg.,

Co., 803 F.2d 1170, ! 174 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

130. An appropriate infringement notice letter from the patentee to the accused infiinger provides the

requisite Imowledgerequiredby35 U.S.C. § 271(c)i AroManufacturingCo., Inc. v. Convertible Top

Replacement CO., 377 U.S. 476, 490 (1964). _

131. Further, Blount must show that Pe_erson's components have no substantially noninfringing uses,

while meeting the other elements ofthestatute. AHoc, Inc. v. ITC, 342 F.3d 1361, !374 (Fed. cir.

2003).
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132. The findings in the sections above make out aclear case of Contributoryinflingement on all of the

devices sold.

LITERAL INFRINGEMENT-JJ_D UCE MENT

133. In orderto find Peterson liable for inducing infringement under 35 U.S.C. 0271 (b), Blountmust

•show that Peterson took action that actuaUy induced infringement. Met-Coil Sys. Corp. v. Korners

Unlimited, Inc., 803 F.2d 684, 687 (Fed. Cir. 1986) ("There can be no inducement of infi'ingement

without direct infi'ingement by some party.")

134. Further, Blount must show that Peterson knew or should have known that such actions would

induce direct infringement. Micro Chem. Inc. v. Great Plains Chem. Co., 194 F.3d 1250 (Fed. Cir.

1999).

135. The findings in the sections above make out a clear case of induced infringement on all of the

devicessold.

INFRINGEMENT=DOCTRINE OF EQUIVALENTS

136. Infringement under the doctrine of equivalents occurs when a claimed limitation and the accused

product perform substantially the same function in substantiatly the same way to obtain the same result. See

Warner-denMnson Co. v. Hilton-Davis Chem. Co., 520 U.S. 17, 39-40, 137 L. Ed. 2d 146, 117 S.

Ct. 1040 (1997).

137. Infringement under the doctrine of equivalents also requires that any difference between the claim

elements at issue and the cdrresponding elements of the accused product be insubstantial. Id.

138. This Court finds alternatively (or cumulatively) that there was infringement under the doctrine of

equivalents.

DAMAGES

139. To recover lost profit damages, the patentcc need only show causation and the factual basis for

causation between the infi'ingement and the lost profits. Lain, Inc. v../ohm-Manville Corp., 718 F.2d

1056, 1065, 219 U.S.P,Q. 670 (Fed. Cir. 1983).
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140. To do this, Panduit established that the patent owner need only demon._trate:

2

1) a demand for the produ_ during the period in question;

2) . an absence, during that period, of acceptable non-infiinging substitutes; ._

3) its own manufacturing and r_arketing capability to meet or exploit-that demand; and

4) a detailed computation of the amount of the profit it would have made.

Panduit Corp. v. StaMin Bros.-Fibre Works, Inc., 575 F.2d 1152, i156, i97 U.S.P.Q. 726 (6th

Cir. Mich. 1978); Radio Steel & Mfg. Co. v. MTD Prods., Inc,, 788 F.2d 1554, 1555, 229 U.S.P.Q.

431 (Fed. Cir. 1986). - -

141. In/_ two-supplier market it is reasonable to assume, provided the patent owner has the

_ mag_Ufacturing capabilities, that the patent Owner would have made the infiinger'ssales but for the

infringement. Statelndus. v. Mor-FloIndus.; 883 F.2d 1573, 1578, 12 U.S.P.Q.2d 1026 (FetL Cir.

1989). _-
Z __

142. The "[re]ere existence ofa conipefing device does not make that device an acceptable substitute."

TWMMfg. Co., Inc. v. Dura Corp., 789 F.2d 895, 901,229 U.S.P.Q. 525 (Fed- Cir. 1986), cert.

denied. A product on the market that lacks the advantages o ftbe patented product can hardly be termed

a substitute aceeptable to the customer who wants flaose advantages. StandardHaf, ensProducts, Inc.

v. Gencorlndfistries, Inc., 953 F.2d 1360, 1373, 21 U.S.P.Q.2d 1321 (Fed. Cir. 1991), cert_, denied.

ffpurehasers are motivated to purchase because 0fparficular features available only-fi'om the patented

product, products without _eh features would most certainly not be aeeeptable non-infringing substitutes.

do '

143. Also, courts have generallyheld that an infringer's aeeeptable substitute argument is of"limited

influence" when it [the infringer] ignores those substitutes while selling the patented inv_tiorL (en_phasis

added). TWM, 789 F.2d at 902. This is exactly what Peterson did.

144. In an alternative approach, however, the "entire market value mle_may be used-_ determine the

device for calculating lost profits. In Beatrice Foods, the Court stated that the law does not bar the

inclusion ofeonvoyed sales in an award of lost profits damages. Beatrice Foods Co. v. New England

Printing & Lithographic Co., 899 F.2d 1171, 1175, 14 U.S.P.Q.2d !020 (Fed. Cir. 1991).

145" The "entire market value rule" allows for the recovery ofdamages based on the value of an entire

Z "
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apparatus containing several features, even though onlyone feature is patented. Paper Converting

Machine Co., v. Magna-Graphics, Corp., 745 F.2d 11, 33,223 U.S-P.Q. 591 (Fed. Cir. 1984).

146. The"entire market value rule" further permits recovery of damages based on the value of the

entire apparatus containing several features, when the patent-related featurcis the basis for customer

demand. See _ 789 F.2d at 901.

147. The"entire market value rule" is appropriate where both the patented and unpatented components

together are analogous to components of a single assembly, parts era complete machine, or constitute a

functional unit. SeeRite-Hite v. KellyCo., 56F.3d 1538, 1550,35 U.S.P.Q.2d 1065 (Fed. Cir. 1995).

W_,LFULNESS / EXCEPTIONAL CASE

148. In addition to requiring"damages adequate to compensate for the infringement," Section 2840 f

the Patent Act authorizes a district court to "increase damages up to three times the amount found or

assessed." 35 U.S.C. § 284.

149. The Federal Circuit has interpreted this provision of Section 284 as _'equiring a two-step process:

"FAst the fact-finder must determine whether an infringer is guilty o fc6nduct upon which increased damages

maybe based." Jurgens v. CBK, Ltd., 80 F.3d 1566, 1570, 38 U.S.P.Q.2d 1397 (Fed. Cir. 1996).

"If so, the Court then determines, exercising its sound discretion, whether, and to what extent, to increase

the damage award given the totality of the circumstances." ld.

150. "An act 0fwillful infringement satisfies this culpabilityrequinanent, and is, without doubt, sufficimt

to meet the first requirement to increase a compensatory damages award."/d. Thus, once a proper

willfulness finding is made, the fLrStstep in determining whether d_nag_ should be enhanced is complete.

Id_ At that point, the Court need consider only whether, and to what extent, the compensatorydamages

awarded by the fact finder should be increased, in light of"the egregiousness of the Defendant's conduct

based on all the facts and circumstances of the case." Id.

151. "A potential infringer having actual notice of another's patent rights has an a/Krmafive duty o f

care." Spindelfabrick Suessen-Schurr, Stahlecker & Grill GmbH v. Schubert & Salzer

MaschinenfabrikAktiengessellschafi, 829 F.2d 1075, 1084 (Fed. Cir. 1987). An act ofinfiingement

is thus deemed willful when the infringez is aware of another's patent and fails to exercise due care to avoid
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infringemeat. Electro Medical Sys.; S.A: v. Cooper Life Sciences, Inc., 34 F.3d 1048, 1056 (Fed. Cir.

1994); Rolls-RoyceLtd. v. GTE YaleronCorp.; 800 F.2d i 101, 1109 (Fed. Cir. 1986). This standard

of care typically requires an opinion fi-om competent patent counsel prior to engaging in any potentially

infi'inging activities. Underwater Devices, ln_ v ; Morrison-Knudsen Co., 717 F.2d 1380, 1389-90

(Fed. Cir. 1983). To establish willfulness, Blount must demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence,

considering the "totality o fthe circumstances," that Peterson winfuUy infringed its patent.Fd_eg_ Med/czd,
=

34 F.2d at 1056.

152. The prosecution historyofa patent in question is an important elemeht ofanycompe_t opinion.

Underwater Devices, 717 F.2d at 1389-90.
Y

•153, A holding ofwiU ful infringement is usually sufficient to make a case exceptional and entities the

opposing party toits attorney's fees. 35 U.S.C. § 285 (2002); Aria Group Intl;lnc. v. L.A. Gear

C__lifornia, Inc., 853 F.2d 1557, 1567 (Fed.-Cir. 1988).

W"

L _
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, the Court concludes that Peterson's manufactured products inflinge

the claims of the '159 patent. Blount is entitled to actual damages from Peterson in the amount of

$429,256. The infi_gement of Peterson was willful, thus the actual damages are trebled, totalling

$1,287,766. Blount is also awarded prejudgment interest, which shall be calculated on a simple rather than

compound basis, on the actual damages of $429,256 at the rate of 5.0% for the period from December

16, 1999, to August 9, 2002. This is an exceptional case under 35 U.S.C. § 285, thus reasonable

attorneys' fees in the amount of $332,349 are awarded to Blount. Blount is further awarded postj udgment

interest, calculated pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1961, on the sum of the trebled damages and attorney's fees

at the rate of 1.88% from the date of the final judgment. Costs in the amount of$10,031.04 shall be taxed

against Peterson. Based upon the fact that infiingement causes irreparable harm, an injunction is granted

against Peterson.

It is so ORDERED

SIGNED: June _, 2004.

JUDGE JERRY BUCHMEYER

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true copyofthe enclose.d Golden Blount, Inc.'s Proposed Findings of Fact

and Conclusions o fLaw was served on Ihe following counsel of record on Iune 10, 2004, by first class mail

and facsimilo:

Jerry R. Selinger

Jenkens & Gilchrist

1445 Ross Avenue, Suite 3200

Dallas, Texas 75202

2141855-4500 (Telephone)

2141855-4300 (Facsimile)



IN THE UNITED.STATESi
FOR THE NORTHERN DI_

DALLAS DIV

GOLDEN BLOUNT, INC.,

Piaintiff_

V.

ROBERT I-L PETERSON CO.,

DefendanL

§
§
§
§
§
§

§
§

CivilActionNo. - -."

3--01CV0127-R ="

-_ ORDER

This Court. consistent with its ruling at the conclusion of the Oral He.aring on August 18,

2004, hereby VACATES Defendant's Findings of.Fact and Conclusions o fLaw previously adopted

on June 22, 20_04. The Court, also consistent with its ruling at the conclusion of the Ora! Hearing on

August 18,2004, is of the opinion that the Plaintiff's Findings of Fact and Conclusions of.Law

submilfc..d on August 31, 2004, are corre_t,.and they are hereby ADOPTED as the Findingsand

Conclusions of this Court.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

ENTERED: this ,_ day of ,2004.

-_ _. _-- _

_ _ . .=

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

ir
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IN THE UNITED STATES
FOR THE NORTHERN" DI_

DALLAS DIV

GOLDEN BLOUNT. INC., §

§
Plaintif_ §

§
v. §

§
ROBERT H. PETERSON CO., §

§
Defendant. §

CLERK,US.DiSTe,dCTCOURr

,By Deputy

Civil Action No.

3-01CV0127-R

ORDER

This Court, consistent with its ruling at the conclusion of the Oral Hearing on August 18,

2004, hereby VACATES Defendant Robert H. Peterson's Application for Attorneys' Fees

previously adopted on August I I, 2004.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

ENTERED: this _ day of _'_k)'_r. ,2004.

U'

JER_Y _BUC/_YER (jt,A...J

s_._o_um,_p STATESmsTmc'rJUDGE.
NOR_Em_mSTP.IC_Or'_EXAS
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ROBERT H. PETERSON CO.,

Defendant.

§
§
§
§

3-01CV0127-R - -

FJ[NDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

This Com't has conducted a bench trial on plaintiff Golden Blount Inc.'s clai_'ms against

defendant Robert H. Peterson for a fmd/ng of infi-ingcmcmt of U.S. Patent He.. 5,988,159 and

p_-maneat injunction, and on Pete_on's counterclaims of invalidiW and non-infringement In

accordance w/th FF.D.R. CIv. P. 52(a) and consistent with the Court of Appeals for the Federal

Circuit's Opinion t decided April 19, 2004, theCourt enters the following findings of_ fact and

coaolusioes of law. 2

J,
__. :JJ"

FINDINGS OF FACT

I. This is an action for patent infringement. The Court has subject mattlerjurisdiction.tmder 28

U.S.C. §§ 1331.1338(a). The Court has personal jurisdiction over theparties. Venue in thisjud/cial - -

district is propcr tmder 28 U.S.C. § 1391. -

' While thc Appellate Court held that the patemt was not inval/d, and Ihatthe defense of tmenforc_.- ility
wa_ waived, this Cot_includte;gcoetal tefexenccm theseelemems for completeness. OoldenBloun61uc- v.
RobertH.PeterxonCo..365 F.3dIO54(Fed.C,/r.2004).-

aThis-ordercotRaJmbothfinxl_ or fact ('T'mdings') and conclusions of law C'C.onclusions'). To the
extcat that any Fiadmgs may be deemed _ of law, they shall also be considered Conclusions. To tbe
extent that aay Concktsioox may be deemed fmding¢ of fact. they shall aLsob¢ ¢o_ Findings.See Mill O"v.
Fen/o_ 474 U.S. 104. i 13-14. 88 L. Ed. 2(1405. 106 S. Ct. 445 (1985).
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2. Plaintiff Golden Blount, Inc. ("Blount") is a United States corporation having a principal

place of business in Addison, Texas.

3. Defendant Robert IL Peter_nn Co. ("Pete_'son") is a United States corporation having a

principal place of business in City of Industry, California.

4. Blount is the owner by assignment o fU.S. Patent No. 5,988,159 ("the' 159 patent"), entitled

"Gas-Fired Aflifi¢ial Logs and Coals-Burner Assembly," which issued on November 23, 1999. The

'159 patent expires on November 23, 2016.

5. Blount filed this suit for infi-ingement ofthe ' 159 patent under 35 U.S.C. §§ 271(a) _ 271

(c) on Jaunary 18, 2001.

6. On March 19, 2001, Peterson filed its Answer and Countemlaim. Peterson denied

infringement and asserted counterclaims for noninfringement and invalidity of the "159 patent.

7. A bench trial, by agreement of the parties, commenced on July 29, 2002, and ended on July

31, 2002.

8. Claims 1, 2, 5, 7-9, !1-13 and 15-17 are at issue in this case. Claims 1 and 17 are

independent claims. All the other claims at issue are dependent on claim 1.

9. Claim I ofthe '159 patent reads as follows:

A gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly for fireplace comprising:.

an elongated primary burner tube including a plurality of gas discharge ports;

a secondary coals burner elongated tube positioned forwardly of the primary

burner tube;

a support means for holding the elongated primary burner tube in a raised

level relative to the forwardly position secundavj coals burner elongated tube;

the secondary coals burner elongated tube including a plurality of ffas

discharge ports;

the elongated primary burner tube and the secondary coals burner elongated

tube communicating through tubular connection means wherein the gas flow to the

secondary elongated coals burner tube is fed through the primary burner tube and the

tubular connection means;
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a valve for adjus6ng gas flow to the secondary coals burner elongated tube

positioned in the tubular gas connection means; and

the prlmat_ bumex tube being in communication with a gas source with a gas -

flow control means therein for controlling gas flow into said primary burner tube. " -

10. Claim2 of the "159 patent reads as follows: _ -

-The gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly according to claim l

wherein the support means for the primary burner tube is comprised of artopcn. _fi-am¢ .

pan for _upporting the primary burner tubo in an elevated position relative to. the

fu-qplac¢ floor. - ,

1L Claim 5 of the ' 159 patent reads as follows: _

The gus-fu_l artificial logs and coals-burner asscmbly accord/ng to claim I

wher6in the secondary coals burner elongated tube is substantially, parallel to the

primary burner tube and has a smaller insidcdiameter than the primary burner tube

with the valve adjusting gas flow for coals bum and forwarding heat radiation from -

the fu,_ lac,¢.

i2. Claim 7 Of the' 159 patent reads as follows:

-. _ . The gas-fired artificial logs andcoals-burner assembly according to claim 1 -

whe_e/n the elongated primary burner tube and the secondarycoals burner elongated -

tube/are spaced apart on different planes at from about four to about eight inches.

13. Claim 8 of the ' 159 patent re,ads as follows:

The gas-fired artificiallogs and coals-burner assembly according to clahn 1

- wherein the secondary coals burner elongated tube is ofa smaller diameter than the

primary burner tube whidt allowsfor- a lower profile ofcoals and sand coverage-, : -

14. Claim9 of the '159 patent w.ads as follows:
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The gas-firedartificiallogsandcoals-burnerassemblyaccordiagtoclaim I

thesecondarycoalsburnerelongatedtubeisadjustableinheightrelativeto

thefloorofthefireplaceand theelevatedprimaryburnertube.

15. Claim 11 ofthc '!59 patent readsas follows:

The gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly accord_ to claim 1

whaein the primary and secondary burner tubes have apertures of from about 1/32

inch to about ',_ inch.

16. Claim 12 oft.he "159 patent reads as follows:

The gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly according to claim 1

wherein the gas flow adjustment valve has a reanovable handle, the gas flow

adjustment allowing a variety of settings from full closed to full open.

17. Claim 13 of the "159 patent reads as follows:

The gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly according to claim 1

wherein the connection means is comprised of a connector attached to the terminal

end of the primary burner tube at a fast end of a connector and attached to the

secondary coals burner elongated tube to a connector second end with the valve

interposed between the primary burner tube and the secondary burner tube.

18. Claim 15 of the "159 patent reads as follows:

The gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly according to claim 1

wherein the open frame pan and primary elongated burner tube is positioned under-

an artificial logs and grate support means.

19. Claim 16 of the "159 patent reads as follows:

The gas-fired artificial logs and coals-burner assembly according to claim i

wherein the pfimavj elongated burner tube is covered with sand and the secondaw
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elongated burner tube is covered with sand, mica, and fibrous materials which

simidatc coals and ember burn. --

20. Claim 17 oftbe "159 patent reads as follows:. -

A gas-fired artificial coals- and embers-berner apparatus suitable for attaTching

to a gas-fired primary artificial log burner tube said primaryartificial log burner tube - -

having a terminal end comprising: -
f

•a seconda_ coals burning elongatedtobe;
=

= a connector means for connecting said terminal end in communication with

the secondary burner tube, the-seconda_ Immer tube positioned substaatially

parallel, forward and below the primary burner _be, the connector means having

inte_sed between the primary and secondary burner tubes a gas flow adjustment

valve., the primary and secondary burner tubes having a plurality of gas discharge

ports, 01o secondary but-net"tube being.in gas flow communication with the p_im-ary

burner tube being the connection means, a gas distribution ports of the secondary

burner tube directed away from the fireplace opening.

2 i. At the time the patent issued, Blount's commercial structure covered by the "159 patent had

-been marketed for approximately six years. (Trial Transcript, hereafter referred to as _l'r.-, voL 1,

•pg. 158). TI_ invention cov_ed by the' 159 patent is a simple yet very useful device that is to be

used in artificial gas fireplaces. The general idea is ihat the device has two tubes, with the mai'n or

• primarybumer tube being higher than the ember burner tube to allow for artificial embers and sand

to be fanned Ofitover the tubes with a decreasing depth o f materials to simulate a natural angle of

of coals in a real fireplace. A secondary valve controls the flow of gas from the pdnuuy

burner tube to the ember burner to allow for an adju/tment of flame from the ember burner, Thus,

with the pres_ce of the ember burner forward the primarybumer tube, more flamc can be provided

out front oflfie gas logs to better simulate a real fii'eplaceand thereby make the artificial fireplace

• more aesthetieallypleasing. Evidence presented at trial establishes that Petetson's accused device
= h .

fulfills exactly the same puxpo_. Or. voL 2, pg 175i Defendant's Ex. No. D-33).

-5- =
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22. Blotmt's sales of its commercial structure grew slgnifieantiy during the time spanning the

filing of the application that resulted in the ' 159 patent and the issuance of the ' i 59 patent_ (Tr., vol.

1, pg. 36-37).

23. In late 1996 or early 1997, Peterson began manufacturing, advertising and selling a device

that was gfficingly similar to, if not a virtual copy of; Blotmt's commercial structure. Or., voL 2,

pg. 76 and pg. 172).

24. Blount's "159 patent issued on Nov_nber 23, 1999. (PlaintiWs Ex. No. 1).

25. Blount notified Peterson of the existence of the '!59 patent and Peteason's infringing

activities on December 16, 1999, using a ceaified letter postmarked December 10, 1999, from Mr.

Dan Tucker (attorney for Blount) to Petersoa's president, Mr. leslie Bortz. (Plaintiff's Ex. No. I0).

26. This fumt certified letter included a copy of the '159 patent, and informed Peterson that

B lount was prepared to take whatever steps were reasonable and necessary to prevent/nfiingemenL

BIount requested a response regarding _is matter from Petem0n by January 14, 2000. (Plaintiff's

Ex. H'o. 10).

27. On December ! 7, 1999, Mr. Tod Con'in (Peterson's Vice President) foiwarded the December

10, 1999, certified lelter onto Pete_a_n's patent counsel, Mr. William MeLaughlim Mr. Con-in

wrote, in a cover letter included with the copy of the first certified letter, "[e]nclnsed is a patent

infringement letter we received from Golden Blotmt's Attorney." (Plaintiff's Ex. No. 17, emphasis

added). Given the letter from Blount's attomeyand this acknowledgment by Mr. Con-in, this Court

finds that Petca'son had knowledge of its infringement of the ' 159 patent as of December 16, 1999.

28. On December 30, 1999, Petorson responded to Blount's letter of December 10, 1999,

explaining that Peterson had forwarded the December t0, 1999, letter toits attorneys and that

Peterson would get back with Blount as soon as possible. Given the December Holidays, as well as

the New Year, Petersou informed Blotmt that Blount's January 14, 2000, response date was

unreasonable. (Plaintiff's Ex. No. I i).

29. ARer recdving no response from Petea_on for more than four months, Blouat sent a second

certified letter to Peterson on May3, 2000, again infomaing Petetson o fits patent infringement. The

May 3, 2000, letter advised Petecson that Blount "will take [the] necessary steps to .stop any such

infringement." (Plaintiff's Ex. Ho. 12, emphasis added).

-6-
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30. Peterson responded to the May 3; 2000,. leRer on May 16, 2000,. that it di_ with
• ° ° " . _

Blount's assertion that Peterson was marketing a device that was substantially sumlar to the burner

assembly claimed in the ' 159 patent. Petetson fitter asked that Blount explain to it, in detail, the

basis upon which Blount believedthat Petmson was infringing the patent. (PlaiulilTsEx. No. ! 3).

This Court finds that Petersen's disagreement lacks any sexious credibility, _ a simple

c.ompafiso"n of the device as illustrated in the '159 patcot with Peteason's product would have

to thati ing  t washighlylikely. o over, reco befo 

this Court reveals that Pete_oon did not have any documents before it or its attorney at this time that

provides a t_asonsble basis for this statement. Even though Blount did not give any _e_lanation to

Petersen, this did nor relieve Petersoa of its obligation to investigate in good faith whether it was in

fact infringing the "159 patent. This Court further finds that the May 3, 2000, lette_.was Written

"sitnplyfor the purpose of delay, or even with the hope that the infiingement matter would go away.

This Court, therefore, concludes that the request was not genuine.

L3l..On January 18, 2001, over a year aRei'Peterson received its firzt notice o finfrin_gement letter,

Blount filed suit. (Plaintiff's Ex. No. 14). Blount's initial notice letter of December 10,_1999, met

the nodce requirements under 35 U.S.C. § 287(a), and therefore, Peterson's additional information

request did not relieve Petcrsen of its obfigatinn to determine if it was infringing the '159 patent.

32. Blount rear a final letter on January 19, 2001, to peterson advising Pete,_on that suit was

bmnght in view of its failure to respond or ir_dicate in any manner its intentions with respect to its

iafringing product. (Plaintiff's Ex. No. 14). . _ L _ -

33. PcCerson made no efforts to cease its infringing activities either in the time period spanning

the December 10, 1999, letter and the lanuazy 19, 2001, letter, or for that matter, up and until the

commencement of this trial (Plaintilt's Ex. No. 17 & Updated Sales Figures provided by Peterson

in response to this Court's request). =

34. During thepe_ed between December [6, 1999, and Septeraber 19, 2002" , Peterson sold 3,723

ember flame burner units ("ember burners"). {Try,voL 2, pg- 181 and Peterson Company's Objection

to Golden Blount's Molioa for Updated Damages filed on September 18, 2002). -

35. Peter_n's anber burner is intended to be attached to its G-4 series burner system or G-5

series burner system. (J'oint Pretzial Order-Stipulations, pg. 6). In addition to selling the ember

-7-
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burner, Petersen also sells log sets that can be used with the ember burner and often uses the ember

burner to entice their costumer_ to come back in and buy new log sets. Cir. vol. 2. pg 178).

36. The G-4 and (3-5 series burner systems are substantially identical except that Petetsen pre-

ns,u_nb!es the G-5 bumersy_em according to certain Canadian Gas Association specifications. Or.,

vol. 2, pg. 179).

37. At least 10 of the 3,723 Ember burners sold by Peter_n were included on the pro-assembled

(3-5 series humor _ (Oct 5, 2001, deposition of Mr. Leslie Bortz, pg. 154-55).

38. At trial, Blount introduced Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 4A, which is one of Pete,rson's

man_ products including a Peterson G-4 burner pan with Peterson's ember bum¢_ attached

to it. Blount properly laid foundation for this Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 4A through the t_oayof

one of Peterson's own witne_es, Mr. lankowski, who stated that he recognized Plaintiff's Exhibit

No. 4A as Petersen's products. Cir. voL 2, pg. 145). Also, Mr. Blount, whose business competes

with Peterson's, identified Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 4A as being Petet_on's competing product. (Tr.

vol. 1, pg. 144). This Court also finds that foundation for this device is further established because

the Court finds it to be virtually identical to the picture on page 3 of Peterson's own general

installation instructions Cmtroduced at trial by Peterson as Defendant's Ex. No. D-34), except for the

valve knob, which is not at issue.

Lrr_RALI_G_-DIR_CT

39. The construction of the claims appears under paragraphs 120 thru 123 of the Conclusions of

Law sec_om The determination of infringement based on the construed claims is fac.tual and is

thezefore organized here under the Findings of Fact.

40. The analysis with _t to the literal infiingement of claim l is as follows:

• The first element ofcL_ 1 reads: "an elongated pdma_yburner tube including a pluralityofgas

di_hazge ports." Based upon the totality of the evidence, including unrebutted testimony of Mr.

Golden Blount and this Court's own observations of the accax,u_ device, it is this Court's findingthat

the pdma_ burner tube is the fundamental burner tube used in a majority of all gas operated

fireplaces. Similarly, the phwafity of gas discharge ports allow the flammable gas to escape from

the primary burner tube and be ignited to provide a flame,. Blotmt presented the um-ebuttedoral

testimony of Mr. Blount, who using an infringement chart (Plaintiff's Ex. No. 9) as a guide, testified

-8-
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that Petc'rson's manufactm'ed products include aprima_y burner tube having gas discha_geportS

therein. O'r., vol 1, pg. 45-50). In addition to this unrcbutted testimony, this Court had the

opportunity to closely observe an assembled version of Peterson's manufactured product 3, whc_n

ihls Court observed Pcterson's manufacture_ prod_t having the prL,nary trainer tube including two

Ormore gas dischm_ ports. Or., vol. 2, pg. 28). Petemon even admitted and stipulated to tile

presence-o f this element in its device. (Tr., _oL 2, pg. 173; loint Pretrial Order--Stipfilafions, pg. 6).

Further, Pcterson never presented any e_dence that its manufactured products did not contain the

afor_uentioned claimed element. Thus, Petersen's manufactured products meet the first limitation

of claim i, which reads: "an elongated primary burner tube including a plurafity of gas discharge

ports." _

- 41. The second element ofclahn I reads: "a s_ondary coals burner elongated _ l_ositioned

forwardly of the primaty burner tubeY Given the claim interpretation as set forth by the Court of

Appeals for the Federal Circuit and based upon the totality of the evidence, the secondary coals

bin-rim-elongated tube is positioned toward fl3_¢opening ofthe fireplace, at least as compared to the

primary burner tube, and is designed to provide a reali_'c flame, likened to a flame that might

emanate from burning coals, Blount again presented c'vidence in the form of oral testimony of Mr.

Blount, that Peterson's manufactured products include a secondary coals burner elongated tube, and

it is positioned forwardly of the primary burner tube. G'r., vol. 1, pg- 45-50). Based on this

Court's close observation of Peterson's manufactured product 4, this Court finds that PetersOn's

manufactured products contain the claimed secondary coals burner elongated tube, _r'oich in

P_s Exhibit No. 4A is Pd_son's Ember Flame Booster (ember burner), and that it v_

positioned forwardly the primary burner tube. (Tr.,_voL 2, pg. 28). Pete_on even admired and

stipulated to the pres_r_ 0fthis element in its device. Cir., voL 2, pg. 173; Joint Pretrial Order-

Stipulations, pg. 6). Further, Petefson never pre,_nted evidence that conclusively established that

its manufactured products did not contain _e aforementioned claimed element. Thus, Peterson's

manufilctured products meet thcsecond limitation Ofclaim I, which reads:"a secondarycoals burner

elongated tube positioned forwardly of the primary burner tube." - ± -

_SeeFind_ of FactNo.38, discus_ above.

' S_ F_ ofF_ No. 38, _ ibove.

.9-
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42. The third element of claim ! reads: =a support mcms for holding the elongated primary

burner tube in a raised level relative to the forwardly position[ed] secondaw coals burner elongated

tube." The previous two paragraphs already demonstrate that Peterson's manufactured products

include both the elongated primary burner tube and the forwardly positioned seoomimy coals burner

elongated tube. The only additional fimitation added by this element is that a support means holds

the elongated primary burner tube in a raised level relative to the secondary coals bunter elongated

tube. Petmson's manufacturedproducts include a rapport mesus that holds the primaxybumer tube.

Actually, Peterson's support means, which is an industry standard pan, is substantially identical if

not completely identical, in shape and function to the support means illustrated in the "159 patent.

Or., voL 1, pg. 47). The question for this Court to tale on is whether Peterson's support means

holds Peterson "selongated primary burner tube in a raised level relative to its secondary coals burner

elongated tube. As affirmed by the Court of Appesl for the Federal Circuit, this Court construes the

term 'Yaised level" to mean that the top of the pdmary burner tube is at a raised level with respect

to the top of the secondary burner tube. Blount offered evidence at trial that the top of Peterson's

primary bum_ tube was higher than thetop of Peterson's ember burner tube, by demonstrating

before this Court, using a carpenter's level laid across the tops of the tubes of Plaintiff's Exhibit No.

4A, that Peterson's primary burner tube was raised with respect to its secondary burner. (Tr., voL

2, pg. 28). Even Peterson's own patent attorneyi Mr. McLaugldin, admitted during the

demonstration that "assuming the table is level, the top of the front burner is below the top of the

rear burner." ('Ft., vol. 2, pg. 29). Also, Peterson's executive Mr. Bortz admitted that the top of the

ember burner was lower than the top of the pdmmy burner. (Tr., vol. 2, pg. 42). Similarly, Mr.

Coffin testified that the tube is below the top oftbe main burner tube. (Tr., Vol 2, pg. 173 and

Defendant's E.x. No. 8). The above evidence was, for the most part, unrebutted because PetmSon

based the majority ofits case in chief on the argument thatthe relative height of the primary burner

tube with respect to the secondary coals burner elongated tube should be measm_ from the bottoms

of the respective tubes, or the ports. _ Court further observed a general set of instructions

included within the box o feach ember burner, (Defendant's Ex. No. D-34 at pg. 3), which instructs

the person ussembfing the device to tighten the Ember Flame Boestex (ember burner) so that the

v_lve faces forward and flush with the burner pan_ Accon_. to the te_imony of Mr. Bo_ the

normal configuration is to have the valve resting on the fireplac_ floor because it serves as a support

-I0-
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for the emberbumer. (Leslie Bortz Deposition, voL 1, pg. 70-71). At trial, and as observed by this

Court, when the valve was resl/ng on the table flush with the pan, the top of the primal_ burner was

above_, the top of the ember burner. AddifidnaUy, Peterson actoaUy, offered to this Court,

(Defendant's_Ex. No. I)-30), which it stated gas provided to customers and installers to illu2strate

how to properlyinstall the assembly. Cir. voi. 2, pg. 183). While Defendant's Exln'bit No. D-30 was

offered in an attempt to establish non-infiingement based upon Petecson's asserted bottoms test that

it was proposing, the _ons clearJy iil ugs_'atethat Peterson's prefeaxed _fion has the tops

of the prlm_bumer tube being in a .raised level with respect to the tops of the seen-ndmy coals

burner dongatod tube- Thus, given the above _ intezpretation, and in view of the evidence

presented, Pde_oon's manufactured products meet the third limitation of claim !, which reads: "a

support means for hold/ng the elong_ primary burner tube in a raised level relative to the.

forwardly posifion[ed] secondary coals burner elongated tube."

-43. The fourth element of claim ! reads: "the secondary coals burner elongated tubcincluding

a plurality of gas discharge ports." Blount again presented oral testimony ofM_r. Blount that the

seenndaryenals burner elongated tube of Peterson's manufactured products include aplura_lity of gas

discharge ports. (Tr., vol. l, pg. 45-50). Further, this Court's close observation of Pe(et_on's

manufactured product s estabfished that Peterson's secondary coals burner elongated tube includes

a pluralityofgas discharge ports. ('Yr., vol. 2, pg. •28). Petereon also admitted to the pre.sence of a

plurality of gas discharge ports or jets, (Tr., vol. 2, pg. 174), and mentions tlds claimed element in

its installation instructions. (Defendant;s Ex. No. D-34). Further, Peterson never presented any

evidence that its manufactured products did not 6_ntain the aforementioned claimed element that

successfully rebuts Blouat's evidence on this point. Thus, Peterson's manufactured products meet

the fourth limitation of claim 1, which reads:. "the secondat 7 coals burner elongated tube including

a phuality of gas discharge ports."

44. The fifth element of claim I reads: "the elongated primary burner tube and the secondmy

coals b_aer elongated tube communicating through tubfilar connection means wherein the gas flow

tO'thesecondaryelongated coals burner tube is fed through the primary burner tube and the tubular

connection means:" Blount presented the oral testimonyofMr. Blount that Peteraon's manufactured

s See Find/rigof FacANo. 38, discussedabove.
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products include file tubular coanection means and that the gas flow to the secondaryelongated corals

burner tube is fed through the prima_ burner tube aad tubular connection means. Or., voL 1, pg.

45-50). Additionally, this Court physically observed this claimed deraent in Petet_on's

manufactured produc#, Or-, voL 2, pg. 28), and again notes that the illustration in Defendant's

Exlu'bit Ho. D-34 shows this tubular connection menus. Moreover, Peterson never presemed aay

evidence that its manufactured pcoduc_ did not contain the aforementioned claimed clement. Thus,

Peterson's manufacaued products meet the fifth limitation of claim 1, which reads: "the elongated

primary burner tube and the secondary coals burner elongated tube communicating through tubular

conncOtioa means wherein the gas flow to the secondary elongated=coals burner tube is fed flamngh

the primary burner tube and the tubular connection means."

45. The sixth element 0fclalm 1 reads: "a val_,e for adjusting gas fl0w to the secondary coals

burner elongated tube positioned in the tubular gas connection mean._" The evidence as established

by Mr. Blount's testimony, Peterson's general instructions (Defendant's Ex. No. D-34), and this

Court's own inspection or:Plaintiff's Ex.tu'bitNo. 4A, confirms the p_ce of the valve. (Tr., voL

1, pg. 45-50 and voi. 2, pp. 28). Peterson even admitted and stipulated to the pre._ence of this

element in its device. Or., vol. 2, Pgr 173: Joint Pretrial Order--Stipulatious, pg. 6). Further,

Pctcrson never presented any evidence that its manufactured products did not contain the

afomTtentioned claimed element. Thus, Petersou's manufactured products meet thesixth limitation

of claim 1, which reads: "a valve for adjusting gas flow to the secondary coals burner elongated tube

positioned in the tubular gas connection means."

46. The seventh element ofclaim I reads: "theprima_ burner tube being in commimication with

a gas source with a gas flow control means therein for controlling gas flow into said primary bumer

tube." Blotmt again presented the oral tc_-fimony of Mr. Blonnt that the primary burner tube of

Petersoa's manufactured products would ultimately be coupled to a gas source with a gas flow

control means therein for contmlfing gas flow into the prima_ burner tube. Or., vol. 1, pg. 45-50).

Fu_ermore_ the parties stipulated prior to the commencement of the trial that =Robert H. Peterson

Co.'s ember bumex is intended to be attached to its G-4 series burner system or (3-5 series burner

system and the combined unit comprises a primaxy burner pipe, an ember pan that supports the

6S¢_ Findingof FactNo. 38, _ above.
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pdmat T burner pipe, a secondary burn_ tube and a valve that controls a flow of gas betwC_l the

Immary burner ptpe and the secendery burner tube, and that an end ttser v,_ou/d conneot _ p_

bmnerpipe tu agas source having avaly©associatedtherewith. _ (./oint _ Order--Stipulations,

pg. 6). Thus, Pctersoa's manufactured products would ulfimatelymee.t fire sevc_nth !imitation of

claim 1, which reads: '_th¢primary brunet tube being in _ommunicat/on with a gas som'ce with a gas

flow control means therein for controlling gas flow into said primary burner tube."- . _

47. This Court finds that the above evidence is substantial and it clearly establishes that

Pet6rson'S ac0ased device contains each and e_,ery element of claim 1 of the "159 patent.

48. The evidence presented at trial establishes that Peterson provided its cnstomez_ with two sets

of installation instructions. One set was a general _t ofinstn_ons, (Defcmdant's Ex. No. D-34 at

pg. -3), wl_ch instructs the person assembling the device to tighten the Ember Flame Booster (

bm'ner) ._o that the valve faces forward and flush.with thc burner pan. According to tl_ctestimony

of Mr. Bort_ the normal configuration _ to have _c valve resting on the fireplace floorbecanse it

se_'ves as a support for the emberbumer. (Leslie Bortz Deposition , vol. 1, pg. 70-71). At trial, artd

as observed by this Court, when the valve is r_ting-_on the table flush with the pan, thetop of the

primary burner _isabove the top of the ember burner. The other set ofinstntctions, (Defendant's Ex_

No. D-30), was veryspecific in the way m which the ember burner was to be oriented with icsixct

to the primary burner. When the dewce is installed pursuant to these instructions, Defendant's

Exhibit No. D-30 clearly shows that the top of the primary burner is above the top of the ember -

burner. Thus, both of these instructions coasistently show that when the G-4 or the G5 and the

ember burner of Peterson's accused device are installed pursuant to these instructions, it would result _

in an infringing configuration. - _ :
. . .. -- -

49. :Although Pete._on did not make this argument at any time during trial, PctcrsoK/tsse_ on

remand that Blount has not established direct infringement by it or its customers because Blount -

never directly proved bow the devices were actually a._emblcd. Pcterson, instead t-elied on its case-

in-chief that it_did not infringe because of its urged claim coaslanxction and that the' 159 patent was

invalid, both o fwtiich.this Court and the Federal Circuit rejected. Moreover, P_son'sposifion is

against the weight oftho evidence, both dixect and c" "_u'curastan.tiai, in this case_This Court findslthat

the evidence clearly _lpports a c.ase ofdirec_ i_ngement, not oalybyPetevsan, but by its cuStome_

as wall Case law holds that what insh'u_ons ar_eprovided with an infringing device, it caa be

-13- k
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cirmm_tantJally inferred that the _stomer follows.tho.m instructions with respect to the aocnsed

device. Thus, it is reasonable for this Court to conclude that both Petomon and its _mers would

have assembled the devices in the way set forth in both sets of Pete_.n's assmnbly instn_ons.

Petm_on's direct infi'ingement of claim ! is established by the testimany of Messrs. Bortz and

Coffin, both corporate ofiic¢_ of Peterson, who testified that Pcte_a assembled and operated the

infringing device for dis_butors so they had the opportunity to see how the item worked. Or-, vol.

2, pg. 65-66 and 199). In addition, Pete_on itself asseanbled and sold at least 10 G-5 device_ with

a prea_embled ember burner, which are the same as the G-4 except for being p_blod to

comply with AHS[ regulations. Mr. Bortz testified that he was sure that the ember burner was used

with the G-5 because Peterson prea_embled it and put it together, pre_n_ly in accordance with

its own instructions. (Leslie Bortz DepositiOn, voL 1, pg. 36). There has been no reasons given to

this Court why Peterson didn't assemble these devices in accordance with its own instructions.

Thus, the record establishes direct infiingemeat on the part ofPeterson itsel£

50. Direct infiingement by the ultimate purchasers of claim I i._estabfished by the evide_ice that

proves that Peterson -_uppfied all the required elements of claims 1, 15 and 17 of the ' 159 patent, as

well as installation instructions, (Defendant's Ex. Hos. D-34 & D-30; Tr. voi_ 2, pg. 177, 183), tO

its ultimate purchasers. It is reasonable to conclude that these instnt_tions were used by Peterson's

ultimate customers to assemble the ember burner, its associated components, and connect it tOa gas

souroe as stipulated by the parties. (Tr., vol. t, pg. 45-50). These facts provide this Court with both

direct and circumstantial evidence to find that direct infringement of claim 1 did indeed occur by

Pe_oon's ultimate consumers.

51. Therefore, Blount has clearly established direct infiingement on the part of Peterson and the

ultimate p_ of claim I of rite' 159 patent_

52. Dependent claim 15 includes all of the elements o fiudependent claim I plus the element that

"the open frame pan and primary elongated burner tube is positioned under en artificial logs and

grate support means." Literal infringement of dependent claim 15 is l_rticularlyimportant because

claim 15 includes the artificial logs and the grate support means. As _t forth above, Peterson also

manufactures and sells logs and other aecesso W items that can be sold with its G--4 or G-5 and the

embex burner, and in fact uses the ember burner to entice customers to come back and buy new lOgs.

(Tr., voL 2, pg 178).

-14-
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53. Sufficient evidence exists in the record to establish that Peterson's trainer will ultimately be_

positioned umier an artificial logsand grate support means. Therefore, Blount has clearly-established

direct infringement on the part of Petea,son and the ultimate purchaser ofclahn 15 of the °159 patent.

54. This Court further concludes that in addition to directly infringing independent claims I &

15 of the' 159 patent, Pet et'son and the ultimate purchas{a,$ directly infringe _dc_t claim 17

of the ' 159 patent

55. With the cxccpt/on of a few additional elements included in independent Claim 17,not

included in independent claim 1, and a few elements included within independettt claim I that a_

not included within independent claim 17; claims i and 17 are substantially similar.

56. Independent claim 17 does not include the claim limitation of independent claim I that the

primary bumeris in communication with a gas flow control means. Thug this dementneed not be

found in Peterson's manufact3ued products to find direct infringement by Petetson of independent

claim 17. -

$7. The first element of independent claim 17 recites: =a secondary coals burning elongated

tube," and is sifitilar to the fourth element of independent claim 1. Accordingly, the discussion above

with respect to-the fourth element of independent claim 1 may tm applied to the first element of

independent ci_hn 17. Thus, Peterson's manufactured products will ultimately meet the first

limitation of claim 17, which reads: "a secondary coals burning elongatod, tube. _

58. The second element of independent claim ! 7 recites: "a connector means for connecting said

terminal end in communication with the secondary but'tiertube, the secondary burner tube positioned

substanfiaily parallel, forward and below the primary burner tube, the connector- mean_-having _

intetpos_ between the primary and secondatybumer tubes a gas flow adjustmont valve, the primary

and secondary burner tubes having a pluralityo fgas dise,harge ports, the secondary burner tube being

in gas flow communication with the primary bunter tube being the connection means, gas

distribution ports of the secondary burner tube directed away from the.fireplace opening._

59. Thus, independent claim 17 requires that the gas distribution ports oftlm secondaiy burner

tubebe _ away from the fireplace opening. As specifically construed and affirmed by the

Cou_ of AITpeals for the Federal Circuit, this Court previouslyconstrued the term "direr:ted away

from" to mean that the gas ports of the secondary burner tube may be positioned in any directio n that

does not include a horizontal component pointed toward the vertical plane of the fireplace Olmaing.
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Golden Blount, In_ v. Robert H. Peteraon Co., 365 F.3d 1054, 1059-60 (Fed. Cir. 2004). Blount

presented oral testimony ofMx. Blount that the gas ports of Peterson's manufactured products are

positioned directly down, which according to the above-referenced interpretation, are away from the

fircplaco opening. (Tr., voL 1, pg. 45-50). In addition to this testimony, this Court closelyobsert_ed

an assembled version of Pctar_on's manufactured product 7, wherein it observed the manufacOu_

product having the gas ports directed away from the fireplace opening. Or., voL 2, pg. 28). Because

Peterson believed the term "directed away from" would ultimately be construed to mean that the

ports must be directed at least partially toward the back of the fn_place, Pete_on went so far as to

require the ports of its secondary burner tube to be positioned directly downward. Given the claim

construction as construed and affirmed bytbe Fedct-alCircuit, this required configuration results in

ad_ce that meets the "directed away from" limitation of claim 17.

60. As the other claimed elements of the second limitation of independent claim 17 have been

found in Peterson's manufactured products, as established above with respect to paragraphs 40 thru

46, this Court finds that the evidence establishes direct infringement by Pete_on and by the ultimate

purchasers of Peterson's products of claim 17. Moreover, the evidence establishes that Peterson

itselfdirectiy infringed claim 17 when Peterson assembled the G-5 series burner systems and then

sold them to customers.

61. Therefore, this Court finds that Pe_erson and the ultimate purchaser directlyinfringed at least

claims 1, 15 and 17, as construed under paragraphs 120 thru L23 below, ofthe '159 patent.

LITERALINFRINGEMENT--C,ONTIUBUTORY

62. Bloent established at trial, through stipulation, that Robert FL Peterson Co.'s ember burner

is intended to be attached to its G4 series burner systexn or (3-5 sexies bunter system and the

combined unit compris¢_ a primmy burner pipe, an ember pan that supports the primaryburnerpipe,

a secondary burner tube and a valve that controls a flow of gas between the primary burner pipe and

the secondary burner tube, and that an end user would connect the pt_mry burner pipe to a gas

• source having a valve associated therewith. (/oint Pretrial Order-Stipulations, pg. 6).

See Findingof FactNo. 38, disc_ above.
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63. Petm_on was made aware o fthe_ 159 patent as earlyas December 16, 1999,bythe letter from

Mr. Tucker, which is refet'enced above,. (Plainliff's Ex. No. 10). Given these facts, it is dear that

Peterson was aware Ihat the combination for which its components were especially made was

patented and infringing, as required by 35 U.S.C. § 27t(c). =

64. Blount further established through the testimony of Mr. Bert2 that Peterson's ember bum_

is-especially adapted for use in an infringement of the' 159 patent, had no substantial non-_

uses, and that itwas intended to be used with both the G-4 and G-5 burner pans. (rr., voL 2, pp. 67;

Leslie Bodz Deposition, voL 1, pp. 36). Thus, th_ Court also finds that the testimony ofMr. Bortz

and Mr. Con_.as well as Mr. Blount, supports the fact that the ember burner was not a staple article

o f commelr, e.

65. As discussed above, this Court finds th_ direct infringement existed. For--those units

covered by stipulation for hookup, they were nmanally hooked up by professional installers or

persons from the dealer. With their experience and relation to Peterson and with all of P_et_oa's

fiterature (including Defendant's Ex. Nos.-D-34 & D-30) one can count on proper:install_afions

pursuant to Pete'so []'s installation instmctio-ns as discussed above. Thus, each installafio-n ultimately

results ia a direct infi'ingement. ('rr., vol_ 2, pg. 189). Blount has clearly proven _9_ntn'buto_y

infringement on the part of Peterson of claims 1, i5 and 17 for those units.

[NFeJNOEME_-I_OU(_.MF.m" -- _

66. The record establishes that Peterson soldthe ember burner. In addition, the record _3

establishes that Petea_on sold the G-4, which includes the primary burner and support pan, and sold

the G-5, ten at least of which, had the ember burner-attached. Further, given life stipulationthat the

ultimate assembly would be connected to a gas source, there is sufficient basis to conclude that

Petersonknew or should have known that this ultimate configuration would infringe "independent

claims l and 17. (Joint Pretrial Order-Slipulati0h& pg. 6). . =- -

67. Peterson was made aware of the ' 157 patent as early as December 16, 1999, by_the i_er of

December 10, 1999, fiumMr. Tucker, which is refexeaw._ above. (Plaintiff's Ex. No. 10). Given

these fac_ it is clear that Peterson was aware that the combination for Which its compon_nls wine

especially made was patented and infringing.

-17-
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68. The record is also clear that Peter_n provided iitetat_e and assembly inst_c, tloas to

consumers, as discussed above, detailing how to install tho components in a preferred configuration,

which induced its customers to install the components in an infringingmaunex. Cir-, voL 2, pg. 173-

174, 177, 183; Defendant's Ex. Nos. D-34 & D-30). Also, Petea_on fully assembled and hooked up

in a fireplar.e an accused structure and demonstrated it and its use to indepet_ent distrt_butors, which

this Court finds to be a substantial inducemenh

69. Because Peterson provided the consumers with detailed htstructiona, (Defendant's Ex. Nos.

D-34 & I)-30), how to assemble the parts in an infi_ging manner, and given the fact that Peter_oa

had knowledgeofthe '159 patent bywayofthenotice letterofDecanber 16, 1999, P©teasonknew

orshould have known that such actions would induce dLcect infringement. Thus, there is little doubt

and almost a c._lainty that the installation was in fact done in accordance with Peterson's published

installation instructions. Tbedemonstratioasofaproperlyconnozteddevicetodistdbutot_ further

shows inducement because this information was passed on to dealers and ultimately to assemblers

and customers. Invariably, infringement occurred. Or., voL 2, pg. 189).

70. As found by this Court in paragraphs 40 thru 61 above, there was direct infringement by

Peterson orits ultimate pmdmsea_ of claims 1, 15 and 17 of the "L59 patent.

71. Accordingly, this Court finds that in those instances where direct infringement by Peterson

was not conclusively established on a uait by unit basis, Blount has clearty proven induced

infiingement on the part of Pcterson ofclalms 1, 15 and 17 for those units.

72. Because Peterson's manufactured products literally infringe claims !, 15 and 17 of the ' 159

patent, they infringe the patent Thus, comparison of Petersou's product to the remaining claims

depending from independent claim I, whether it be in detcamining direct infringement, contributory

infringement or induced infringement, is generally_and is therefDre not addressed herein.

I_-t_o_u_rr-_ oF EQtaVALacrS

73. Blount offered unrubutted testimony at trial that every dement of P_erson's manufactured

pt'odu_ perform substantially _e same function in substantially the same way to ob .t_n the _ame

result as the claimed elements of the ' 159 patent. Or., vol. !, pg. 59-60).

74. Blouat further offered unrebutted testimonybyMr. Blount at trial that aaydiffcrence betwee n

Pem_oa's manufactured products and the claim elements were insubstaatial at best. Mr. Blount

-18-
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actt_ testified that they were an exact copy. O3r., v01. 1, pg. 30, 37, 46, 48, 56 a_[ 60). In

_,Ldition, through this Court's own observance of the _ product 4.% fhls C_urt finds that thezc

was a substantial equivalent ofcach and evew clement of at least claims 1, ! 5 and 17 in Petexson's

acensed p_

75. Based on the evidence prcscnt_ to it, this Court finds that there is no pmsoc_on history

_ estoppel that limits the range of equivalents regarding the clafined eleme_nts.

76. Thus, this Court finds that in those instances where fiteralinfiingement might not exist, there

is infring_:zR of the claims ofthe "159 patent und_ the doctrine of equivalence. --

77. In stunn_ion, this Court conclud_ that Blount established fitezal infringemen t (e.g., dLreC,tly,

•by inducement, or contributorily) or infzlngemcot under the doctrine o fequivalents, each ofclain_

1, 15 and 17 of the ' 159 patent, by Petexson by at least a prcpondexance of the evidence.

78. Damag_ have been determined ushzg-the Pandu/t factors. Mr. Blount testified for Blount

at trial as to thedemand that existed for the product during the period in question. (Tr., eel. 1, pg.

61). Thus, Blount has conclusively established the fir_ required element ofPandu/Z; z :_

-79. In addition to establishing a demand for the patented product during the period in question,

-Blount established an absent, dining the period of infi/ngement, of acceptable non-Infringing

substitutes. (Tr., eel. l, pg. 63-65).

80. Petexson argued that other acceptable non-infi'inging substitutes exisL

81. Here the patented product offers quite unique and novel results. (Tr., eel 1, pg. 28-30). The

so called °acceptable non-infringing substitutes" petexson has introduced are either not acceptable,

•or they too infi/ngc, although no third patty infringing device was offered by either sidc_ -

82. Blount established, at trial that Pcte_on's front flame director was not an acceptable

Substitute. (Tr., eeL 2, pgs. 184, 195). Peterson's own Vice President, Mr. Conin, testified that the

fi'ont flame director lacked the valve for adjusting the height of the front flame. Even more telling,

Mr. Conin testified that the, front flame director wasnot as good as their ember burner. Or., eel 2,

pgs. 184, !95). - •

- L

t See the Conclusions o f Law scion, pantgr_h 151. whc_rc the p_n,/m't factot_ at'e set foxth.
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83. As rite valve to adjust the height of the front flame is one of the particular features available

only from the patented product, under the law set forth in Standard Havens, the front flame dh'ec.tor,

lacldng that valve or any adjustment means, is not an acceptable non-infrin_ingsubstitute.

84. Peterson further argues that Blount adraitted at trial that at least five products on the market

perform roughly the same function as Blonnt's patented device. Or., vol. !, pg. 63). The record is

clear that those five products were infringing substitutes and not acceptable non-infringing

substitutes. (Tr., vol. l, pg. 63). In fact, the record indicates that Blount sent the manufactures of

those five products the identical notice of infringement letter at the same time it ,sent Petersen its

letter. (Tr., voL 1, pg. 63). No evidence cxists in the record that the aforementioned five instances

of infringement continued after the notice of infringement letters were received. In fact, bin

Bloant's testimony indicates that while the other companies were moving in and were interested in

the outcome of this trial, none were still infringing after receipt ofthcir notice o finfiingement letter.

Or-, voLi, pg. 62-64).

85. Therefore, this Court finds that Blount provided sufficient evidence to support the finding

that there were no acceptable non-infi-inging substitutes that could have decreased the marke_ sham

Blount and Petersen together held. Thus, Blount has conclusively established the second required

element of Pandult.

86. Biount also offered sufficient evidence through Mr. Blount'stustimony that Blount liad more

than enough manufacturing and marketing capabifity to promote the device, thus entitling Blount to

actual damages. Cir., vol. 1, pgs. 62, 66). Thus, Bloant has conclusively established the third

required element of Panduit.

87. BecatLse the Panduit factors have been established, it is reasonable for this Court to infer

that the lost profits claimed were in fact caused by Petersen's infringing sales. This Court now only

needs to determine a detailed computation of the amount of profit Blount would have made, to meet

the final required,el_nent of Pandu/t.

88. In addition, however, the Court also finds that the facts of the present case establish a two-

supplier market. Blotmt offered evidence through the testimony of Mr. Blount that Blount and

Peter-sen together held approximately 95 percent or more of the market associated with e,_

burners similar to that covered by the' 159 patent Or., vol. 1, pg. 64). While Petezson attempted

to impeach bit. Blount's testimony on this point, this Court finds that Pctersun failed to do so.

-2O-
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Therefore, _ Court finds that Mr. Blount's.testim0ny is sufi[icient to establish a two supplier

market_ -The-supposed 5 percent of the macket that Blount and Peterson might not have held is

andth fo , for   tatiom atwo-m,pUer has fo d to in
this case. Therefore, causation may be infe_d, that.is, "but for_ Pete._'_n's infi-inging.activities,

Bloout would have madc the sales it normally would have made.

89. To determine the actual damage amount in a lost profit case, the Court can muldply Blount's

per unit pmfit.timcs the number o f infringing dcviccs that P_a sold. --

90_To do this, however, the Court must determine the device upon which lost profits are to be

calculated.

91. Using two different approaches, Blount has established that the device for calculating lost

profits includes the antirc burner assembly 0ncluding the secundarybumcr and valve), the grate, and

a full set of artificial logs. This Court finds that Blount ultimately lost the sale of the entire burner

assembly (including the secondary burner and valve), the grate, and a full set o f artificial logs.

- 92. Dependent claim 15, which was estab "fishedas literally infi'inged above, recites that thp gas-

fired artificial logs and coals-burner of claim I are portioned under artificial logs and a grate support

means. Because the artificial logs and the grate support means are positively claimed independent

claim 15, the artificial logs and the grate support means should be included in the device upon which

damages for direct infi'ingement as well as lost profits are to be calculated.

93. Accordingly, the device for calculating lost profits includes the entire burner assembly

(including the secondary burner and valve), the grate and a full set of artificial logs, which must be

the case here, because apart from the artificial logs and grate, the coals burner unit has no purpose

or fimcfion. • - -. .__

94. Giycn the circumstances, the retire market value role is appropriate here as an alternative,

second approach. Evidence was offered at U/al by Peterson's own officer, Mr. Corrin, that Petemon

the ember burner to mtice customers to come back to the store to purchasenewer log sets,and

at the same time, purchase PetexT_n's ember burn_, wh/ch improved the overall appcarancc of the

fireplace. Or., voi. 2, pg. 177-79). These facts are sufficient to establish that the ember burner is

the basis for the c,ustomcds demand, as set forth by TW_ see infi_
= _ =
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95. Blount also offered evidence that the glowing embe_ fiom thc ember burner arc what draws

a customer's attention to a particular log and burner set, and what ultimately makes the sale. (Tr.,

vol. 1, pg. 157-63).

96. Biount also offered testimony at Irinl ttmt the elements of independent claims 1 and 17

constituteafunctionalun/twiththea,qLficiallogsand thegratesupport.

97.Blountpresentedathird-patlywitnessretailer,Mr. ChadieHan_ ofAtlanta,withextensive

sales experience with gas fireplaces and ember burner and gas logsets. He testified that 97

percent of the time that he sells an ember burner, he also sells an entire burner assembly and log set

with it. Or., vul. !, Pfr 160). Peterson did not successfully rebut Blount's evidence on this point

because Peterson presented no testimony to quantify even in a general way when the two would not

ultimately be sold together.

98. Peterson failed to rebut Blount's evidence because it did not offer any numerical ev/dence

regarding how often it sells one o fits Ember burners with the entire burner and log Set.

99. In summation of this point, Blount introduced testhnony as to the standard practice in the

industry for selling the ember burner, and Peterson failed to introduce its own testimony to rebut

Bloant's testimony.

100. Because the evidence establishes that 97 ½ percent of the sales of the ember burner would

also encompass the sale of the entire burner assembly and log set, the record supports a pmratinn of

• the damagc amount based upon this percentage.

101. Based on thc record, of the 3,723 EMB's sold by Peterson, 2 ½ percent (i.e., 94 EMB's)

were sold without an associated burner assembly and log set, and the remaining 97 ½ percent (i.e.,

3,629) were sold with an associated bunter assembly and log set.

102. Blount established at trial that its profit on the ember burner alone is $14.09 per unit and

its profit on the ember burner, entire burner assembly and full set of logs is $117.92 per unit.

(Plaintiff's Ex. No. 18).

103. This Court finds, based on the percentages and profits established in theparagraphs above,

that the total actual damages amount to $429,256.

-22-
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104. Having fatefully reviewed the record h_ein, the Court concludes that Peterson's minimal

attempt to attain a oompetent opinion is permeated by a lack of due care and was willful,--which leads

this Court to find that the case is excepfi_onal. Blount has established by clear and_c,onvincing

evidence that Pcterson's supposed oral opinion was an. incompetent, conclusory opini0n to be used

only as an illusory sl_eld against a later charge of willful infringement, rather than in a good faith

aRenlpt _tOavoid infringing anoth_'s patent.

105. Throughout the 2 ½ years from the time the first notice letter was sent, Peter_n simply never

obtained a single wriRen opinion sugge.Cdng that th_ commerr.ial embodiment avoided.

infi-ingemcnt. Also, the denial that thefn_t-lctler relatedto notice ofln fringcment isslm_vnunlikely

by Mr. Corrin's own _tion or/it as an"infringera_t letter" inhis correspondence withhis -

patent counsel. Or., vol. 2, pg. 192). Also, this Court finds it disingenuous for Petersun to argue

at trial that the interrogatories answered well a_er-suit was filed and during diseovexy: form the

written opinion, upon which they retied. . _ _ _

106. The first time Peterson spoke to Mr_ McLaughfin was on or about December-30, 1999,

how6vet-, Mr. McLaughlin did not hayo the accused infringing device at {his time. (Tr., vol. l, pp-

!8 I). The record establishes that Mr. MeLaughlin, at this time, only had a picture of tile accused

infringing device. (Tr., vol_ 1, pg. 18 I). Neither did Mr. McLaugldin have the prosecution history

of the '159 patent at this time, which is an important element of any competent opinion. (Tr., voL

!, pgs. 183, 202-03).. = -

107. This non-substantive conversation cam_t-be construed to be an opinion upon which

Pet(azon could reasonably rely because it was based solely on a supposition. This supposition

amount_ to a representation on the part of Mr. Bot__that the invention had been around 20 _30

years. Cir., voL 2, pp. $5-56). Mr. McLa_ugldin, with o_y the evidence listed above., s;aid that'_if

We cou/d prove that the invention had been around for 20 to 30 years then it wou/d be a strong

argument ofinvalid/ty." Cir., voL 2, pg. 55-56, emphasis added). This "if this, then that" statement

plainly does not amount to an opinion upon which a prudent person could reasonably rely.

108. Importantly, this Court has foundthatPetct_mmade no flu'thor efforts to determine whether

it was truly infiinging or not, until aRer suit was filed, almost a year and two months after.receiving

the first notice letter. Or., vul. 1, pg. 202-03).

-23 -
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109. Petersun argues that it did nothing furthex becanse it was awaiting "additional information

or futtherexplanation from Bloant'sattomey." This Court finds this argument lackingmerit Blount

did not, after sending multiple notice ofinfiingement le,tte_ to Peterson under the law, owe Pe_m

any obfigation with regard to advising Peterson how they actually were infringing.

i 10. lqeveztbeless, Bl0unt's failure to respond to Peterson's additional information request did

not relieve Peterson of its obligation to detenuine ifit was willfully infringing the ' ! 59 patent _ To

the conlrary, Peterson continued its infringing activities evca after May 16, 2000, andactually even

through the trial pmcecdings. Or., voL 2, pg. 181 and Peterson Company's Objection to Golden

Blount's Motion for Updated Damages filed on September 18, 2002). This reflects an egregious and

willful diaregant for the ' 159 patrol

111. It was not until after the lawsuit was filed in January 2001 that Peterson finally became

concerned, not with the damages associated with the infiinging activity, but apparently with the

attorney's fees that Peterson might berequired to pay as a willful infiinger. Or., vol. 2, pg. 60-62).

By Mr. Bortz" own admission, he told Mr. McLaughlin that this was not a very meaningful case

"dollar wise" but that he heard a person might have to pay attorneys' fees if he loses a patent lawsuit,

and he asked Mr. McLaughlin what he should do. Or., voL 2, pg. 60-62 & Dec. i 9, 2001, deposition

of Mr. Leslie Bort_ pg. 60). Mr. McLaugldin told him that one way that attorney's fees could be

avoided was by obtaining an opinion. (Id). This set of facts unde[u_res Petersun's Irue intentions

with respect to its willful disregard of the' 159 patent, that it was concerned more with having to pay

attomeys' fees than it was with its own infringement. The Court finds that this constitutes an

intentional disregard for the "159 patent on the part of Peterson.

112. At no time when Mr. McLaughlin gave Mr. Bortz advice did Mr. McLaughlin ever see the

actual accused _lu_,ture. (Tr., veL l, pg. 181). While some advertisements ofPeterson's strucOa-e

were shown, detailed drawings were never provided at this lime to Mr. McLaugtdin, including the

installation instn_tions that were apparentlysold with the device. Thus, Mr. McLaughlin never had

a full unde_ling of the accused _ Or., vol: !, pg. 200), and Mr. McLaughlin should ha_'e

known that his opinion would not be reasonable without such an understanding.

*See also, Finding of Fac_iqo.30.
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113. Whiic Pctcfson argues that three oral consultations occurred, this Court finds that only one

_oral_opinlon of counsel, if it can even be called that, was rendered. This oral opinion was rctstered

byMr. McLaughlin on or about May 1,2001, about_4 months after suit had been filed and 2H years

aflerPetctsonwas fit_t noticed ofits-infiin_ activity. (Tr., voL l, pg. 179-83).

114. _is C,ourt believes that Peter_ n did get what it asked for, a statement that there was no-

infringcme_. Petcrson's primary desire,_ how_ever;was to avoid paying attorneys" fees or increased

damages_ and this appears to have beenthe sole r_n for consultation with cotmscl, and the._

actions show a willful and cgregious disregaid for the "159 patent.

t 15. In summary, this Court finds that Peterson had three consultations with its Attorney. All

were oraL Only the last oral consultation approached what was needed to determine infiJngcment

and validity issues, and even it was made with a search limited to the company's own rcco-nis and

with thcte having been no _ structure shown the patcot attorney. This third considtation
L

occurred a number of months after suit had been filed and was motivated by the apprehension of

Pctct_on having to pay attomey_' fees, and not for a con_m of infringcmcnt of thc ' 139 patcot.

! 16. Petcrson's cavalier attempt to obtain an opinion and the non_-persuasivc trial testimony of

Peterson's witne._es are classic examples of conduct that clearly and convincingly demonstrates an

exceptional case, an indication of which is gross wilfulness.

117. This Court therefore finds that the "mfimgement of Pete_on was willful, thus the actual

damages are trebled, totaling $1,287,766. - -

I 18. Givcn Peterson's conduct and its overall will ful disregard for thc ' 159 patcnt, such an award

isappropriat c here. The Court finds that as a result of Pctcrson's continued infringemeat, without

a reasonable basis for believing that it had a fight to make,, use or sell its product prior to the

expiration ofthe'159 patent, Blount has bceacompellcd to pmseculc an infdngemcotclaiin at great-
_..

expeasc. Under these circumstan_, an award of attorneys' fees is proper in addition to the enhanced

damage award.

! 19. This Court therefore finds this to bc an exceptional case under 35 U.S.C. § 285, thus

reasonable attorneys' fces arc awarded to BlounL

/,
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

CLAIM CONSTRUC_ON

120. The parties dispute the meaning oftwo terms in the claims of the patent in suit, namely the

phrase'raised leveL" as recited in claim 1, and the term "below" and the phrase "away from the fire

place opcuing," as recited in claim 17.

121. As affirmed by the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in its opinion dated April 19,

2004, _ Court construes that the team "at a raised level" in claim 1 refers to the top of the two

burner tubes, and that the tops ofth© tubes should be used to dc_mine whether the primary burner

tube is held at a raised level with respect to the secondaxy burner tube as recited in claim !. This

Court also construes that the term =below" in claim 17 rcfcts to the tops of the two burner tubes, and

that the tops of the tubes should be used to de,terminc whether the secondary burner tube is

positioned below the primary burner tube as recited in claim 17. Golden Blount, Inc. v. Robert H.

Peterson Co., 365 F.3d 1054, 1059-60 (Fed. Cir. 2004).

122. As affLmled by the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in its opinion dated April 19,

2004, this Court construes the term "awayl_om the fireplace opening= to mean that the gas ports

may be positioned in any direction that does not include a horizontal component pointed toward the

vertical plane of the fireplace opening. /d.

123. All the other terms in the claims at issue arc construed to have a plain and ordinary meaning,

which appear not to have been contested at trial.

VALIDITY

124. A validity analysis begins with the presumption ofvafidity. An issued patent is presumed

vail& 35 U.S.C. § 282.

"125. An "accused infringer who raises patent invalidity as a defense _ the burden of showing

invalidity by facts supported byclear and convincing evidence." Robotic Vision Systems, Inc. v. rL,,w

Eng/neer/ng; Inc., !89F.3d 1370,1377 (Fed. Cir. 1999); Weathercbem Corp. v.J.L. Clark, Inc., 163

F.3d 1326, 1334-35 (Fed. Cir. 1998).

126. As affLrmed and determined by the Court of Appeah for the Federal Circuit on April 19,

2004, rids Court concludes that Pctcrson has failed to prove by clear and convincing evidence that
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the '159 patent is invalid. This Court theY'.fore finds the "159 patent not to bc invalid. Go/den

Blo_-ine. at 1061-62. _

127. The claims define the metes and bmmds of the invention, and only they may be infringed.

Smitld(Jine Diagnostics. In," v. Hdena Labs. Corp., 859 F:2d 878, 882 (Fed. Cir. 1988); Coming

G/assWorks I,. Sum/tomo E/e_ USA,/nc_, 868 F.2d 1251 (Fed. Cir. 1989).

128. The patentee's burden is to show literal infringement by a preponderance oftbe evidence.

Braun v. Dynmnies Corp., 975 F.2d 815 (Fed. Cir.-1992).

!29. A patent claim is literallyinfiinged if the accused pzoduct or process contains each element

• of the claim. Tare Access Floors v. Maxces s Techs.i222 F.3d 958, 964 (Fed. Cir. 2000); Uniroyal.

In_ v. RudMn- i_ley Corp., 837 F.2d 1044, 1054 (Fed. Cir. 1988). If each element is present, literal

infringement exists and "that is the end of it." Graver Tank v. Linde Co., 339 U.S- 605, 607, 94 L

Ed. 1097, 70 S. Ct. 854, 1950 Dec. Comm'r Pat. 597 (1950). --

!30. In determining infringement, the accused product is compared to the patent clahr_ , not the

patentee's product. Zenith Laboratories, In¢ i,. Bristol-Myers Squibb Co., 19 F.3d 1418, 1423 (Fed

Cir. 1994); Gtaxolnr v. TorPharmInc.,153F.3d i366, 1373 (Fed. Cir. 1998).

131. Infringement of a single claim is infringement, Panduit Corp. v. Dennison Mfg. Co. In_,

836 F.2d 1329o 1330 n. l (Fed. Cir. 1987); [ntervetAmerica v. Kee-FetLaborato_ex, 887 F.2d 1050,

1055 (Fed. Cir. 1989), and entities the patentee to the full panoply of statutory remedies. Intervet,

887 F.2d at 1055.

132. If one is a_uing that pmofofinduciag infringement or direct infiingemeat requires d/feet,

as opposed to c/rcumstant/a/ev/dence, the Federal CLrcuitdisagrees. It is hornbook law that direct

evidence of a fact is not necessary. "Circmnstantial evidence is not only sufficient, but may also be

more cezlain, satisfying and persuasive than direct evidence." Meiabolite Laborazories, Inc. v.

Laboratory Corp. of America. 370 F.3d 1354, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (citing Moleculon Research

Corp. v. C.BS, In_, 793 F.2d 1261, 1272 (Feel Cir.. 1986).

133. In determining whethe¢ aproduct _ is infringed, tbe Federal Circuit has held that an

aceased devicemaybe found to infiingeifit is reasonably capable of saris lying the claim limitations,
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I ev_ though R may also be capableofnon_Lnfiinging modes ofopezation. Sc_ /rite/ Corp. v. United

Stat_Int'lTradeConun'n, 946 F.2d 821,832, 20USPQ2d 1161, 1171 (Fed.C/r. 1991 );K'eyPharms..

I Inc. v. He.r_nLabs. Corp.,981F.Supp. 299,310(D.Deki997),aff_ 161F.3d 709, 48 USPQ2d

1911 (Fed.Cir. 1998); Huchl,4fg. Co. v. Textron, Inc.. 187 USPQ 388, 408 (E.D.Mic.h. 1975) ('The

I fact that a device may be used in a manner so as not to infringe the patent is not a def_ _ a c_
of infringement against a man_ ofthe device if it is also reasonably capable of a use that

I infiingesthepate_');cf. HighTechMed.Instrumentation, lnc. v.NewImageIndus.,Inc., 49 F.3d
155[, 1556, 33 USPQ2d 2005, 2009 (Fed.Cir.1995).

i 134. C'_fial evidence o fproduet sales and instxuctions indicating how to use the product
is suflic, ieut to prove third partydiroct infringement. Moleculon Research Corp. v. CB_ In,', 793

F.2d 1261, 1272 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

I 135. This Court understands that in determining infringement, the accused product is compared

to the patent claims, not the patentee's product. However, FIG. 2 of the °i 59 patent is representative
I

I oftheo_ oftho,159paten,an_theoz,__, __ ontheH_ ,_e_ _orth__oo
a comparison ofone ofBlount s device_ and Peterson's manufactured product is highly instructive

I for of this Court's and is,purposes alla|y_:is, therefore, pmvid¢d.

!

I

Blount's Patented Device

FIG. 2 of the '159 Pater
Peterson's Manufactured.Product

Figure 2 nfPetc_on's Installation Instructions
without the control knob shown

-28-
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136. The findings in the sections above make out a clear case ofdirecl infringement on all o fthe

devic_ sold. - _ . -

137. Contributmy infringement liability afis_ when one "sells within theUnited States... a

componeat of a patented machine...constituting a material part oftbe invention, knowing the .same _

to be especially made orespecially adapted for use in an infiingement of such patent, and not a staple

aRicle 0r commodityo fconunerce suitable for substantially noninfringinguse_" 35. U.S.C. § 271(c) _

(2oo2). .

• - 138. Thus, B lount must show that Peterson-'_cnew that the combination for which its components
_[

were cspcclally made was both patented and infiinging." Preemption Devices, Inc. v. Mum. ltfming

& Mfg., Co., 803 F.2d ! 170, 1174 (Fed. Cir. 1986).-

- 139. An appropriate infringement notice letter from the patentee to the ac.cuscd infiinger provides

the requisite knowledge required by 35 U.S.C. § 271(c). Are Manufacturing Co., Inc. v.

Convertible Top Replacement Co., 377 U.S. 476, 490 0964).

140. Further, Blouat must show that Pctccson's components have no substantially vnnin frlnvln_,

uses, while meeting the other elmnents of the Statute. Alloc, In_ v./TC, 342 F3d 1361, ] 374 (l_ecl. -

Cir. 2003). " "

141. It is not necessary for a plaintiff to make _e direct infringer a party defendant in order

recover on a claim of contributory infringement. It is enough for the plaintiff to prove, by ¢ithez

circumstantial or direct evidence, that a direct infringement has or.omed. Amersham Internationa/

PLC v. Coming Glass Works, 618 F. Supp. 507 03. Mich2, 1985).

-142. The findings in the sections above make out a clear case of Contributory infringement on

•all of the devices sold.
=

-.. _

L/'i'ERALINFRINGEMENT-IND_

•143. In order to find Pcterson liable for inducing infringement under 35 U.S.C. § 271 (b), Blotmt

must show that Petemon took actions that acttmlly induced infringement. Met-Coil _,s. Corp. v.

Korners Un//m/te._ ln_, 803 F.2d 684, 687 (F_L Cir. 1986) ("There can be no inducement of

infiingement without direct infringement by some party.')-
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144. Further, Blount must show that Peterson knew or should have known that such actions

would induce direct infringement. Micro Chem. Inc. v. Great P/a/ha C./w.m. Co., 194 F.3d 1250

fled. Cir. 1999).

145. Dissemination of instructions along with sale of the product to an ultimate consumer is

sufficient to prove infringement by an inducement. Moleculon Research Corp. 1,. CB,_ In,", 793

F.2d 1261, 1272 (Fed. Cir. 1986). Thus, Bioant has met its burden of showing infringement under

section 35 U.S.C. 27 I(b).

146. The findings in the sections above make out a clear case of induced infringement on all of

the devices sold.

I_P,mOF.M_-DOCrR_E oFF_tavAt_rm

147. Infringement under the doctrine of equivalents occurs when a claimed limitation and the

accused product perform substantially the same function in substantially the same way to obtain the

-_ameresult. See Warner-Jenkinson Co. v. Hilion-Davis Chem. Co., 520 U.S. 17, 39-40, 137 LEd.

2d 146, I17S. Ct. 1040(1997).

148. Infringement under the doctrine of equivalents also requires that unydifference between the

claim elements at issue and the corresponding elements of the accused product be insubstantiaL I,/

149. This Court finds alternatively (or cumulatively) that there was infringement under the

doctrine of equivalents.

DAMAGES

i 50. To recover lost profit damages, the patentee need only show causation and the factual basiS

for causation between the infi'ingement and the lost profits. Lain. Inc. v. Johns-Manville Corp., 718

F.2d 1056, 1065, 219 U.S.P.Q. 670 (Fed. Cir. 1983).

15I. To do this, Panduit established that the patent owner need only demonstrate:

I)

2)

3)

4)

a demand for the product during the pe_od in question;

an absence, during that period, 0f acc,cptabl¢ non-infiinsing substitutes;

its own manufacturing and marketing capability to meet or exploit that demand; and

a detailed computation of the amount of the profit it would have made.

-3O-
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•panduitCorp.I,.._gtaldinBros.FibreWorks,INC.,575 Fo2d [152,1156,197 U.S.P.Q.726 (6th

Cir. Mich. 1978); _o ,Stem & Mfg. Co. v. MTD Prods., In,', 788 F.2d 1554, 1555_ 229 U.S.P.Q.

. 431 (Fed_ Cir. 1986).

152. In a two_pplier market it is reasonable to assume, provided the patent owner has the

manufacturing capabilities, that the patent owner would have made the infiinger's _ but for the

infringement State Indus. v. Mor-Flo Indus., 883 F.2d 1573, 1578, 12 U.S.P.Q.2d 1026 (Fed. Cir.

1989). - --

153. The "[m]¢_ existence of a competing d,_vice does not make that device an acceptable

substitute." TV/MMfg. Co., Inc. v. Dura _Corp.,789 F.2d 895, 901, 229 U.S.P.Q. 525 (Fed. C_r.

1986), cert. denied. A product on the marketthat lacks the advantages of the patented product can

hardly be termed a substitute acceptable to the customer who wants those adwantage._ _andard

Haven_ Products, Inc.. I,. Gencor Industries. Ink, 953 F.2d 1360, 1373, 21 U.S.P.Q.2d 1321 (Fed.

Cir. 1991), cert. denied. If purchasers are motivated to purchase because of particular features
. , =

availablG only from the patented product, products without such feature_ would most certainly not

be acceptable non-infringing substitutes, ld.- = --

154. Also, courts have generally b.eld that an infi_nger's acceptable sabstitute argu___ent is of._

"limited influ_ce" when it [the infringer] ignore_.those substitutes while selfing the patented

invention. (Emphasis added). TWM, 789 F._Aat 902. This is exactly what Petet_on did.

155. In an nltemafive approach, however, the "entire market value rule" maybe used to

det__e_e the device for calculating lost profits. In Beatrice Foods, the Court stated that the law

does not bar the inclusion ofconvoyed sales inan award of lost profits damages. Beatr/ce Foods

Co. v. New England Printing & L/t/wgraph/c Co., 899 F.2d 1171, 1175, 14 U.S.P.Q.2d 1020 (Fed. "

Cir.1990-

156. The °entire market value rule" allows for the recovery of damages based on the value of an

entire apparatus containing several features, even though only one feature is patented. Paper

ConverffngMac_ine Co., v. Magna-Graphicz, Corp., 745 F.2d 1i, 33, 223 U.S.P.Q. 591 (Fed. Cir.

198.4). _...._ ._ --

157, The "entire marke_ value nile" fur_er peonits recovery of damages based on the value of

the entire apparatus containing several features, when the _-felated feature is the basis for

customer&man& See TW_ 789 F.2d at 9017 :
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158. The "entire market Value m1¢" is appropriate whe_ both the patented and unpatentcd

components together are analogous to components of a single assembly, parts of a comple(¢

machine, or constitute a functional unit. See Rite-Hire 1,. Kelly Co., 56 F.3d 1538, 1550, 35

U.S.P.Q.2d 1065 (Fed. Cir. 1995).

WnJ.FtnJ,nEss / EXCFJqXONALCASE

159. In addition to requiring "damages adequate to compensate for the infringement," Section

284 ofthe Patent Act authorizes a district court to =inca_ase damages up to three times the amount

found or asses.ud." 35 U.S.C. § 284.

160. The Federal Circuit has inl_'prcted this provision of See,tion 284 as requiring a two-step

process: "First the fact-finder must detezmine whether an _ is guilty of conduct upon which

incre._ed damages maybe based." Jurgens u. C.BK_ Ltd., 80 F.3d 1566, 1570, 38 U.S.P.Q.2d 1397

(Fed. Cir. 1996). "If so, the Court then determines, exercising its sound discretion, whether, and to

what extent, to increase the damage award given the totality of the circumstances." ld.

161. "An act of willful infi-ingement satisfies _ culpability requirement, and is, without doubt,

sufficient to meet the fuzt requirement to inc,reas¢ a compensatorydamages award." [d. Thus, once

a proper willfulness finding is made, the first step in determining whether damages should he

enhanced is complete. Id. At that point,the Court need consider only whether, and to whatextent,

the compensatory damages awarded by the fact finder should he increased, /,1 light of "the

egregiousaess of the Defendant's conduct based on all the facts and circumstances ofth¢ case." [d.

162. "A potential infiinger having actual notice of another's patent rights has an afifirmativ¢ duty

of care." Sp/nde/fabr/ck _'uessen-ScAurr, Stah/ecker & Gr/// GmbH r. Schubert & 8alzer

MaschinenfabrikAktiengessellschafl, 829 F.2d 1075, 1084 (Fed. Cir. 1987). An act o finfringemcnt

is thus deemed willful when the infringer is aware ofanothor's patent and fails to exet-cise due care

to avoid infringemenL Electro Medical @S.o S /L v. Cooper Life Scien_.s, In,_ , 34 F.3d 1048, 1056

(Fed. Cir. 1994); Rolls-Royce Ltd. v. GTE Valeron Corp., 800 F.2d 1101, I 109 (Fed. Cir. 1986). This

standard of care typically requircs an opinion from competent patent counsel prior to engaging in any

potentiaily infringing activities. Underwater Devils. Inc. v. Morrison-Knudsen Co., 717 F.2d 1380,

1389-90 (Fed. Cir. t983). To establish willfulness, Blount must demonstrate byclear and convincing
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evidence,con._leringthe "totalityof the cL_umstances,ythatPetetson willfully in flinged itspatent.

E/e¢_ Meal/ca/, 34 F.2d at 1056.

163. The pmsecufi0n history of a patent in question is an important element of any compe_en t

opinion. Underwater/k,r/ees, 717 F.2d at 1389-90.

164. A l_lding of willful infringem&t i;:-_ually suflicient to make a case exceptional-and

•entities the opposing party to its attorney's foes. 35 U.S.C. § 285 (2002); Aria GroupIntl. It*c- v.

L.A. Crew" Ca/ifom/a. Inc, 853 F.2d 1557, 1567 (Fed. Cir. 1988).

CONCLUSION

" For the reasons set forth above, the Court concludes that P_n's manufactmedproducts

_e the clahns of the '159 patent. Blount is entitled to actual damages from Peterson in the

amount of $4290256. The infringement of Pcterson was willful, thu_ the actual damages are trebled,

totalin_ $1_287,768. Blount is al_ awarded prejudgment interest, which shall be calculated on a

- simple rath_ than compound basis, on th_ actual damages of $429,256 at the rate of 5.0% fo_r_th_¢

period from December 16, 1999, to Augu_ 9, 2002. This is an exceptional case under 35 U.S.C. §

285, thus reasonable attorneys" fees are awarded to Blotmt. Blount is further awarded post judgment

interest, calculated pursuantto 28 U.S.C.-§ 1961, on the sum of the trebled damages and a_t_rney's

fees at the highest rate allowed by the law from the date of August 9, 2002, to April 19, 2_l, and

reauming from the date of the signing of the final judgment. Based upon the fact that infringement

causes ineparable harm, an injunction is granted against Pcterson.

It is so ORDERED _

:SIGNED: oq, day of Septembexo 2004.

.7-- "

-r2 - .

YBUC  O--"

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
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GOLDEN BLOUNT, INC.

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRIC

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TE

DALLAS DIVISION-

• Plaintiff,

Civil Action No. 3-01CV0127-R
V.

ROBERT H. PETERSON CO.

Defendant.

§
§

'" §

§
§
§
§
§
§..

DISTRICT COURT "-_

NORTIIERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS [

FILED I

COURt: [

:AS [ .JUN_10.itlgt i :
'- | "

CLERK, U.S. DISTRICT Cul, ix I I

By
Deputy

(JURY TRIAL DEMANDED)

DEFENDANT'S PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONcLuSIoNS OF LAW

Now comes defendant. Robert H. Peterson Co. ("Peterson"), by its unders.igned counsel,

.and pursuant to order of court, proposes the following Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

to be catered pursuant to Rule 52, F.R.Civ.P.:

FINDINGS OF FACT !

: . . .."

PARTIES..

1. Plaintiff, Golden .Blount, Inc., is the owner of U.S. Patent 5,988,159 (the "'159

Patent") entitled "Gas-Fired Artificial Logs and Co.als-Bumer Assembly." (PX 1.)

2. The patent issued onNovember 23, 1999. (PX 1.)

3. Defendant has manufactured and sold gas log sets, burners, grates and ceramic

logs since the 1940's.

!

I

I

i Citations to trial exhibits shall be referred to herein as "PX" and "DX.'" Citations to the trial transcript shah be

indicated as "Tr." with the volume number preceding the "Tr." an d the page number following it

DAU.AS2 1041687vl 52244,00001
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PETERSON'S "G4" PRODUCT.

4. Peterson's largest selling product is the.model "G4;'.wMch is also. known as the

"Glowing Ember Burner." (2 Tr. 69-70; DX 32.) " _

5... The "G4" product consists of a burner.pan and a single burner tube. (1 Tr. 72;

DX 32.).

6.

7.

The "G4" is sold by Petemon without artificial logs. (2 Tt:. 178.)

The "G4" product, as made, used and sold by Pcterson, Cbmprises a "primary

burner tube" without a "secondary burner tube," to use the terminology of the '159. Patent.

(Substitute Strut. of Stipulated Facts at _6; R.H. Peterson.30('o)(6) Deposition of Leslie Bortz 2.

2

("B0r_ 30(bX6) Dep.') 22, 27; DX 32.)

•PETERSON_S "EMB" PRODUCT.-

8. Peterson's accused product is known as the "EMB" or "ember flame booster," an

acoess0ry that can be assemblixl or retrofitted to a "'G4" primary burner tO produce.a fro'at flame

and ember icing. (2 Tr. 117; PX 6; DX 31.) : _

9. The "EMB" product, as made, used and sold by Petcrson, comprises solelY a .

"secondary burner-tube" without a '`p_bumer tube," to use the terminology Of the '159

Patent. (2 Tr. 86-7, 117, 178; DX 34.)
., • • --'4

10. Peterson packages _md sells the ?EMB" product to distributors separately from the
L

"G4" product. (2 Tr. 86-7, 178; DX 31; DX32.)

I 1. The "EMB" and "G4" are not sold together by Peterson. (2 Tr. 69"/0, 73.)

12. The "EMB" and "G4" are never assembled by Peterson. (2 Tr. 73.)

' The R.H. Peteason 3003)(6) DepOsition of Leslie Bortz was intioduced at trial (2 Tr. 39.)

• " 2

DALLAS2 1041687vl$22_1 _ ;_
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13. The assembly of Peterson's "G4" and "EMB'; products is done in the field by the

customer or an installer hired by the customer. (2 Tr. 71, 73-4.)

14. During assembly, the "EMB" secondary burner product is attached to the "G4"

primary burner by means of a ½" fcmale pipe fitting. (PX 7, p.3).

15. The installed level of the top of the "EMB" secondary burner relative tothe top of

the "G4" primary burner g_ill depend upon .the position of the "EMB" when-its female pipe

fitting is tightened. (PX 7, p.3).

16. It is possible for the customer to install the "EMB" secondary burner tube such

that its top is level with or above the top of the "G4" primary burner tube by tightenifigthe

"EMB's" female screw fitting when the top of the "EMB" happens to be level with or above ;the

top of the "G4." (PX 7, p. 3).

17. When he was asked whether one could "completely change the level [of the

sec,ondary burner] if you wanted to" in Plaintiff's Exhibits 3A (demonstrative of plaintiff's

product) and 4A, Mr. GOlden Blount testified, "That's correct." (1 Tr. 144.) '

PETERSON_S .G5 _' PRODUCT. .-

18. Peterson also sells a product known as the "G5" which consists of a primary

burner tube and burner pan together with all of the gas connections, valves and grates pre-

assembled at the Peterson factory in order to obtain the certification of the Canadian Gas

• Association (successor to the American Gas Association). (1 Tr. 74; 2 Tr. 179, 196.) "

19. Mr. Bortz testified that the Peterson "G4" and "G5" products were different in

that the "G5" included, substantial equipment necessary for Canadian Gas Association

certification. (Bortz 30(b)(6) Dep. 22-24.)

DALLAS2 1041687vl 52244-4)0001
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20. :Mr. Bortz testified: tlfat Peterson'S "GS" product sells at retai ! for approximately.

tWice what the "G4" product sells for. 03_rtz 3003)(6) Dep. 25.) " -

" 21. No other witness testified that the "G4" and "G5" produ&s are-the same or are

manufactured to the same standards or_by the same meth0ds_ - -

22. As usually made, used and,sbld byPeterson, the "GS" d6es not include the

"EMB 't a_.,egsory or any other secondary burner tube of the type claimed in=the "159 Patent.

(Substitute Strut. of Stipulated Facts at-¶6;- 2 Tr. 72-3, 179.)

23. Although a customer may specially order a "G5" product with an "EMB"

accessory, Peterson has s01d '`very few" of these combinationsl (2 Tr. 179.)

24. The:"G5" is "very sold6m'"sold with a pro-assembled '_EMB., (2 Tr. 72-3.)

_ 25. During the relevant time-period, Peterson sold a total of approximately 10 "(35"

products. (1 Tr. 74.) .
- , .=

26. - No -substantial. evidence shows that, on- afiy o£ the __dr); 'f6w occasibm when
z .

Peterson did assemble and sell a "G5" together with an '.'EMB," tlmt the top of the--'G5" primary

burner tube was installed at a "raised level" with respect to the top of the "EMB":sec6ndary

bllm¢_ tubo. . - '. '

27. No substantial evidence sftows that, on any of .the very few Occasions when

Peterson did assemble .and- sell a "G5" with together an "'EMB," that the top of the "EMB"

secondary burner tube was installed "belov, a' the top of the "G5" pfim_T burner.tube.

28. -.On any.of the very few occasions when Peterson did assemble and sell a "G5"

with an "EMB,'_ no substantial evidence shows how Peterson assembled these products.

T
2
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; • " NO EVIDENCE OF INFRINGEMENT.

... 29. As made, used and sold by Peterson, the "EMB" accessory product is comprised

solely of a sec0ndaryburner and does not comprise the dual burner system claimed in the '1597

Patent. "

30. As made, used and s01d by Petersort, the "G4" product is comprised solely of a

primary burner.and burner pa n and does not comprise the dual burner system claimed in the' 159

Patent. :.

31. As. usually made, used and sold by Paterson, the"GS" product is comprised soleiy

of a primary burner and related connections and does not comprise the dual burner system

claimed in the ' 159 Patent,

32. Plaintiff offered no substantial evidence pboving even. one.infringing assembly or

installation of an "EMB" with a primary burner product, either by Peterson or by anyone else.
_. ... • .

33. The record contains no substantial evidence showing how Peterson ever.

assembled or installe d any "EMB" accessory product with any primaryburner.
• . . . •

34. Without being the assembler of the "EMW' with a primary burner, Peters0n; :

cannot be a direct infringer of the '159 Patent.

35. The record contains no substantial evidence about how any Peterson dealer Or

customer ever assembled or installed any "EMB" accessory product. .

36. The record contains no substantial evidence that any Peterson dealer or customer"

or anyone else ever assembled or installed any "EMB" accessory product with a primary burner

in a manner which infringed any claim of the '159 Patent. -

DALLAS21041687vl 52244-00001
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-- PLAINTIFF'S DEMONSTRATIVE EXHIBITS. _ -
L

37. Prior to trial, defendant raised authenticity and oth_h: objecfi0ns to each of

plaintiff's demonstrative exhibits.. (Robert H. Peterson Co.'s Objections to PlaintiWs Pre-Triai

_Disclosures at 3.)

38. At trial, plaintiffplayed a narrated video tape. (l Tr. 32-3; PXS.)

• " 39. Mr. Golden Bloun_ _e witness who was testifying whi.le-the video tape was

p.layed, identified the voice of the narrator as Bill Romas, an employee ofplajntiff_ (I Tr. 34.)
"1 " -

• 40. Because Mr. Romas was never called as a witness_ none 0fthestatements which

he made on the videotape were ever subject tO cross examination by Peterson.

41. Mr. Blount testified -that the early portions of the video tape ShOwed an authentic

picture of plaintiff's dual burnerproduct in operation. (1 Tr. 43.) - -7

42. At one.p0int , Mr. Blount identified a picture on the video _pe as showing a

"Peterson set;! with the "burner Off." (1 Tr. 135--45.)

43. Mr. Blouat did not testify which Peterson product or products _mpds_! what he

called the "Peterson set" that he saw on thevideo tape. (1 Tr. 135-45.) "

_ 44. IVfi'.Bl0unt did not testify__that the "Peterson set" which he'identified on flid video

tape included an '-'EMB" secondary burner accessory. (1 Tr. 135-45.)

45. Mr. Bloant did not testify that the "Peterson set" which he itient:ified On the video

tape did not include a Peterson "Front Flame Director." (1 Tr. 135-45.)
-

46. Mr.Blount never identified the Peterson products, if any, which .Were pa_of the

• " "x'.

picture which he desoribed as the "Peterson set'-' onthe video tape. (1 Tr. 26-149; 3 Tr_ 35-42.)

v
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47... No witness ever testified that. any picture shown on the video tape was an

authentic or accurate depiction of any product or combination of products made, used or sold by

Peterson. (1 Tr. 133-45.) ..

48. No witness ever testified that any picture shown on the .video tape was an .-

authentic or accurate depiction of any product or combination of any-products made, used or sold

by Peterson which had been assembled with the top of a primary burner tube .at a "raised levd,

with respect to the top of a secondary burner tube or with the top of asecondary bum.er tube.

installed "below" the top era primary burner.tube. (1 Tr. 133.-45.)

49. No substantial evidence shows that Peterson made, used .or sold the apparatus.

identified by M r. Biount as the "Peterson set" in the assembled configuration shown in the video

tape.

50. No witness testified, how the apparatus which Mr. Blount identified as the

51. The video tape does not show any infringement of the 'i59 Patent by any

Peterson product or combination of Peterson products. (1 Tr. 133-45.) ...,

52. A_ trial, plaintiffprodueed a demonstratiyo exhibit consisting of physical primary

and secondary burner tubes assembled together. (1 Tr. 41; PX 4A.) ': :,

53. PlaiutiftTs counsel originally referred to Plaintiff's Exhibit 4A during his opening

statement without foundation, assuring the court that "we'll eonnec! up later." (1 Tr. 6, 38. )

54. Later, one of plaintiff's attorneys, Mr. Greg Parker, represented to .the Court that i

Plaintiff's Exhibits "4A and 4B is Defendant Peterson;sdeviee." (1 Tr. 42.)
. . . . .... - • .

55. Plaintiff, however, never offered any foundation through any witness testimony to

identify or authenticate Plaintiff's Exhibit 4A.

. DALLAS2 1041687vl 52244-00001
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- ,56. No witness ever afftmmtively identified Or authenticated'PlaintiWs Exlu'bit 4A.as

consisting Ofa Peterson product or acombination of Peterson products. "

-- 57. No substantial evidence shows that the burner tubes from Wifich Plainiiff's

Exhibit 4A.had been assembled had been made, used or sold by Peters0n.

58._ No substantial evidence shows that the burner iubes comprisit_g Piaintiff's Exhibit

4A ha_dbeen assembled by Peters0n or by,my Peterson dealer or customerin the'configuration in

which the apparatus.appeared in court. - .. " ' : '

59.- No substantial evidence establishes a chain of custody linldng Piaintiff'S t_xhibii":

--L .

4A to Peterson in any way.

• 60. Plaintiff's Exhibit 4A does notshow any infringement of t_e "159 Phtent by

Petersom

61.

7

Plaintiff's Exhibit 4A does not/;how any infi'ingement of the ' i 59 Patent by any
• . , . • . . .....

Peterson dealer or customer. " ' ...... " ....
= . .

62, Plaintiffproduced a photograph entitled "'Defendant's Log Set with Ember Flame

Booster._ (PX 5A.) _ ' -

63. Mr. Blount testified that Plaintiff's Exhibit 5A "'is a Peterson log set with (heir

ember flame burner." (1 Tr. 43.) - " _ - _

64. Notestimony Was offered to establish that Mr. Blount had persoiial knowledge

that. Plaintiff's Exhibit 5A depicted any Peterson product or combination Of Peterson pr6duets_

No other witness attempted to authenticate Plaintiff's Exhibit 5A.

No testimony was offered.to establish who took the .photograph which .is

i

1

(1 Tr. 43,)

65,

66.

Plaintiff's Exhibit 5A. (1 Tr. 43.)

DALLAS2Io41687vl 52244-00001
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67. Mr. Blount did not testify to facts showing that he had personal knowledge of

how the photograph which is Plaintiff's Exhibit 5A had been taken. (1 Tr. 43; (1 Tr. 26-i49i see

also 3 Tr. 35,420

68. Neither Mr. Blount nor any other witne_ testified that Plaintiff's Exlfibit 5A

accurately depicts any product in the form made, Used or sold by Peterson. (1 -Tr_43.)

69. Neither Mr. Blount nor. any other witness testified that Peterson assembled the

apparatus in the form depicted in Plaintiff's Exhibit 5A. (1 Tr. 43.)

70. Neither Mr. Blount nor any other witness, testified that Plaintiff's Exhibit 5A

accurately depicts any assembly of peterson oomponant products by any Petcrson deal_ 6r

customer or by anyone else. (1 Tr. •43.)

71. Neither Mr. Blount nor any other witness testified that any Peterson dealel _ or

eustomerassembled the apparatus in the form depicted inPlaintiff's Exhibit 5A. (1 Ti. 43.)

72. Neither Mr. Blount nor any Witness testified that the apparatus depleted in

Plaintiff's Exhibit 5A includes a primary burner installed at a _,aised level" with. respect to the

•top ofa Peterson "EMB" secondary burner product. (1 Tr. 43.)

73. Neither Mr. Blount nor any witness testified that the apparatus depicted in

Plaintiff's Exhibit 5A includes a Peterson "EMB" secoiadary burner product installed "below _'

the top era primary burner. (1 Tr. 43.)

74. Because neither the "ember flame booster" secondary burner".nor the primary

burner are visible in Plaintiff's Exhibit 5A, it is not evident from the photograph.whether the top ..

of the secondary burner tube is installed above, level with or below the top of the primary burner

tube. (PX 5A. ) : •

DALLAS2 1041687vl 52244-00001 .. -.



• 75.

_b

Neither Mr. Blount nor any 6ther witness testified that the-apparatus as depicted

in Plaintiff's Exhibit 5A infi'i.nges the '159 Patent. (1 Tr. 43.)

- 76. Plaintiff also p .r_luc_ a "Literal Infringement Chart" purporting to illustrate both

"Plaintiff'.s ClaimedDevice" and "DefendantYs Sold Device." (PX 9).

77. Plaintiffused this "Literal lnfi'ingernent Chart" with Mr. Blount. (1 Tr. 45.) .

78. Neither Mr. Blountno_" any other witness authenticated Plaintiff's Exhibit9 as

accur_ly depicting any produ_made, used or sold by Peterson. (1 Tr. 45-59.)

= 79. Neither Mr. Blount nor any other witness authenticated PlaintifFS Exhibif 9 as

accurately depicting a combination of Peterson products assembled by any Peterson dealer,

- 7

customer or by anyone else. (1 Tr. 45=59.)

80. No testimony was offered to. establish who prepared. PlaintifFs Exhibit. 9.

81. PlaintiWs Exhibit 9does not showany infi'ingement of the ti59 Patent by

Peters0n, by any Peters0n dealer or Customer or by any Peterson product or c6mbination of

Peterson products. _ - - _- :

82. Plaintiffalso produced an_,Equivalence Chart" purporting to depict "Defendant's

Sold Device." (Px.21.) . - "

83. After identifying Plaintiff" s Exhibit 21 during Mr.Blount-'s-testimony, plaintiff's

counsel told Mr. Blount, "I see no reason to burden you with it" and asked no questions of Mr.

Blount about the exhibit. (1 Tr. 60.) -

84. .No 0ther:witness ever testified about PlaintifFs Exhibit 21. _

85. Neither Mr. Blount nor any other witness authenticated:Plaintiff's.Exhibit 21 as.:

accurately depicting any pi'oduct made, used or sold by Peterson. (1 Tr. 600

DALLAS2 1041687vl 5_1
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86. Neither Mr. Blount nor any other witness.authenticated Plaintiff's Exhibit 2! as

accurately depicting a combination of Peterson products-assembled by any Peterson dealer,

customer or by anyone else. (1 Tr. 60.) '

87. No testimony was offered to establish who prepared Plaintiff's Exhibit 21.

88. Plaintiff's Exhibit 21 does not show any infringement of the '159 Patent by

Peterson, by any Peterson dealer or customer or by any Peters0n product or combination of

.Peterson products.

89. Plaintiffproduced a drawing purporting to illustrate the alignment of primary and

secondary burner tubes from a side view. (PX 22.)

90. No witness ever testified about Plaintiff's Exhibit 22.

91. No witness authenticated Plaintiff's Exhibit 22 us accurately depicting any :
.. -..

product made, used or sold by Peterson. ,.
.. .. .. _ •... ..... . ..... ......... ._......,:.,...-. ..........

92. No witness authenticated Plaintiff's Exhibit 22 as accurately depicting any

combination of Peterson products assembled by any Peterson dealer or customer or by anyone

else.

93. NO witness authenticated Plaintiff's Exhibit 22 as accurately depicting anyroaRer

relevant to this case.

94. No testimony was offered to establish who prepared Plaintiff's Exhibit 22.

95. Plaintiff's Exhibit 22 does not show any infringement of the "159 Patent by

Pcterson, by any Peterson dealer or customer or by any Peterson product or combination of

Peterson products_

DALLAS2 ]0416g'/vl 52244-00001
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(ITr. 138.)

- •97.

-- PLAINTIFF'S "_VITNF..SSF._. -

96. When asked whether he had any personal knowledge about how Peterson Jells it
=

products, Mr. Blotmt te_ified-that:

Well, they sell .them_tl_ugh their sales _n_anies and"thdir- to their

dealers. Beyond that I can't•tell you very much about their operation.
_ -- . . - . -'

-- . --_ •

Mr. Blotmt testitied that he knows that Peterson sells the "G4" and "EMB"

lSroducts separately. (1 Tr. 137.)

- 98. Mr..Blount testified thathe was "not really" familiar with Peterson's "G4"
.2 • .

prbduet. (1 Tr. 121.) : _

- ._ . . •

• 99. Mr. Blount lacks sufficient personal knowledge of how Peterson manufactures or

sells it various products to be able to competently authenticate any of plaintiff's demonstrative
-- f"

¢,xhibita as accurately depicting products made, used or sold by Peterson_ _ - ' " " .

i00. Mr. Blount testified that he had personally inspected "zero" installations of

? ._ •

Petepson"EMB's" m the field, (1 Tr. 129.) _ -_

- 101. Asked about iustallationsof Peterson "EMB" products, Mr.:Blount testified that

"I have not seen the installation, no." (I Tr. 129.) --

102_- Mr. Blmmt lacks suftieient personal knowledge of how Peterson dealers or

customers installed the "EMB" with aizy otl/er Peterson product to be able to offer competent

'-. .

testimony about any such installati6n.

103. Although Mr. Blount gave detailed testimony comparing the claimed elements of

the '159 Patent to "Defendant's Sold.Device" as shown on Plaintiffs Exlu'bit 9 (the "Literal

w

_ my

i,

F

1"i •
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Infringement Chart"), his t_tim0ny assumed' that Plaintiff's Exhibit 9 accurately depicted

Peterson's sold product. (1 Tr. 45-60.)

104. Mr. Blount testified that he never had access to Peterson product literature of any

type. (1Tr. !12-13. )

105. Asked about Peterson's standard installation instructions for "EMB" products,

Mr. Bloant testified that "I don't knowwhat the instructions say." (1 Tr. i 270

106. Mr. Blount has no personal knowledge that Peterson or any Peterson dealer0r

customer or anyone else ever installed an "G4" or "G5" primary bumei" tube with its top at a

"raised level" with respect to the top of an "EMB" secondary burner tube.

107. Mr. Bl0unt has no.personal knowledge that Peterson or any P_/te_on dealer or

customer or anyone else ever installed an "EMB" secondary burner tube with •its top i"belbw" the
/

top of a "G4" or "G5" primary burner tube.

108. Mr. Blount has no personal knowledge that Peterson or any Peterson dealer or

customer or. anyone else ever installed an "EMB" secondary burner tube in a-manner which

infringed the ' !59 Patent.

• 109. When he was.. shown Defendant's Exhibit 30 on direct .examination during

plaintiff's rebuttal case, Mr. Blount testified as follows:

Q°

A.

Q.

A.

(3 Tr. 36-7; DX 30.)

Would you consider the primary tube to be raised relative to the

secondary tube, given this picture7

No.

Sir?

The primary tube here is not really raised at all.

DALLAS2 1041687vl 52244-00001
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II0. Mr. Blount did not testify that Peterson took any actions which'encouraged,

induced-or caused anyone to infi'in_ge the '159 PatonL (1 Tr. 26-149; 3 Tr. 35.--4_2.)::

111. On direct testimony , plaintiff's second witness, Mr. Charles Hanl_ was shown

Plaintiff's Exhibit 4A, which plaintiff's counsel represented to him "isthe .Peterson ember

burner." Mr. Hanft responded: "I have never seen that." (! Tr. 154.) : '.

112. Mr. HanR did not affirmatively identify Plaintiff's Exhibit 4A _a Peterson

product or an assembly of Peterson pfxxlucts. (1 Tr. ,154.)

- 113. Mr. I-Ianfi was not asked and did not testify about Plaintiff's Exhibits 5A, 9, 2! or "

22. (1 Tr. 150-066. )

114. Although Mr. Han_R is a dealer of these types of productS, he. do6s not sell the

Peterson "EMB" product. (1 Tr.-156.) . •
Z,

1 i 5. Mr. Hanfl testified that he had never.seen the Peterson"EMB" product offered f0i" " -

sale. (lTr. 154.) " " " _ .

116. - Mr. HanR testified that he ne_,er saw Petersonintroduee the "EMB" product at

any convention, (1 Tr. 155.) _ : :' '

! 17. Mr.. HanR testified-that henever saw Peterson's "EMB'_ product in any P_terson

sales brochure. (1 Tr. 155.)

118. Mr. HanR's testimony concerned plaintiff's ember burner, not Peterson's "EMB"

product. (1 Tr. 164).

i19. Mr. HanR has no personal knowledge about how Peterson distributors sell

Peterson's products. (1 Tr. 164.) -

DALI.,,/_2 I041687vi 52244--00001
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120.. Mr. HanR has no personal knowledge that-Peterson orany Peterson dealer, or

customer or anyone else ever installed a primary burner tube withits top at a "raised level" with

respect to the top of an "EMB" secondary burner tube. (1 Tr. 164.)

121. Mr. Hanfl has no personal knowledge that Peterson or any Peterson dealer or

customer or anyone,else ever installed an "EMB" secondary burner tube with its top "below" the

top of a primary burner tube. (1 Tr. 1641) '

122. Mr. Hanfl has no personal knowledge that Peters6n or any Peterson dealer or

customer or anyone else ever installed an "EMB'" secondary burner tube in a manner which •

infringed the '159 Patent. (1 Tr. 164.)

123. Mr. Hanft did not testify that Peterson took anyactions Which encouraged;:

induced or caused anyone to infringe the '159 •Patent.•(1 Tr. 150-066_)

124. Mr. William McLaughlin, a patent attorney called by plaintiff, testified that the
...... . • . . .... . . . ..

Peterson "EMB" did not literally infringe any claim of the' 159 Patent. (1 Tr. 181:) ....

• 125_ Mr. McLaughlin testified _.,.,.athe prepared the answer to interrogatory No. 1 set

forth in Defendant'sExhibit 61. (2 Tr. 6; DX 61.) .

.' . - ..

126. Mr. McLaughlin testified that the answer to interrogatory No. 1 explains reas0i_s

why Peterson's "EMB" product does not infringe the' 159 Patent. (2 Tr. 6; DX 61.)

127. The auswer to interrogatory number 1 states that.Peterson's "EMB" product "does

not include a support means for holding an elongated primary burner tube in a raised level:

relatiye tea secondary coals burner elongated tube." (DX 61.)

128. The answer to interrogatoryNo. 1 states that Peterson's "EMB" product "'does .

not include a secondary burner tube positioned below a primary tube." (DX 61.)

_._. DALLA_ 1041687vl 522_1
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.129. Mr. McLaughlin testified thatPeterson's "EMB" secondary burner c:an be_raised

up when installed. (2 Tr. 27 ) o =
• . . •

130. Mr. McLaughlin was not askedanddid not testify about Plaintiff's Exhibits 5A, "

9, 21 or-22. (I Tr. 167-2 Tr. 38.) " _ . -

13.1.: Mr. McLaughlin did not.testify that Peterson took any actions which encouraged,. -

induced or caused anyone to infi'ingv the"159 Patent. (1 Tr. 167 - 2 Tr, 38.)_ - - " •

132_. Plaintiff's final wituess,-Mr. Leslie Bortz, testified that Peterson hadliterature

describ'mg_theEMB product.(2Tr. 65.) : • - -.....

?

I33. Mr. Bortz did not testifythat Peterson took any.actions w_hich_encouraged," " -

inducedor caused anyone toinfringethe '159PatenL (2Tr. 39-100.) -

134. Mr. Bortz testified that he did not know whether Peterson had an "EMB '':•

secondary burner assembled with a primary bUmerin its product display rOom to show the

distributors who visited Peterson's_ facilities, but that PeterS0n had "on,'in the lab.". (2 Tn 65_)-

135. Mr. Bortz-did not testify-that the.top of the Peterson "EMB" s_econdary_ btimer

tube in the apparatus in Peterson's lab was installed "below" the top of the primary bumei'.tube

or that..lhe top of[he primary burner tube in the lab apparatus was installed at a."raj'sed level" to

the top 0fthcsecondary burner tube. (2 Tr: 65-6.) : -_ . -....

136. Mr. Bortz did not.testify that the Peterson "EMB" secondary burner'product in

Peterson's lab apparatus was installed in a manner infringing the '159 Patent: (2 Tr. 39-100.) "

. 137. i Mr. Bortz testified that he did not have personalknowledge 0f-how the Peterson.:. "

.EMB productis normally assembled or by whom it is normally assembled. (2.Tr: 75.)

t38. Mr. Bortz did not testify that Peterson or any Peterson dealer or_customer,-"ever "

installed an "EMB" with its top "below" the top of the customer'sprimary burner tube or that the

16
DALLAS2 104.1687vl 52244-00001 ..... "_,
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top of the customcrts primary burner tube was installed at a "raised level" with respect to the top

of the secondary burner tube. (2 Tr. 75; 2 Tr. 39-100.)

139. Mr. Bortz did not testify that Peterson or any Peterson dealer or customer or

anyone e!se ever installed a Pcterson "EMB" product in a manner which infringed the '!59

Patent. (2 Tr. 75; 2 Tr. 39-100.)

140. Plaintiff called no other witnesses before resting i_.6ase in chief. (2 Tr.99.) ....

141. None of plaintiff's witnesses had .personal knowledge of any installation by

Peterson or any Peterson, dealer or customer or anyone else of a Peterson "EMB" produot and:

any primary burner tube in-which the top of the primary burner tube was installed at a "raised

lever' with respect to the top of the secondary burner tube.

142. None of plaintiff's witnesses had personal knowledge Of any installatiori by

Peterson or any Peterson dealer or customer of Peterson or anyone elseof a Peterson "EMB_'
• . . . .. t., ............

product in which the top of thc secondary burner tube was installed "below ''•than the top of the

•primary burner tube.

143. None of plaintiff's exhibits provedany installation by iPeters0n or any Peterson

dealer or customer or anyonc eisc ofa Petcrson "EMB" product and any primary burner in which

the top of the secondary burner tube was installed "'belo.w" the top of the primary burner tube or

in which the top of the primary burner tube was installed at a "ixised •level"• with respect to the :.

top.of the secondary burner tube..

144. None of plaintiff's witnesses testified to having personal knowledge of any

installation by Peterson or any Peterson dealer or customer or anyone else of a Peterson "EMB"

product and any primary burner in which the. secondary buraer.tube was installed in a manner

which infringed the '159 Patent.

i7--
DALLAS2 1041687¢1 52244-00001
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145. None of plaintiff s exhibits proved any installation by. Petm-son "o'r any P_er_on

dealer or customer or anyone else ofa Peterson "EMB" product and any pHmar_,:burner in Which

the secondary burner.tube was installedin a manner which infringed the' 159 Patent.

-- DEFENDANT'S WITNESSES.

- 146. Mr. Jankowski did not testify that Peterson made, used, sold or assembled

Plaintiff's Exhibit 4A in the configuration in which it was shown in court_ (-2Tr. I01>162.)

147. Mr. lank0wski did'not testify that Peterson ever made, usedor sold an assembly

of primary and secondary burners such as Plaintiff's Exhibit 4A. (2 Tr. 101-162.) _-

148. Mr. Jankowski did not testify that Plaintiff's Exhibit 4A was an accurate depiction

of any product made, used or soldby Petcrson, (2 Tr. 101-162.)

149. Mr. Jankowski did nottestify that Plaintiff's Exhibit.4A Was an accurate depiction

of anycombination of Peters0n products assembled by Peterson or by any Peterson dealer or
7

cnstomer. (2 Tr. 101-162.). _ " _ . :: " -

_ 150. Mr. Jankowski did not testify that Peterson took any actions Which"encouragcd,

inducod or caused anyone to infringe the q59 Patent. (2 Tr. 101-162.)

151. Mr.. Tod Corrin testified thatoDefendant's Exhibit 30 is a CAD-drawingthdtW_ :

f

created by a Peterson employee at his request.. _(2 Tr. 173; DX 30.) " "

152. Defendant's Exhibit 30 shows Peterson"G4" and "-'EMB" products. (DX"3"0.) '

153. - Mr. Corrin did not testify that any Peterson dealer or'_us_om6r ever actually

requested a copy of Defendant's Exhibit 30. (2 Tr. 164-203.) .

154.- Mr. Corrin did not testify to having pel"sonally sent a copy:of Defendant's Exhibii "

30 to any Peterson dealer or customer or to anyone else. (2Tr. 164-203.)

DALLAS2 1041687vl 52244_,00001
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155, Mr. Con'in did not testify that ih¢ personally.observed anyone at Peterson ever

sending Defendant's Exhibit 30 to any Peterson dealer oi: customer or to anyone else. (2 Tr. 164-

203.)

156. Mr. Coffin did not testify that Peterson everassembled an "EMB" and a "G4" in

x

the configuration shown on D X 30. (2 Tr. 164-203.) •

157. Mr. Con'in did not testify that any Peterson dealer .or customer ever •actually

assembled the "EMB" and a "G4" products in the configuration shown on DX 30. (2 Tr. 164-

203.)

158. Mr. Conin didnot testify ` about how Peterson assembled the "EMB? product with .....

the "GS" product. (2 Tr. 179; 2 Tr. 164-203.) .

159. Mr. Con'in did not testify that when.Pcterson _installed an :'EMB" product with a

"GS" product, it installed the "EMB" secondary burner tube with its top "below" the top 0 f the

"G5" primary burner tube or such that the top of the "GS" primary burner tube was at a "raised"

level" with respect to, the top of the "EMB" secondary burner tube. (2 Tr. 179; 2 Tr. 164-203:)

160. Mr. Corrin did not testify that.when Pctcrson installed an "EMB" product with a

"G5" product, .it installed the "EMB" secondary ..b.um_ tube.in' an manner which, infringed the

'159 Patent. (2Tr. 179;2Tr. 164-203.) : '.

161. With regard to •installation of the Peterson 'T.aMB" product,-Mr.Corrin testified, i'--.

that "either the consumer would hire an installer or sometimes the dealers provide the service :.-

from someone from their store." (2 Tr. 189-90.) -
• : ' . . . • ..

162. Mr. Coffin testified that the 'YEMB" is:limited.in how low it can be installed

relative to .the "G4" primary burner tube by the '-'EMB's" valve touching the floor. (2 Tr. 198-

2Ol.)

•DALLAS2 1041687v! 522_1
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Mr. Coffin did-not t_-tify thatthe Peterson_'EMB _' secondm_y b:urner tubel in

Petorson's lab apparatus was installed with its.top "below" the primary burner tube or that the

top of the primary burner tube in. the lab apparatus was installed at a "'raised level" with respect

to the top 0fthe secondary burner tube.-(2 Tr. 198-201; 2 Tr. 164-203:) ' -

164. Mr. Coffin did not testify that the Peterson "EMB" Sec,ond_ry btirnor l_roduct in

Peterson's lab was installed in a manner infi-inging the "159 Patent. (2 Tr.-198-201; 2 Tr. 164-
.= .

203.)

165. Mr. Coffin did not testify that Peterson or any Peterson dealer or customer, ever

installed an "EMB" secondary burner product/n.a mariner which infrifiged the" 159 Patent. (2

-Tr. |64-203.)

166, Mr. Coffin did.nottestify alx)ut the. manner inwhich the cust6m_rs, in/milers,

dealers or anyone else installed an "EMB" secondary burner product with- any primm-j,'biimer. "

(2 Tr. 164-203.) - . -- -- -

16"/. Mr. Con'in did,not testify, that Peterson took 'any actions Which encouraged,

induced or caused,anyone to infringe the '159 Patent. (2 Tr. 164-203.) : "

168. Mr. John Palaski did not te_ti_ithat Peterson or any Peters0n dealer or'c_omer

or anyone else ever installed an "EMB" secondary burner product such that the fop. of tile

primary.burner was at a "raised level", with-respect to the top of the "EMB"produ_t. (2 fr.:204-

24t.)

169. Mr. Palaski did not testify.that Peterson or any Peterson dealer or.custonier or

anyone else ever installed an "EMB" secondary burner product with its top."t/elow" the top of a

= ., .. ..

primary burner. (2 Tr. 204-241.)

DALLAS2 10416117y1 522_t
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170. Mr. Palaski did not testify that Pete_on or any Peterson dealer or cusi0mer or

anyon e else ever installed an "EMB" in a manner which infringed the-' !59 Patent. (2 Tr. 204-

241.)

171. Mr. Palaski did not testify about the manner in which Peterson dealers or

customers or anyone else installed any "EMB" product. (2 Tr. 204.241 .) "

172. Mr. Palaski did not testify that Peterson took any actions which encouraged,

.induced or caused anyone to infi'ingc the' 159 Patent. (2 Tr. 204-24i.)

173. Mr. Darryl Dworkin did not testify that Peterson or any Peterson dealer or

customer or anyone else ever installed an "EMB" secondary burner'product such that the topof a

primary burner was at a "raised level" with respect to the top.of the "EMB" product (3 Tr. 3-34.)"

174. Mr. Dworldn did not testify that Peterson or any Peterson dealer or customer-or

anyone else ever installed an _'EMB" secondary burner product with its top "below" the top of a

primary burner. (3 Tr. 3-34:)

175. Mr. Dworkin did not testify that Peterson or any Peterson dealer or customer"or
I

anyone else ever installed an "EMB" in a manner which infiinged the '159 Patent. (3 Tr: 3:3_4.) "

• 176. Mr. Dworkin did not testify about the manner in which Peterson dealers or.

customers or anyone else installed any "EMB" product. (3 Tr. 3:34.)

177. Mr. Dworkin did not testify that Peterson or any Peterson dealer or customer or

anyone e!se ever installedan "EMB" in a manner _vhich infringed the' 159 Patent. (3 Tr. 3-34.)

178. Mr. Dworkin did not testify that Peterson took any actions which encouraged,

induced or caused anyone to infringe the' ! 59 Patent. (3 Tr. 3-34.)

179. Peterson called no other witnesses.
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180.. None of Petcrs-on's witnesses testified about any installation by Peterson or any

Petemon dealer or-.customer or anyone else ofa Peterson "EMB" product and any primary burner

tube in which the top of the primary burner tube was installed at a "raised level" with respect to

the top of thesec6ndary burne/" tube.- - -=

i

181. None of Peterson's witnoss_ testified about any installation by Peterson Or any

Peterson dealer or customer or anyone elseof a Peterson "EMB" product and any primary burner

in whioh the top of the secondary burner tube Was installed "below" than the top of the'primary

bumeir tube.

182_ . None of Peters'on's witnesses testified abou! any installation by Peterson or any -

Peterson dealer 0r.customer or anyone else of Peterson "EMB" product in a. manner which

infringes the '159 Patent.
-_ -.

183. , None of Petcrson's exhibits proved any installation, by peterson or-any Peterson

dealer or customer or anyone else of a Peterson "EMB" product and any primTary burner in which

the top of the primarybcmer tube was.installed at a "raised' level" with respect t6 the top of the

secondary burner tube. - -. L_

184. None of Peterson's e.xhibits proved any installation by Peters0n or any Peterson

dealer or customer or anyone else of a Peterson "EMB" product and any primary burner in which

the top of the sec0ndary, burner tube was installed ';below" the top o[a primary burner tube.

185. None of Peterson's exhibits proved any installation:by Peterson or any Peters0n

dealer .or customer or anyone else of a Peterson "EMB" product in a manner which infringes the

' 159 Patent.
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NO EVIDENCE OF CONTRIBUTORY INFRINGEMENT.

186. Plaintiff offered no substantial or competent evidence that any Peterson dealer,

customer or anyone else ever installed or attached a Peterson "EMB" product in a manner which

infringed the ' 159 Patent.

187. The top of Peterson's "EMB" secondary burner product could be installed level

with or above the top of a primary burner to which it was attached by tightening the female pip_

.fitting with a wrench while the top of the "EMB" was positioned level with or above the i0p of

the primary burner. (PX 7, p:3).

188. Any instailation of an "EMB" product in which its top is level with oi above the '

top of the primary burnerl does not infringe independent Claim 1 or"dependent Claims 2 through

16 of the '159 Patent, all ofwhieh require a-primary burner tube installed ata "raised level" with

respect to the secondary burner tube. .-

189. No dependent claim of the '159 Patent is infringed unless the accused device'

exhibits every element of the independent claim upon which it is based. (1 Tr. 50.) "

190. Any installation of an "EMB" product in which its top is level wiih orabove the

top of the primary burner does not infringe Claim 17 of the '159 Patent, which requires a

secondary burner tube installed."below" a primary burner tube. _:

191. Because Peterson's ."EMB" product is eapable of being installed in a non- '-_

infringing manner, it has substantial non-infringing uses_- .

192. No substantial evidence shows that Pcterson's "EMB" produet has no'substantial

non-infi-inging uses.

DALLAS2 1041687vl 52244-00001
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Because Pete=son's "EM B" :product is capable of being i_talled :in a non-

infringing manner, it constitutes a "st_le article of commercet" as that term is used in the patent

law. : --

194. When plaintiff asked Mr. Blount whether "there's no etheruse for your..ember

bumer or that assembly other than a gas .fireplace" and: whether "it's not a staple article of

commerce" Mr. Blount.was testifying about plaintiff's •ember burner de,/ic¢, not Pete=son's

"EMB"product (1 Tr. 76; see also, 1 Tr. 68.)

195. Mr. Blount was ne¢erasked and did not testify whether therewere_non-infringing •
2

uses for Pete=son's "EMB" product.

1•96. Mr. Blount was never asked and did not testify whether:Peterson's "EMB"

product was a "staple article of commerce." : -

197. Given Mr. Blount's admitted lack of personal knowledge about how Peterson's "

products were made, used:or sold and how Pete=son's "EMB" product Was 'installed b_,

customers or others, he could not have competently testified about whether the "EMB" had I-

substantial n0n-infringing uses or whether it Was a "staple article of commerce." (1 Tr. 68, 1•21,

129.) . .

198. When Mr. Bortz wasaskedwhether Pete=son's "EMB" product Wasa "staple

article 0fcommerce," he answered, "I don't know what that means." (2Tr. 67.)_

t99. Mr. Bortz lacks sufficient personal knowledge to testify competently whether 0r

not the Peterson "EMB" product constitutes a '_'staple article of commerce" as that term is used in

the patent law.

200. Mr. Bortz did not testify that Pete=son's "EMB" product had no substantial non-

infringing uses. (2 Tr: 39-100.)
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201. No substantial evidence shows that Petexson's"EMB" product was especially

• made for use in. the patented combination claimed in the ' 159'PatenL

i .

202. No substantial evidence shows that Petea'son knew that its "EMB" product • Was

especially made for use in the patented combination claimed inthe ' 159 Patent.

NO EVIDENCE OF INDUCED INFRINGEMENT.

203. Plaintiff offered no substantial or competent evidence that any Pcterson dealer,

customer or anyone else ever installed any Peterson "EMB" product in a manner which infringed

the' 159 Patent.

204. Peterson's standard installation, instructions distributed with its "EMB" l_ri_diaci

do not suggest that the "EMB? seconda?y burner be.installed with its top "bcl0w" the top of a

primary .burner or that the "EMB" be installed such that the top of the primary burner remainsat '

a "raised levei'_ w!th respect to the top of the "EMB" product. (PX 7.)

205. Following Pct_rson's standard installation instructions does not inevitably ldad to

an _stal!ation of the "EMB" secondary, burner with its-top "below" the top of the primary

burner. (PX 7.)

206. Following Peterson's standard installation instructions does not inevitably iead..to.
_, : . . " . . - . ... • ,

an insta!lation of the '.'EMB" secondary burner, such that the top. of.the prim.axy., burner reanains at.

a"raised !ever' with resp.ect to the top of the "EMB" product. (PX 7.) ' : '

207. The only other Petcrson. literature distributed to customers offered into.evidence.

b_( plaintiff also does not suggest that the .top of the "'EMB"s.econdary burner-be installed

"b¢low" the top of the primary burner or that the "EMB". be installed such .that ..the top' 0 f the

prim .ary..bumer.remains at.a "raised level" .with rcspec't to the.top:of.the "EMB" prodi_ct. (PX6,

23.)
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208.

, -_ . - ,

•. Plaintiff offered no other•evidence of affirmative acti6ns.or communications by

Peterson that induced anyone to install the "EMB" secondary burner Such that the top of thb " -

_ .- . ,

primary burner-remains at a "raised level'_with respect to the top of the "EMB';-product.

,. , , ..... • . .

209. Plaintiff.offered no other-evidence of-aftirmativb.aetions or communic, ations by

Peterson that induced anyone to install the '_MB" secondary burner with,its top "beio_," the top

of the primary burner.

2i0. Plaintiff offered no substantial evidence that Peterson knew that any"bfits_fiot_
L

• -,,.

or communications would cause anyone to install the "EMB" secondaryburner such thatthe top

ofth¢ priraaz_.bumer remains at a"raised level" with r_pect to the top ofthe"EMB" pre_uct. "

21 i. Plaintiff offered no stO stantial evidence that Peterson know,that any Of its a_tions.

or communications would cause anyono to install the "EMB _' secondary., burner with.!_ _tbp'

"below" the top of the primary burner.

NO EVIDENCE.OF DAMAGES. _ • -' " L :. •

212,. Because plaintiff failed toprove any form of infringement,, it-is.notentitled to: any

damages. - .-: " "

• . ....

213. Plaintiffoffered no proof0fits.consistent product marking at any time. •

214.: Even were plaintiff entitled to some "award :of damages,- the evidctt_ i_ "

--' - ,.. r -

insufftcicat to establish that, without Peterson's sales of "EMB" acce_ory products', plaintiff

would have made any additional sales.of its :o.wn products.

215. Many "EMB". products were sold to ,people Who _had previotisly purcha._dG4

burner systems" to retrofit those existing Peierson systems. (2 Tr.-.176.) " =

216, By law, both Peterson.'s and plaintiff's products are required to m_t ANsi safety

standards. (PX 1 at col. 1, Ins. 59-61.) .

26
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217. No substantial evidence shows that plaintiff's "secondary bm-nerwas certified or

listed by ANSI for use with or as an accessory to Peterson's "G4" primary bumei'.

218. Thus. a Peterson customer having an existing _'G4" -installation Who dcsircd an

ember burner could not consider plaintiffs product unless that cusiomcr fi_t removed his

existing Peterson equipment. •

219. No substantial evidence shows that, had Peterson been unable to offer the ,EMB"

product, any Petcrson customer would have removed their existing Pctcrson equipment to

replace it with plaintiff's cntire combination uniL

220. The "EMB" is suitable for installation only as an accessory to Peterson "G4'_ or

"GS" primary burners. (PX 7.)

221. The EMB installation instructions explicitly state that .they ean 0nly be used with

-Peterson "G4" primary burners. (PX 7.)

222. No substantial evidence shows that Peterson's _'EMB" was ever certified or listed.

for use by ANSI with plaintiff's primary burner.

223. Thus, no sale of a Peterson "EMB" accessory product could have prevented

plaintiff from seliing..one of its own accessory pt_oduets to an existing customer of plaintiff's

who desired to retrofit his existing primary burner with a secondary ember burner.

224. Plaintiff established that 97.5% of its own sales were entire new fireplace

installations (Le., primary and so:ondary burners in one package). (1 Tr. 160-61 .)

225. Plaintiff failed to present any substantial evidence showing how many sales of

Peterson "EMB" products were fot_ entirely new fireplace installations

226. Plaintiff failed to present any substantial evidence showing how many additional

new fireplace installations it would have made but for the sales of Peterson's "EMB" product.

27
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Z_

=

Peterson first marketed the "EMB" in the 1996 season. (2 Tr. 75-6.)

228. Peterson first offered the "EMB"-by catalog in March 1997.. (2 Tr. 75-6.)

229. Peterson sold _e follow!_ng number Of "EMB's" during, the following thne

periods after the issuance of the '159 Patent: _ "

Beeinning - - Ending Quantity
11/23/99 12/-16/99 288

12/1.6/99 5/3/00 470. _- -

-5/3/00 - - •8/9/02 3253 --

(PX 17i see also Peto'rson Co.'s Objecfionto Golden Blount's Mot. For Ul_dated Damages.)

230. After it was enjoined by this Court, Peterson repurchased 802-EMB's from

distributors Which had not been s01d to_nd user customers. (PX 17; see also Peterson Co.'s

Objection to Golden Blount's Mot. For Updated Damages.)

23 !. None of the EMB p_oducts rcpurchasod by Peterson from distributors and thus

withdrawn from the market could possibly• have caused plaintiff'to lose any sales .of its own

• . . -__- . , . . .

produets_ - _
.; , L..

.- - . . . . .

•232. Plaintiff offered with Mr. Blount Plaintiff's Exhibit 18, a demonstrative chart

. .. . .

purporting to show the costs and profit margins of plaintiff's products. (PX 18.)
• _ . . .

• • . : :. . .- .

233. Mx. Blount did not testify that he prepared Plaintiff's Exhibit 18. (1 Tr. 66-7; PX

18; seealso 1 Tr. 26-149, 3 Tr. 35-42.)

234. Mr. Blount did not testify was the custodian of the financial records fi'0m which

Plaintiff's Exhibit 18 was prepared. (1 Tr. 66-g;Px 18; seealso 1 Tr. 26.149. 3 Tr. 35-42.)

• ... .

235. Mr. Blouni did not testify that, to his personal knowledge, t_e amounts shown on

Plaintiff's Exhibit 18 accurately depicted the various costs, prices and pmfit-margius shown on

the exhibit. (1 Tr. 66-7; PX 18; See also 1 Tr. 26-149, 3 Tr. 35-42.) -
-_...

.. .._.
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.236; No other.witness having p_onal knowledge of plaintiff's various costs; prices

andprofit margins testified that the values shown on Plaintiff's Exhibit 18 accurately depicted

plaintiff's actual costs, prices and profit margins.

237. Plaintiff failed to present any substantial evidence thatit ever sold its se_ndary

burner accessory individually at the price represented on Plaintiff's Exhibit 18_. " "

238. Plaintiff failed to present any substantial evidence showing that the profit mai'gins

for either the ember burner as an accessory or' for plaintiff's complete •product are accurately

depicted by the margins represented on Plaintiff's Exhibit :18_ (1 Tr. 66-7; PX 16; PX 18.) -

239. Mr. Blount admitted that plaintiff's profit margin-calculations as shown on

Plaintiff's Exhibit 18 did .not include sales costs or overhead, except for a small.allowance for

utilities. (! Tr. 139.-40.)

240.

139-40.)

241. Mr. Blount's claim is inherently improbable and unworthy of belief. : :::

242. Mr. Blount submitted invoices to the Patent Office:to establish commei:cial

success. (DX 3 at 000219-230.) ,. -. .....

243. Those invoices show the names of salesperso.ns; indicatioris0f freight charges and

offer a 10% discount for paYment within-30 days. (DX 3 at 00.0219-230.) - " • .'

244. Those invoices show that.plaintiff did in fact have sales,and overhead costs. 0)X

3 at 000219-230.) . .:,:. • • •

245. Mr. Blount.and Mr: Hanf[ admitted that there are.atleast .five other products On

the market that perform roughly the same function as plaintiff's device. (1 Tr. 63, 162.) •

Mr. Blount claimed that plaintiffdid not have any sales or overhead.costs..(1 T_. :

• • • .-
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246. Mr. HanR testified thai he.had "heard that some [ember burners that provide the

same result as plaintiff's device]exist.'" (1 Tr. 162.). -

247. Mr. Hanfl further testified that "it's important to-imow that I-have no incentive to

go to try to find them." (1 Tr. 162.).

248. Plaintiff failed to present any stibstantial evidence showingany of those substitute

products to be infringing.

249. Plaintiff failed to present any subshantial evidence that it brought an infringement

suit regarding any of the substitut e products on the market other the Peterson's "EMB" product.

- 250. Each of the other products o n the market that.perform roughly the same function
• _ = _

as plaintiff's device and patented invention are non-infringing substitutes.

_ 251; Peterson also manufactures and sells the "Front Flame Director" as an accessory

for the "G4" burner. (2 Tr. 184; DX 26.)

the "'EMB" and works

• ..., . .

252. The "Front Flame Director" is less expensive than

differently. (2 Tr. 184-5.) . _

• 253". Plaintiff does not claim and did not offer any evidence to prove that-Peterson's

- . . • .. •

"Front Flame Director" infringes the "159 Patent. '

254. Peterson's distributors sold both the "Front Flame Director" ancl the "EMB,"

although a customer would only use one or the other, not both. (2 Tr. 185.) • -

255. The "Front Flame Direetor'_ has •been in existence longer tl_ the '_EMB, '' ifiving

been on sale for more than 10 years. (2 Tr. 188, 195.) -' -' ' :'

256. The ''Front Flame Director" provides the same function and eff_t a_ flae "EMB"

-to produce a front flame effect. (2 Tr..188, 195.) _..." . • ..
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257. The "Front Flame Director" is a non-infringing substitute for Plaintiff's patented

secondary burner tube.

258. Plaintiff offered no substantial-evidence from which.a reasonable royalty could •

properly bc calculated.

NO EVIDENCE OF WILLFULNESS " "

259. The '159 Patent was issued on November 23, 1999. (PX 1.)

260. Peterson first became aware of.the.Patent's existence by letter dated and sent on

or. about December 16, 1999 and received thereafter. (Substitute Strut. of Stipulated Facts at ¶9;

PX tO.) -'-, "

261. Because Peterson's "EMB" product was first introduced in 1996, it could notbe a

copy of the invention described in the later'issued '159 Patent. (2 Tr. 75-6.)

262. Although Mr. Blount c laimc)d that Pcterso n had_pied his patented invent!on, his

admitted lack of personal knowledge about how _Peterson designs, makes, uses and sells its

products renders this testimony insufficient to prove conscious copying by Peterson. (! Tr. 30,'

68, 121,129.) .

263. No witness having personal knowledge of Peterson's design, man ufacttirO anti

offering of the "EMB" product for sale testified that Peterson had consciously copiedplaintiff's

patented invention.

264. Peterson is not shown to have obtained possession of an example Of plaintiff's

ember burner product prior to 1996 or at any time or to have tested or ".reve/se engineAfed" it:-_

265. Upon reccipt of the December 16, 1999 letter:informing Petcrson of the existence

of the 'I 59 Patent, Mr. Bortz contacted the company's long-term patent attorney Mr. F. William :

McLaughlin about how to.respond. (1 Tr. 168-9; PX 10; 2 Tr. "43-4.)

31
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266. Mr. McLaugtflin has a BS in electrical engineering from the University of Notre

Dame and law degree fi_m DePaui Uiliversity. (1 Tr. 194.)

267. Mr. McLaugldin began pra-ficing law in January 1985. (1 Tr. 194.)

268. Mr. McLaughlin specializes in intellectual property, is admitted to practice befobe"

the patent office, has prosecuted between four and five hundred patent aplilications and has
.2

conducted appealsbefore the PTO. (1 Tr. 194-201.) -

. 269. Mr. McLaugh!in has prq_ed approximately 100 non-infringement opinions and

prepared.24,36 invalidity opinions, including oral opinions_ (I Tr. 195-6.) -

270. Peterson has been represented by Mr. McLaughlin since 1990, and by his finn

since before then. (1 Tr. 203.) ....

- - 271. .MeLaughlin testified, thatthe December 16, 1999 letter was: .:

carefully, craRed specifically to not be an infringement charge and thatthe

type of letter an attorney will frequently draft to avoid the other side going
. .. . . .

ahead and filing a dee larat0ryjudgment action
"7

(I Tr. 199.) - ' --- _- ..

.272. .Neither Mr. Bortz nor Mr. McLaughlin believed the Deeember-16, 1999 letter to

be a charge ofinfringement. (1 Tr. 170; 2 Tr. 43.) • . ' = _ " --

273,. The December 16, 1999 letter w.as not a charge of infringement.' -: -- - - • ......

274. Mr. Bortz provided Mr. MeLaughlin documentation including instruetioiiS and _-

working drawi.'ngs for the Peterson EMB and had discussions: with him regarding the assembly.

(1 Tr. 198-9;.2 Tr. 9-13; DX 22; DX 34.) .... -:

275.. At Mr. MeLaughlin's-direction, _Peterson.responded to the December 16,-i999

letter.onDecember.30, 1999. (PX 13.)

276. Plaintiffsent Peterson a second letter dated,May 3, 2000. (PX 12.)-
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277. The May 3, 2000 letter contained, for the.. first time, abroad claim., of

infringement, Peterson forwarded.thisletter to McLaughlin. (1 Tr. 200i 2 Tr. 51; DX 19.)

278. In response, Peterson sent a letter on May 16, 2000 requesting a more detailed

explanation of the basis for the infi:ingemen t claim. (l Tr. 201; 2 Tr. 51; PX 13.) •

279. Mr. McLaughlin advised Peterson to request an explanation because the May 3,

2000 letter "simply had a broad infringement allegation, and he wanted a greater explanation

from Golden Blountas to why Golden Blount thought the Peterson Company'was inflinging the

patent." (l Tr. 178;2 Tr. 56.)

280. Peterson received no response from plaintiff foi over 7 m0nths. (2Tr. 56-7.)

• 281. The response:' was the Complaint; which was sei-ved upon Peterson shortly aRer its

filing on January 18, 200i. (2Tr. 57;)

282. Peterson forwarded the Complaint.to Mr. McLaughlin. (1 Tr. 202; 2 Tr: 57-8.)

283. Mr. McLaughlin told Peterson thai a file history and cited references would ne'ed

to be ordered and a prior art search would have to be done. (1 Tr 202.)

284. Mr. McLaughlin obtained the file wrapper for the' 159 Patent. (i Tr. 202-3.)

285. Peterson found and forwarded tO Mr. McLaughlin :examples.of prior art in its

files. (DX 22; DX 23; DX 33; DX 34; DX 35; DX 43;DX 44; DX45; .DX 46.)

286. Included in the materials sent to McLaughlin were: a diagram of an F3 depicting

multiple burners and multiple valves as well as one burner higher than another, which Peterson

had been sellingsince prior to 1977, historical advertising materials and price lists, diagrams

e--

dated July 1, 1983 showing an adjustable valve bctween:two'bumers "and, a diagram of the

Glowing Ember Gas Log Set. (1 Tr. 204-I 1; DX 22; DX 23; DX 48.)
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287.

•1-59 Patent.

.

Tr. 196.)

288.

Mr. McLaughlin testified.he gave Peterson three specific opinions concerning the

These opinions were given in December 1999, FebruarY2001 .and May 2001. -(1 "

.... L."

Mr. McLaughlin opined timt there werereasons to believe the Patent was invalid

and reasons to befieve that.Peterson_was no t infringing.. (2 Tr. 63-4.) = - -

289. Mr. McLaughlin's December 1999 opinion was that "_if we-can.prove that what

the P_eterson Company .was doing with the Present product, the ember flame booster for 20,or 30..

years, then either they would not infringe_any claim, which would be a different issue 0r-if they

infringed, that claim would be invalidS". :(1_Tr. 196-7.)

7-

•290. Mr, Mcl.amghlin's February. 2001 opinion was-"The-Peterson ember flame

be0ster ¢lid not literally infiinge any claim.of the Blount patent, and-at least some of the.claims

werein.walid at. least as obvious and possib!y !n anticipation..". (1 Tr. 18 Ii 197,) ._ _

29L Mr. McLanghlin's-May 2001 opinion, Was that. Peterson-did "not perfoml

substantially the same function in substantially the same way to produce:substantially.the same:-

result." (I T r. t83, 197.) _

292. McLaughlin's third opinion specifically included that Claim 1 was barred under

35 U.S.C. § 103 and that claim 19 was obvious and anticipated. (1 Tr. 191.)

293. Peterson was also told byMr. McLaughlin that:

(1 Tr- t97.)

[N'_Jone of the claims were literally infringed. That at least withrespect to

claims 1. ihrough 18 they were not infringed under the doctrine of

equivalence. Claim 19 was _ticipated, again=subjec t to proving prior.art, -

and the remaining claims of the patent were all invalid as 0bvigus ..... And

I.also discussed some 0fth9 prior art, why they were invalid is obvious.

i
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.. 294.. Mr. McLaughlin put his opinion in writing to the extent that. he drafted .the

respo_e to Interrogatories l and 3, which requested an_identification of claim limitations for

claims 1, 17and 19 not contained in the EMB. (2 Tr. 6; DX 61.)

295. Mr. McLaughlin drafted his responses based on prior art, file history and the

opinion he gave to Peterson. (2 Tr. 7; DX 61.)

296. Mr. Bortz testified that the interrogatory answers drafted in May 2001 reflected

:the opinions received by Peterson from Mr. McLauglflin. (2 Tr. 86; DX 6!.)

NO EVIDENCE THAT WARRANTS ENHANCED DAMAGES.

297. Plaintiff presented no evidence ofconseions copying by Peterson.

•298. Peterson did qbtain non-infringement opinions in this case.: • _

299. Upon receipt ofplaintitYs December 16, 1999 letter, Peterson immedia/ely sought

legal advice from Mr..MeLaughlin. ....

300. In. particular, Peterson was advised by its patent •counsel, Mr. McLaughlin in.

February, 2001 that the "EMB" product did not l!terally infringe any claim of the '159 Patent; (1, .

Tr. 181 ! .197.•) . .-

301. Although Mr. McLaughlin's opinion was oral, even a simple analysis quickly

reveals that because Peterson was then selling its "EMB" and "G4'.r.pr0ducts in separate,

unassembled packages, none of those sales .could infringe the '159 :patent until someone

assembled the products in an infringing configui'ati0n. (DX 31; DX 32.) -.

302. Even a simple analysis also quickly showed that because peterson's "EMB'"

product was capable of being installed with its top level with or abox_e-the top of a primary-

burner, the "EMB" product had substantial non-infringing uses.
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303.. Boeansc. the length .of-Be valve stem extendingfrom Peters0n's "EMB"

secondary burner physically limited the installation such that the lowest possible configuration

was roughly level with top of the primary burner tube, Pctet_soh was convinced that nO'

infringement by its customers was.oeeurri-ng, (2Tr, 198-201; 3 Tr. 36-7.) -

_304. Even a simple-analysis also revealed that following:Peterson"s_-stand_ffd

installation instructions for .the _'EMB" product would not" inevitably lead to an infringi_ng

installation of that product. _ .. -

305. Peterson relied upon Mr. MeLaughlin's opinions. (2 Tr. 40, 50i 55.) --

306. Given the facts concerning Peterson's. separate Sales of its '_EIV[B'" and "G4 r"

prad.uets and the depression limitation of the Vailve stem, itwas reasonable for Peterson to rel_, on

Mr. Me ..l_ugldin's non-infi'ingement opinions.. - -=.

307. It was reasonable for Peterson and Mr. MeLaughlin to, eonolude from these facts
• .. . . . . . - . . .

that Peterson eouid continue, to manufacture and sell "G4" arid"EMB" products _fla0UL

infring!ng the '159 Patent, either direetly or indirectly. : ----

308. Peterson consistently eonsulted with an attorney who was more than quali}ied.to ""

render such advice_._ -: _ -:..

309.. This record does not show dilat0ry conduct on Peterson's part. " "

3i0. No substantial evidence suggests that any of Mr. MeLaughlin's Opinions were

offered or intended as a ruse.

31.1. Nothing. suggests .that Peterson should have known to push' MeLaughlin .for :an

earlier or more formal0pinion. - : .

....." .'.
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EXC£PTIONAL CASE.•

312. No clear and convinc!ng evidence shows that Peterson engaged in Willful

infringement by continuing to make, use and sell its separately packaged "G4" and "EMB"

products after it was charged with infringing the ' 159 Patent. ..

313. Because each. claim of the '159 Patent requires a combination of a primary and

secondary burner, it was obvious that Peterson did not literally infringe any Claim the ' 159 •Patent

-by continuing to sell sdparate, primary and secondary burner component products after it was

charged with infringing the '159 Patent.•

314. No clear and conyincing evidence shows,that Peterson engaged in Willful

infringement by assembling a-combination of its "G5 _' and "EMB" products in aninfiinging

mannc¢ after the _159 Patent issued, on November.23,'1999. -

315.....Bccaus _ ..P6ters0n'.s I primary and sc_.ndary .bttmer..components .both have.

substantial non-infiinging uses, it was obvious that Peterson did .not contributorily infringe any.

claim the '159.Patent by continuing to sell these components products after it was Charged With

infringing the.'159 Patent. " .. -

3•16. Because,.Peterson's "EMB" secondary burner product has substantial non-_

infringing uses, it was obvious that, this product was not e,specially made for use in a patented

combination claimed in the ' 159 Patent..

317. Because n0nc of Peterson's standard installation instructions or othcr literature

distributed to customers regarding, its "EMB" product suggest, instruct or encourage an

infringing installation of the "EMB" product, it was obvious, that Peterson. could continue

marketing that product using these materials after it was charged With infringing the '159 p_itcnt

without willfully committing induced infringement.

37
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318. No clear and convincing evidence shows that Peterson engaged in, any.form.of

misconduct during this litigation.

• 319. No clear and convincing, evidence shows that Peterson engaged in any form of

vexatious or unjustified litigation. • - '- _ . ...

320. Because it.was or should have been obvious to plaintiffea_rly in.thiS litigation that

Peterson did not literally infringe any claim, of.the '! 59 Patent by selfingsepafately the "(34" and"

":EMB" products or by selling a "G5" produ_:t which did not include and"EMB"-:accessory or by "

selling a "G5" product with an "EMB" accessory installed level with0r •above .the primh/y.

burner(plaintiff engaged in vexatious.or unjustified litigation. (DX 65, Answer.1.)

• . 32!i: . Because plaintiff offered no evidence that any PeterSon dealer,or customer orany " ..

third party had ever installed an "EMB" produot in a mamler wliieh infringed.any claim ofthe -

'159 Patent, .it Was or should have been obvious to p!aintiffearly in tld'sqitigation that it could .

not prove eiihercontributory orinduced infringement. . : " - " _ . " "..

322.. Because plaintiff.obtained through discovery the.literature and.eommunieations . "'

product which Peterson distributes to customers concerning the "EMB," it was..or Should: have ....

been obvious to. plaintiff e,3rly on in this litigation that it could not prove tfiat Peterson had'taken

any affirma:ti've actions to induce ethersto infringe.the '.159 Patent. -. - • _ - '"

323. When plainfiffeleeted io.con.tinue its infringement'claims aflerit knew-or should:;

have •known that it could not prove either conh'ibutory Or induced infringement,_plaintiff engaged

in vexatious or unjustified litigation. ' " i. ' -_.- '

324. Plaintiff's continuation of.vexatious or._unjustified infringement claims against .-

Peterson .warrant a finding that Petetyoon is entitled .t9 recover reasonable attorney'sfees in an.".

amount to be shown by a fee petition to be filed by Peterson.

38-
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW. "

. EVIDENCE AND BURDEN.

1. Plaintiff bears the burden of proving its claim for patent infiingement by a

preponderance of the evidence. Biovail Corp. Intern 'l. v. Andrx Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 239 F.3d

1297, 1302 (Fed. Cir. 2001).

2. Plaintiff bears the burden of proving its claim for willful patent infringement by

clear and convihcing evidence.. E.[: DuPont de Nemours & Co. v. Phillips Petroleum Co., 849.

F.2d 1430, 1441 (Fed_ Cir. 1988); ShatterpfoofGlass Corp. v. Libbey-Owens Ford Co., 758 F.2d'

613,628 (Fed. Cir. !985). - "

3. Plaintiff bears the burden of.proving its claim that this is an eXceptional-case by

clear and convincing evidence. Cambridge :Products, Ltd. v. Penn Nutrients, Inc., 962 F;2d:.

1048, 1050 (Fed. Cir. 1992); Reactive Metals andAlloys Corp. v. ESMInc.,769 F.2d 15,78_..1'582
. . ....... - . . . .....

(Fed. Cir. 1985).

4. Findings,of fact must be.supported by substantial evidence. Lame v. United Siates

Dep't of Justice, 767 F.2d 66, 70 (3d Cir. 1985) (factual findings clearly erroneous if

unsupported by substantial evidence, lack adequate evidentiary, support, or against clear weight

of evidence).

5. Substantial evidence is such .releyant-evidence as might .be accepted by a

reasonable mind as adequate to support the finding under review. Juicy Whip, ln_ v. Orange

Bang, Inc., 292 F.3d 728, 736 (Fed. Cir..2002); Perkin_Elmer :Corp. v. Computervision Corp.,

732 F.2d-888, 893 (Fed. Cir..1984).
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If a finding is directly con_-ary_ to the- onl_. testimony presented, it is properly

considered to be clearly erroneous. Trans-Orient Marine Corp. v. Star Trading.&.Marine, Inc.,

925-F.2d 566, 571 (2 '_ Cir. 1991). . - •

7... No witness-other than anexpert witness may testify to ahy'n-_atter unless it is ficst

shown that the witness has personal knowledge of the matter. Rule602, F:R.Evid.
7

8.. Because plaintiff called_no, expert witness,:the reasonable.inferences which may

be dga_wn from the testimony of the la_, witnesses who did testify is limited:to the.scope of their

personal knowledge and rational pet_ception. Rule -701, F.R.Evid.; United States _ Hoffner, 777, -

F.2d. 1423, 1426 (10 th Cir. 1985) ("After learning that none of the witnesses .hadbeen present in

the examining room when any of.the patients wh O had received the improper prescriptions were

with-Dr. Hoffner, the court concluded that their opinions as to.the doctor's intent were not based

on any rational perceptions or observations. We agree.").
• ,. . •: . . ...... y .... . . ., , . ,

9. Demonstrative exhibits,, including models, charts and Videotapes, have ho

indepen¢lent evidentiary value higher than th6 testimony which supports them. _Wright.& Miller,

FED..PRAc. & PROC.,.EVlDENCE, § 5163, p. 36; 3 Wigmore, EVtOF_CE, Chadbourn Rev. (1970)_

p. 218 (map,-diagrmn or model without Supporting testimony is "for evidential purposes,_simply _

nothing ..... '; Emphasis original). - ....

t0. Demonstrative exhibits, including.-,models, .-charts and videotapeS, must be

authenticated by competent, evidence to .show that .the matter in question-is what the proponent

claims. Rule-901(a), F.R.Evid.; Renfro Hosiery Mills Co. v. National Cash Register Co:, .552_

F.2d .1061, 1065 (4 th Cir. 1977) ("[T]he relevance of experimental.evidence ddPends on.whether

or not the experiment was performed under conditions 'substantially similar' to those of the

actual occurre_.ce sought to be proved.").
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11. The burden of satisfying the c.ourt as to the admissibility-and rclevanco..of.

demonstrative evidence rests with the proponent of that evidence. Renfro Hosiery, 552 F.2d at

1065-66. :.:• -'

12. Because plaintiffofferedno substantialevidence showing that Plaintiff'sExhibit

4A (plaintiff'sphysicalexample of primary and.secondary burners assembled together)w_ in:

fact:(i)made orsold.by Peterson,Or (ii)an assembly of components made or soldby:Peterson:,I-'

.or (iii) assembled .by Peterson, there is no evidence to authenticate Plaintiff's Exhibit 4A. as -

accurately depicting-any Peterson product or products. F.ILEvid. 90i(a). • .. • ... :-

13. Because plaintiff offered no substantial evidence to,authenticate Plaintiff's

Exhibit 4A as accurately depicting any Peterson product or:products, this exhibit is insufficient

to prove infringement of the '159 Patent byPeter,son. :.

14. Because plaintiff offered no substantial evidence to authenticate Plainti_s "
,, . • .,..

Exhibit 4A as accurately depicting Peterson component products assembled by a Petei'son dealer

or customer, this exhibit is insufficient to prove infringement of the '159 Patent by anythird.

party.. '.. "'i '

15. . Because plaintiff offered no substantial evidence establishing that the photograph.'

shown on Plaintiff's Exhibit 5A in fact illustrates any Peterson product or products assembled by.

Peterson or by any Peterson dealer or customer in the configuration shown, there is no evidence

to authenticate these pictures as accurately depicting any Peterson productor products. F.R.Evid.

901(a). " . .

16. Because plaintiff offered no substantial evidence to .authenticate Plaintiff?s:

Exhibit 5A as containing an accurate portraYal of any Petcrson products assembled in an

infiinging manner (i.e., .with the.primary burner tube at a "raised level'?_with respect to the

41
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secondary bumcr. tube, which was .installed "below" the primary burner tube), this exhibit is

m

insufficient to prove infringement of the '159 Patent by Peterson orany Peterson dealer or "

• .. -.

custom_ or anyone else. - -

17:. Because plaintiff offered no su_bstantial evidence showing.Oatany of the pidtm'es

shown in Plaintiff's Exhibit 8 (plaintiff's video tape) .in factillustrate any Peterson product or" •
• . . , . - _ •

products assembled either by Peterson or by any Peterson dealer or customer in the configuration "

as sh0wfi on the video tape, the_ is no evidence to authenticate any of these picture; as

accurately depicting any Peterson product or products. F.ILEvid: 901(a). "" •

18. Because plaintiff offered no substantial evidence to authenfieate Plaintiff's
•--- •

Exhibit 8-as.containing any accurate portrayals of any Peterson product or-products, this exhibit --.

is .!nsufficient to prove infringement-Of the-'159 Patent by Peterson or any Peterson dealer 0i" ' W

customer or anyone else .... - . . ....
.... . .-.. .... , .... . ...... .

19. Because t_laintiff offered no substantial 'evidence tO authenticate Plaiiitiff'_" _:

Exhibit-8 as containing any accurate portrayals of Peterson products assembled in an-infringi/ig:. •

matm.er (i.e., with the primary blurter tube at a "raised level" with respec[ to the secondary bumer '

tube, which was installed "below" the primary burner tube), this exhibit is insufficient toprove

infringement of the !159 Patent by Peterson or by anyPeterson dealer or customer orliy anyo/ie - '

eLse. : " :"::'

20.-. Because plaintiffdid not call the narrator wliosevoice was. heard on the. ¢id_ "

as a witness available for cross examination, each of the narrator's statements on the audio track _

of the video tape constitute.inadmissible he.say: F.R.Evid.801(c).

2L Because plaintiff-offered no substantial evidence establishing that thcdravcin_. :

labeled-"Defendant's Sold Device" shownon Plaintiff's Exhibit 9 (plaintiff's "Lit6/aii'

42 " .. . .. ...._:......
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Infringement Chart") in. fact illustrate any.Peterson product or products assembled by Peterson.or

by any Peterson deal¢r..or ¢_tomer in the configuration shown, there is no evidence to'

authenticate these drawings as.accurately depicting any Peterson product or products..F.PLEvid.

90l(a),

22. Because plaintiff offet'ed no substantial evidence to authenticate PlaintifF_

•Exhibit 9 as containing.drawings a_urately depicting any.Pet_i'son product or products, this

exhibit is insufficient to prove infringement of the 'l.59..Patent by Peterson.or by any Peterson. -

dealer or customer or by .anYone.else. ..

23. Because Plaintiff produced neither the person who created Plaintiff's Exhibit• 18 _

to authenticate it, nor the custodian of its financial records.whicli Plaintiff's Exhibit.18 purports

to summarize to testify that they were regularly kept in the ordinary.course of plaintiff's business •

nor did plaintifi_ follow the certificate procedure set forth..in F.l_Evi d. 902411) and .(12);..

Plaintiff's Exhibit 18 has noprobative value. F.R.Evid., 803(6), 901(a), 902(11)and (12); . •

24, Because plaintiff offered no substantial evidence establishing that the.drawings '_

labeled "Defendant's Sold Device" shown on Plaintiff's Exhibit 21 (plaintiff's '_Equivalonee.,:

Chart") in fact illustrate any Peterson product or products assembled by Peterson or by any.

Peterson dealer or customer in the .configuration shown,-.th.ere is no evidence to authenticate

these drawings as accurately depicting any Peterson product.or products. F.R.Evid_ 901(a). " "

25. Because plaintiff offered no substantial evidence to authenticate Plaintiff's

Exhibit 21 as containing drawings accurately, depictingany Peterson product or products, this:-

exhibit is insufficient to prove infringement of the '159•Patent by Peterson or any Peterson dealer

or customer or anyone else. ' • ,..
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26. Because plaintiff offered no substantial evidence establishing that the drawings

shown on Plaintiff's Exhibit 22 in fact illustrate any Petorson product or products assembled by

Pctc_n-or any Petersondealer or cU,ctomer or anyone else in the configuration shown, there is

no evidence to authenticate these drawings as .accurately depicting an)' Peterson product or,

products. F.ILEvid. 901(a). _ =

27. Because plaintiff offered no substantial evidence to authenticate Plaintiff's

.Exhibit 22 as drawings accurately depicting any Petcrson product or p roducts,-this exhibit is

insufficient to prove infringement of the '159 Patent by Peterson or'.aay Peterson dealer 0r

customer or anyone else. - -

28. Because Mr. Golden Blount and Mr/Charles Hanft. both admired that they hard : i "

no personal knowledge concerning how Pe-tcrson Sells its "G4," "GS" and "EMB" products, their -

testimony caunot authenticate any of plaintiff's demonstrative exhibits, to the extent that such

exhibits purportto depic t thOSe pr0duets. ER.Evid, 901('o)(1) (witness with per_0nal knowledg_ "

can authenticate); U.S. 1,. Van Wyhe; •965 F.2d 528; 532 .(7 _ Cir. 1992) (in order to lay prbpcr

foundation for a book containing a photograph_ the .defendant was "reqUired tocall a. witn6ss ......

who had .... kn0g'ledge of the book or photograph."): _ :

29.- The admission of these demonstrative exhibits into evidence only means that"ific

trier of-fact may consider them :in its delib(a'ations. 5 WEINSTEIN'S FED. EvlD., § 901.0213] :at"

901-16-17; U.S.v. Branch, 970 F.2d 1368, 1370 (4 th: Cir. 1992) ("the..jury ultimately re..solves

whether evidence admitted for its cous[d6ration is that which the proponent clai/im")-

30. Even admitted evidence cannot have any probative value unless it is:actualiy wha_ :

it is purport .¢fl to be. 5 WEINSTE_'S-FED. EVIl)., § 901.0212] at 901-1 I; U..S.. v. "Hernand_-

Herrera," 952 F.2d 342, 343.(10 _ Cir. 1991) ("The rationale for the authentication requirement is

44
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that the evidence.is viewed as irrelevant unless the proponent of the evidence can show that the

evidence iswhat its proponent claims."); U.S.v. Papia, 910 F.2d 1357; 1366 (79' Cir. 1990):("On

the other hand, if the note was not Papia's, the note would be irrelevant to her state of mind.").

31.- Although Mr. Blount gave,detailed testimony comparing the claimed elements of

the '159 Patent to the "Defendant's Sold Device" drawings appearing in Plaintiff's Exhibit 9,

such testimony has no probative •value absent evidence establishing that Plaintiff's Exhibit 9

accurately portrays a product or combination of products made; used or sold by Peterson or

products assembled by any Petcrson dealer or customer or anyone else:

32.. Mr. Blount's admitted lack .or pcrsonal knowledge about how Peterson sells its-

products and how Peterson's customers install them renders irrelevant his testimony comparing

any Peterson product to the claimed elements of the 'i 59 Patent.

33. Proof that an exhibit is. what it purpo..r_., to be is.necessary to show theexhibit I to

be trustwoffd_y. 5 WEINSTEIN'S.FED. EVlD., § 901.0212] at 901-12.

34. Because there is no authentication evidence showing that any of plaintiff's

demonstrative .exhibits accurately depict any Peterson product or combination of Peterson

products assembled by Peterson or,by any dealer or customer,-these exhibits are all irrelevant to,

the question• of whether Peterson or any dealer or customer or anyone else infringed the ' 159

Patent. F.R.Evid..401.

LITERAL INFRINGEMENT AND CLAIM CONSTRUCTION.

35. In Order to establish literal infringement by defendant, plaintiff must provc that

-defendant, acting without authority, made, used or sold a device or product which infringes: the

'159 Patent. 35 U.S.C. § 271(a).

45
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36. Each clement contained in a.patent claim is deemed materialto defining the scope

of the patented invention. Warner-Jenlfinson Company, Inc. v. Hilton Datiis Chemical Co., 520

U.S. 17, 29 (1997). -_ -

37. • F._h stated element in any patent claim constitutes a limitation Or narrowing of

ti_e scope of that claim. Pennwalt Corp. v. Durand-Wayland, Inc., 833 F.2d 931,949 (Fed. Cii:.

.1987) (lqies, J., concmving, citing D: Chim3m, Patents § 18.0314](1986)). - " "

- 38. Where a limitation of any. claim is lacking in the accused device e_actly :or

equ_ivalently, there is no infringemen _ Biovail, 239 F.3d at 1302 (Fed. cir. 200i)'(Patentee must

prove "that every fimitation of the asserted claim is literally met"); Pennwalt, 833' F.2d at 949-50

fled. Cir. :1987) (Hies, L, concurring, citing Prouty 1,..Draper, 41 U.S. (16PeL) 335 (1842) for

the "All Elements" Rule). -- .__- :

39.- The only independent claims of the '159 Patent at issue in this case are_Claims I
• . _. . .. . . .. .

and 17. The remaining claims of the' l59Patent at issueare all'dependent claims_ none of which

can be_infiinged unless the independent claims upon which they are all based a_e also infringed.

40.. The limitations of. Claim 1 of the '159 Patent require an ,elongated prinmry

burner tube and :secondary coals burner-elongated tube communicating thi'0ugh tubular •

connection means...". '159 Patent, Col. 7,iines 8-10. "

41. The limitations of Claim ! of the "159 Patent also require "a-st_pp0/'t means for

holding the elongated primary burner tube in a raised level relative" to thc-fOr_vardlyposition

secondary burner elongated tube.'; ' 159 Patent, Col. 7, lines 3-5. _ :

•42. The limitations Of Claim 1.7.of the '159 Patent also require a-'.'seennd_'y burner

tube positioned substantially parallel, forward and below the primaryburner tube." _i59 Patent_

Col. 8, lines 3%38.

DALLAS2 1041687vl 52244430001
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43. The vertical limitations of Claims 1 and 17 •should be construed similarly andthe

tops of the burner tubes should be used to determine whether the secondary burner tube is

positioned. "below" the primary burner tube (Claim 17) or positioned such• that the primary

burner tube is at a "raised level" with respect to the secondary burner tube (Claim 1). Golden

Blount, Inc. v. Robert H. Peterson Co., 365 F.3d 1054; 1059 (Fed: Cir. 2004).

44. Because of these limitations, the '159 Patent is not literally infringed by any

product or device which does not contain: (i) .both a primary.and a.secondary burner tube and

(ii) inwhich the primary burner tube is positioned with its top at a "raised level" with respect tO

thetop of the secondary burner tube (Claim 1) or in which the top of the secondary burner tube is

positioned "below" the top of the primarybumer tube (Claim 17).

45. Because Peterson's "EMB" product, as.made, used and sold by Peterson, was an

accessory product, consisting of a secondary, burner tube without a p...r_.....a_..burner tube an d not .

positioned "below" the top of the primary burner tube, the "EMB" product cannot literally.

infringe any claim of the ' 159 Patent. .. • :

46. Because Peterson's "G4'" product,, as made,, used-and sold by Peterson, consisted

of a primary, burner tube without a secondary burner tube, the "G4". product, as usually made, '

used and sold by.Peter_on, cannot literally infringe any.claim of the '159 Patent. •

47. Because Peterson's "G5" product, as usually made, .used and sold by. Petersoni

consisted of a primary burner tube without a secondary burner tubes the:"'G5 '' product, as usually

made,.used and sold by Peterson, cannot literally infiinge any claim of the ' 159 Patent.

48.. Thus, plaintiff failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that Peferson's...

."EMB" Or "G4" products,• as made, used or sold by Peterson, literally infringe-any, claim Of the/

' 159 Patent.

47
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--_ 49. -No substantial evidence -dstablishes that Peterson ever:installed an "EMB"

secondary burner onto a "G5,, product such that the top of the secondary burner tube was

"below" the top of the primary burner tube (Claim 17) or:the top of the primary burner tube was

at a :'raise d level"With regard to the top of the secondary burnertube (Claim:l).

50. No substantial evidenc, e-establishes that Peterson cver:installed_an "EMB"

secondary burner onto a "G5" primary burner tube in a manner infringing the "159Patent.

51, Thus, plaintiff failed to sustain its burden to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that Peterson's "GS" product literally infringes any claim 0f the ' 159 Patent. ".

52. • The patent law has long recognized a common law exception to infringement- for

, .experimental use. Roche Products, Inc. v. Bolar Pharmaceutidal_ Co., lnc.,.733F,2d 858, 862
: - = .

(Fed. Cir.. 1984) ("by 1861, the law was 'well-settled that an experiment with.a patented article

fo r the solepurpose of gratifying a philosophical taste, or curiosity,, or for mere amusement is:not •

an infringement of the rights ofthe patentee.:"); Pitcairn v. United States, 547_ F.2di 106 (Ci.CL

1976), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 1051 (1978) (exp_rnental use may be a defense to infringement).

53. " The.single combination Of a I"G4" and an "EMB" which Peterson built in its

.laboratory for experimental :purposes falls wi_in the experimental use exception regardlessof

whether, as part of that experimentation, the. top of the secondary .burner tube was ever .

temporarily lowered below the top of the primary burner tube.

54. Even absent the experimental: use exception, no. substantial-.evidence establisfies .-

that the apparatus.in Peterson's lab0ra_t_0ry.,was assembled such tlmt such that the top of the •

secondary burner.tube Was "below''. the top of.the primary burner tube (Claim. 17)or thetop of

the primary burner tube was at a."raised level" With. regard to the topof the Secondary bfimer • ,.

tube(ClaimD"

DALLAS2 1041687VI 32244-00001
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.. 55_ Even absent .the experimental use exception, plaintiff failed to prove by. a.
. , .. ,,

preponderance of the. evidence that .the apparatus .in. Peterson's la.boratory infringed the _159

Patent.

56. Peterson was not shown by a preponderance of the evidence to have made, used

or sold any other products that literally infringe any claim of the ' 159 Patent.

INFRINGEMENT UNDER THE DOCTRINE OF EQUIVALENTS .... . .: - ....

57. An accused device .that does not literally infringe a claim ofa patent may stiU

infringe under.the doctrine of equivalents if each limitation of that claim is met in the accused- -

device either literally or equivalently. Cybo r Corp. v. FAS Technologies, Inc., 138 F..3d 1448,

1459 fled. Cir. 1998). • - .. .

58 . The .doctrin e of equivalents may not be;allowed such broad play as to .eliminate

anyin.divid,ualel.v..mentorl!m!t.ation0fapatente!'aim • .W..qrner_Jen.M_on,. 52Q. O.S... at 2_ . .i..._

59. ..The courts.have no right to enlarge a patent beyond.the scope of its claims as : "

allowed by the Patent Oftiee., Warner-denkinson, 520 U.S. at 29; Wilson.Sporting.Goods Co. v..

David Geoffrey & Assoc., 90_! F.2d 677, 684 fled: Cir. 1990). ..

60. A device or product which does not encompass both a primary.burner tube and. a

secondary burner tube cannot be said to infringe any claim of the "159 Patent under thedoe_-ine

of equivalents became, no single burner .product could be the. legal equivalent of the claimed

primary and seco.ndary burner tubes assembled, in a specific vertical configuration which

constitute a limitation of each claim of the ' 159-Patent. , .. -.,. . ..

61. A device or product which contains a primary burner tube positioned such that its

top is level with or below the top,of the secondary burner tube cannotbe said to infiinge.the _.159

Patent under the doctrine of equivalents because positioning the primary burner tube level With
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or below, the secondary, bumer_tube cannot be the legal-equivalentof positioning the primary

burner tubeat "a raised level" to=the.secondary burner tube as required by the express iimitatior/

• - Y -

ofClaiml of the '159 Patent. Warner,Jenkinson, 520 U.S. at 29; Cybor, 1:38 F.3d at 1459. See

also_Moba, B.F.v. Diamond AUtomatio_ In_, 325 F.3d 1306, 1317 fled. Cir. ••2003) (claim

limitation which required guiding "downwardly" not infringed by accused' devii:e which.guided

upwardly;downwardly and upwardly Were not equivalent).

.62. A deviceor product which contaius.ascconda/'yburner tub_ positi6nedwith its

- top level with or above the top of th_ primary burner tube cannot besaid to infringe the '159

Patent finder the doctrine of equivalents because positioning the secondary burnertube level with

or above the primary burner tube cannot_he the legal equivalent of positioning the second_xy ='

burner tulle "below'_ the primary burner tube as required by theexpress limitati0n of Claim 17 of

the :159 Patent. Warner-Jenkin#oiz,. 5.20 U.S.:at.29;..Cybor _.-.!38-F,3d at_1459. Seeialso Mob_," " :.......

325 F.3d-at 1317. (claim limitation which required guiding "dOwnwardly" not infring0d-by.

. accused devic_ which.guided upwardly; downwardly and upwardly were notequivalent). • " :"

63. Because Peterson's "G4" product, as made used and s01d byPeterson, c_n_isted : "

of a pi_aary burner tube withouta secondary burner tube, the "G4 _' product cannot infi'in_ any

claim of the ' 159 Patent under the doctrine 0fequivalents. " " = _. " :

64. Because Peterson's "EMB' pmtiuct, as"made used andsold by Peterson,"was an

accessory product, consisting .of a secondary .burner: _be-without a primary :burner .tube, the :

"EMB" product cannot infi'inge any claim of the "159 Patent Under the doctrine of _uivalents.

.65. Thus, plaintifffailed to sustain its burden to prove by a preponderance of:the

evidence that- Peterson's "EM]3!' and "G4" products infringe any claim of the '-159 Patent •under

the doctrine of equivalents.

DALI..A$2 I041687vI 57.2_11-00001
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66. Because no substantial evidence showed how Peterson constructed the "'G5'_

product when it included an "EMB" accessory or, more specifically, that the top of the primary

burner tube of the "G5" was positioned at "a raised level" with t'espect t0 top of the secondary

burner tube (Claim 1) or that the top of the secondary burner tube was positioned "below" the

top of the "GS" primary burner tube (Clai m 17), plaintiff failed to meet its burden of proring bY

a preponderance of the evidence that Peterson's "G5" product infringod the '159 Patent under the

•doctrine of equivalents.

67. No other Peterson product was shown by a preponderance of the evidence to

infi-inge any claim of the' 159 Patent under the doctrine of equivalents.

CONTRIBUTORY INFRINGEMENT. ' "

68. . In order to .establish contributory infringement, plain.tiff must prove thalt: (i)

defendant.,.ae .ti'ng...without authority, .made, usexi or sol d a.de .vi.ce.or p_duet w.hi."_e..h..!sa .e.ompqnen.t..-... •..

of a machine or device .which infringes, a patent, (ii) defendant knew., that-its.product-was..

especially made or especially adapted for use in an infringement of the patent and (iii)

defendant's product was not suitable.for any substantial non-infringinguse. 35 U.S.C. §.271(e).

69. An essential element of a claim for enntn'butory infringement is proof that
\

someone assembled the accused component into a device or machine which infringed the patent.

Golden Blount, Inc. v. Robert H. Peterson Co., 365 F.3d at 1061 (evidence must show that "the

'159. patent is .infringed, either literally or under .the doctrine of eqtiivalcnts, by a customer of

Peterson or other party using Peterson components"); Carborundum Co. v. Molten. Metal EquiP.

[nnovat(ons, Inc., 72 F.3d 872, 876, n. 4 (Fed. Cir. 1995)...

70.. Plaintiff must also show that defendant knew that the combination for which its

components were especially.made was both patented and infringing. Golden Blount, 365 F.3d at
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1061; P_emption Devices, Inc.-v. Minn_ Mining & Mfg:, Co., 803 F.2d 1170, 1174 (Fed. Cir.

1986). ' .-

71. Evidence showing that:anaccused component "'might'Y be used in an infringing

maimer isnot .sufficient to prove contributory infringement. John$onv.'/ltlas Mineral Products
7_

Co, ofPa._, 140-F.2d 282,285 (6 th cir. 1944). ..

72. ' Evidence showing that an accused component can be installed or used in a non-

infringing manner is sufficient to defeat a contributory infringement claim.-- .Alloco Inc. v.

International Trade Commission, 342 F.3d 1361, 1374 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (contributory

infringement not proved where-"the accused flooring.products:could be installed i_y methods not":

claimed in the '267 and '907 patents").

73. Contributory infi'ingement exists only •where the accused component "has:no Use

except through practice of the patented-method." Alloc, 342 F.3d at 1374. Accord, Sony Cor,b. :

L _

-of/tmerica v. Universal City Studios, 464-01S. 417, 441 (1984). _ "....

74. Because Peterson's "EMB" secondary burner tube accessory product Was cap'able " -

ofbeing installed with its top level with or above the top of the primary burner tube, the "EMB" _'_

product was capable of being installed in a non-infringing manner. " " " _

75. Whenever Peterson's '_EMB"-secondary burner tube-'accessory p'roduCt-was '_-"

installed with a primary burner.such that the top of the secondary burnertube was level With. of- :

above the .top of the primary burner tube, the"EMB" product was being .used in an non"

i.nfringing manner.. - -: _."

76. Because the record c,_ntains no testimony of any witness •having Fersonai :

knowledge of how Peterson's dealers or customers: Or anyone,else aotuafly used or installed the

"EMB" or any of Peterson's products, plaintiff failed to carry-its burden'of proving by_//:'
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prepondcranceof the evidence that anyone used= any Peterson product or comPonent to infringe

the '159 Patent. Carborundum, 72 F.3d at 876, n. 4.

77.• Beca.use Peterson's ,EMB" could be installed and used as an accessory to a

primary burner in a non-infringing manner, it was not manufactured by Pcterson as acomponent.

especially made for use in a machine, device or combination infringing the ' 159 Patent.

78. Becans0 Pcterson_s "EMB" could be installed and used as an accessory to a

primary burner in a non-infringing manner, Peterson necessarily had no knowledge that its

customers or others would use the "EMB" product to infringe the '159 Patent as Opposed to

using the EMB in anon-infringing installation.

79. Because Peterson's "EMB" could be installed and used as'an accessOry to a

Peterson "G4" primary burner in a non-infringing manner, both the "G4': and the "EMB" had

subst,-mtial non-infringing uses. "

80. Thus, plaintifffailed to carry its burden of proving contributory infringement by a

preponderance of the evidencewith regard to any of Peterson's products. . _ ..

INDUCED INFRINGEMENT. "."

81. In order to establish induced infi-ingementfplaintiff must prove that; (i) defendant

took actions that it knew or should have known would induce or cause others to infring e the

patent m_d (ii) those actions actually did induce others to infringe the patent. 35 U.S.C. § 271 CO):,)

Micro Chem., Inc. v. Great Plains Chem. Co., 194F.3d 1250 (Fed. Cir._1999).

., . . .

82. An essential element of a claim for induced_infringement is proofthat someone

actually infringed the patent. Golden Blount, 365 F.3d at 1061; Met-Coil Sys. Corp. v. Korners

Unlimited. Inc., 803 F.2d 684, 687 (Fed. Cir. 1986) ('..'There can be no inducement of,

infringement without direct infringement by some party.").
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83: Proof of actual, intent to cause the acts which-constitute, the infiingement is.a

necessary prerequisite to finding inducement. Warner Lambert Co. v. Apote_ Corp_, 316 F.3d

1348; 1363 (Fed. Cir. 2003); Hewle_-Packard Co. v. Bausch & Lomb',Inc.,9OgF.2d 1464, •1469

•(Fed. Cir. 1990). : .....

-84. The d0fendant's mere knowledge, of acts by others alieged to constitute

infringement is not enough to pmv6 affinducement Claim. Warner-Lambert, 3 i6 F.3d at 1365;

ManvilleSal_s Corp. v. Paramou.ntSys., Inc., 917 F.2d 544, 553 (Fed. Cir.-1990). " -- -. •

85. Where defendant'_ product has substantial non=infringing usesl the intent t0"

induce infringement cannot be inferred even when defendant hasacmal-knowiedge thatsome "

users of its product may be infringing the patent. Warner-Lambert, .316- F.3d at _1365_ ICN

Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Geneva Pharmaceuticals Technology Corp., 27-2 F-._Supp.2 d .1028, 1048

(C.DICal. 2003). :.... -

86. Inducement requires proof that .the defendant knoWingly-aided and abetted

another's direct infringement of the patent. Warner-Lambert, 316 F.3d at 1365;Rodime PLC v.

, . ....... . .>,.

k

Seagate.Teeh., Inc., 174 F.3d 1294, 1306 (Fed. Cir. 1999). . , _-

87. Because the record-contains no testimony of any wimps having personal

know!edg E ofhow Peterson's dealers or customers or anyone rise _tually used or installed the'

"EMB" or any of Peterson's products_-plaintiff failed to prove that anyone used any Peterson: '_

product or component to infringe the' 159 Patent. Carborundum, 72 F.3d at 876, n. 4. "

88. Because Petersbn's imtaUation instructions for the "EMB" secondarybumer tube

accessory product do not suggest or specify that it be installed such that ih_ fop 0f.the pdmary_ :

burner tube is at a"raised level" With respect to the top of the secondary burner tube (Claim I) o_

that the top of the secondary burner tube be installed "below" the top of the primary burner tube'"

-- 54
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to which it is to be connected (Claim 17), these instructions do not show any specific intent to

induce infringement. Minn. Mining & Mfg...Co. v. Chemque, Inc.,.303 F.3d •!294, 1305 (Fed.

Cir. 2002) (use instructions constituted induced infringement when following them would •

inevitably lead to infringement); [CN Pharmaceuticals, 272 F.'Supp.2d at 1049 (no inducement

where labels did not encourage physicians to administer drug in ihfringingmanner). : . "

89. No evidence •shows that Peterson, in any meeting.with or communication to its

dealer s, affirmatively .eneoui:aged the installation or use of the _'EMB"in a manner infringing the:

' 159 Patent. .

90. No evidence shows that Peterson distributed any other advertising orinformation

or made any other communication encouraging its customers to install or use the "EMB"

accessory product in a manner infringing the' 159 Patent. " '

91. B_ause nO evidence shows anydirect infringement by any.thirdparty_anyactual _.'.i

intent by Peterson to cause dealers, customers or others to infringe the '159 Patent or any

affirmative act by Peterson to cause such infringement, plaintiff failed to sustain its burden of

proving its induced infringement claim by clear and convincing evidence. :.

ACTUAL DAMAGES. ..

92. Absent proof of literal infringement by Peterson or..I contributory., or indficed

infringement by others for which Peterson is shown to be legally responsible, plaintiff may"not "

obtain an award of actual damages. 35 U.S.C., § 284 (damages awarded only to compensate for

infringement). .-

93. Once infringement is proven, a patent plaintiff may obtain d_aages based on .

either its own lost profits or a reasonable royalty on any infringing .sales: . : ,'.. •

DALLAS2 1041687vl 52244-4)0001
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9.4. . No lost profits damages may be recovered absent proofbfth¢ causal relationship

between the infringement and plaintiWslost sales. Mince, Inc. v. Combustion-Enginee?ing, Inc.,

95 :F.3d 1109, 11.18 fled. Cirl 1996) (.causation proof required); State Indus., lnc."v. Mor-Flo

Indus. Inc_. 883 F.2d 1573, 1577 fled. Cir. 1.989) (plaintiff must provehi_'s, manufacturing and

marketing capabilities to have made_the infringing sales).

95, To _tab!ish any,lost_profits damage award, plaintiff must pr0ve that, but for the

infringement, it Would have made tlie iafdnger's sales. Bie leisure.Prods., In_ v. Windsuoqng

Int7., Inc., 1 F.3d 1214, 1218 (Fed. Cir. 1993).

96_ Because the.record in-this case shows that: (i). many Of .Peterson's '_EMB'"

s¢condary-burn.er .products were sold to:existing Peterson "'G4" custom6'rs and (ii) plaintiff's'

secondary burner product was not suitable for use wi.'th Peterson's: "G4" primarybUrner,:

Peter_on's "EMB". sales to existing .Pcterson cus!omers coul d no t have caused-plaintiff to lose

any sales - '.

97.:. Because the record shows, that Peterson's "EMB" product Was not suitable for

attachment to plaintiff's primary burner products, Peterson's "EMB" sales couldn0t:have Caused

plaintiff to lose any sales of its secondary burner product to its own existing.cust0mers.

9.8. Only whe n. a customer was installing both a primary and a secondary burner could.

plainfiff:.s.and Peterson's products compete for that same sale.
I

99. Because plaintiff offered no evidence concerning how many Of Peterson's Sales

were to new customers who did not have a "(34" product already instalied, plaintiff failed to

carry, its burden of showing by a preponderance of the evidence thai Peters0n's "EMB" sales

caused plaintiff to lose any sales. -- - ' .... "

w

L
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100. To p_ve lost profits damages, it is plaintiff's burden to show the absence of any

non-infringing substitutes for the patented device. Slimfold Mfg. Co. v. Kinkead Indus., inc., 932

F.2d 1453, 1458 (Fed. Cir. 1991).

101. On this record; plaintiff failed to prove the absence Of non-infrhiging sub_;titutes

for its ember burner accessory product.

102. Where the patentee cannot anticipate the sale of the patented component alofig

"with the components that it may be attached to, damages will only be calculated to account for

lost profits relatedto the patented article. Kori Corp. v. Wilco Marsh Buggies & Draglines, Inc.,

761 F.2d 649, 656 (Fed: Cir. 1985); see also King [nstrumenti 767 F.2d at 865; Hugh_ Tool Co.

v. G.W. Murphy Indus., Inc., 491 :F.2d' 923,928 (5th Cir. 1973). •

103. Even if a. patent plaintiff is unable to.prove lost profits arising from certain.

infi-inging sales, it is entitled to damages consisting of a reasonable royalty on those sales.. ........... ' ......

104. It remains plaintiff's burden, however, to prove the amount of any reasonable...

royalty by substantial competent evidence. No award of damages may be based on speculatiorL

105. Here, plainti.ff offered no testimony or other proof showing a reasonable-royalty.....

As such, there is no basis for finding what the reasonable royalty should be on any of Peterson's"

sales, assuming that they Were shown to be infringing.

WILLFUL INFRINGEMENT. "

•Absent proof of defendant's infringing conduct, there Can be no finding.ofwillful106.

infringement.

107. Whether un infringer has acted willfully is a question Of fact thatresis upon a

determination of the infi-inger's State of mind at the time of the infringement..- Mahurka r v. CR
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Bard,•inc.,79F.3d 1572, 1579 (_ed.Cir.1996);Read Corp.-v.Portec,Inc.970 F.2d 816, 827-9

(Fed. Cir. 1992) (listifig nine factors). : -

108. An infringer has not acted willfully if, acting in good faith-and upon dUe inquiry,

he had sound reason to believe that he had the right tocontinue acting in the manner that was

later found infringing. SRI lnternaiional, Inc., v. Advanced Technology Laboratories, In_, :127

F.3d 1462, 1465.(Fed.Cir.1997).

••109. Willfulnessisshown by the totalityof the.circumstances,.i_nclu_ng:..(i)whdtller-

--thei_nger deliberatelycopied,the !deasor designsof another,(ii)whether the infringer,when

he knew Of the other'spatentprotection,investigatedthe.scopeof the patentand :formeda good-

faithbeliefthatitwas invalidor thatitwas-not infringed;and (iii)the:in_nger,s.behavioi--as-a

party to the litigation." Bott V. Four Star.Corp., 807 F.2d 1567, ! 572 (Fed. Cir. 1-986) overruled

on o.t.hergr.ou...nds..b)_A,C. Aukerman Co. v..R-L..'Cha!4e4Constr..Co., 960 F.2.d1020-(FctLCir...... .......

1992) -- :• _ • . .'. ,,.

110. -- Possession of a.favorable-Opinion Of counsel, is not essential tO avoid a willfulness

detetmination;it is only one factor_t6, be. considered. • E.L DuPont de Nemours & Co. v.

Monsanto Corp., 903 F. Supp. 680-(D. Dd. 1995), aft'd, 92 F.3d 1208 (Fed. Cir. 1996)

(unpublish_); Electro Med. Sys., S./L v. Coopei" Life'Sci., Inc., 34 F.3d 1048, 1056 (Fed. Cii'.

1994); American Original Corp. v. Jenkins Food Corp., 774 F.2d 459, 465-66 (Fed. Cir. i985)

(failure to obtain _opinion concerning second patent did not preclude non-willfulness finding).

See also-,-Knorr-Bremse @steme Fuer Nutzfahrzeuge GMBH v. Dana Corp., 344 F.3d 1336

(Fed. CiL 2003)•(Federal Circuit currently considering en bane the following question: "Should

the existence of a_ubstantial :defense to infiingement belsufficient to defeat.liability for willful

infiingement even if no legal advice has been secured?" Case argued in February, 2004.).

58
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111. Reliance upona counsel's informal opinion can-be reas6nable. _4m. Med. Sys.,

In_ v. Med. Eng "g Corp., 794 F. Supp. 1370, 1397 (E.D. Wis. 1992), rev'd on other grounds, 6

F.3d 1523 (Fed.Cir. 1993). •

112. Because, at the time that Peterson first, learned: of the '!59 Patent, the'vast

majority, if not all, of its poteniially infringing products consisted of the "G4" primary bumer

and the "EMB" secondary burner, both of which were packaged and sold separately and were

_apable ofbeing assembled and used in a non-infringing manner, it did' not take a very detailed,

formal or time consuming analysis for Peterson to have a reasonable basisto believe in good

faith that a substantial defense to infringement existed and that it could continue to make, use,

and sell these separate products without itself literally infringing the' 159 Patent.

113. Because.they can be installed, used and.configured in a non=infringing manner,

Peterson's separately.packaged:and sold "EMB" and "G4".products.cannot be said .to be .the. ......

result 0f censcious copying the invention claimed in the '159 Patent which requires that the top

of the secondary burner tube be positioned below the top of the primary burner tube..

114. 1',/o substantial evidence shows that any of Peterson's products wasdeveloped by

conscious copyingthe invention claimed in the '159 Patent.

115. Because the record contains no evidence showing that any of Peterson's

customers or dealers ever assembled an "EMB" and any primary burner in an infringing manner,.

much less evidence than that Peterson ever knew that they had done so, Peterson cannot be:said

to have knowingly or wi!lfully engaged in contributory or induced infringement. Rite-Hire Corp.

v. Kelley Company, Inc., 819 F.2d 1120, 1125-26 (Fed. Cir. 1987) (unknowing infringemei_t is

not.willful).. : " :.- :
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116. Bc_.ause:thc record contains, no e_vidcn_ showing that Pctorsofi's"'G5" products

which included an "EMB"accessory product wore assembled in a .manner which .infringed the

- '159 Patent, Pctorson cannot be liable for willful infringement regarding these produ_:ts.

117. The record contains n0 evidence that Petorson willfully.infringed the '159 Patent

-in connection with any other products or.activities ..... :
7

ENHANCED DAMAGES._ " -

_- 118. Enhanced damages are in the.nature .of a penalty :and: may :n6tbe awardeda-<.-

additional compc_ation. Beatrice Foods Co. v. New England Printing and Lithog_aphing Co.,

923 F.2d !576, 1578 (Fed. Cir.:1991); Paper Converting Machine Co...v. Magna-Graphtcs

- Corp., 743 F.2d 11, 20(Fed. Cir_.1984), . : : .... ..,

119. Enhanced damages mustbe promised upon willful infringement or bad faithl

.. Beatrice..Foods, _9.23 F.2d at. 1579.(_'cz)hanced damage, may:be awaTd_, only.as a penalty for an. : . . ....

_ infi'ingor's increased culpability"); Yarway Corp. v. Eur-controlUSd; 1n_.,.775 F.2d 268, 277 ... •

(Fed. Cir. 1985) ...... - ..

120. Enhanced damages are not appropriate where the infiinger mounts a good-faith

and Substantial challenge to theexistenc¢ of infringement. Paper.Converting, 745 F.2dat 20:. •

t21-., If the district.court enhances, damages, it.must explain and articulate through.

findings the basis upon which it concludes that there has been willful infringement orbad faith:
- 2

Beatrice Foods, 923 F.2d at 1578;Reactive Metals and Alloys Corp. v. ESM, Inc., 769 F.2d

1578, 1-582 (Fed..Cir. 1985). . .... ,. -.

122. Prejudgment interest may be applied only'to the actual damages portion of any

damage award and not to the punitive or enhanced portion of that award. Beatrice Foods, 923
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F.2d at 1580; Underwater Devices Inc. v.. Morrison-Kn.udsen Co., 717 F.2d 1380, 1-389 (Fed. Cir.. •

1983). .

123. Beeause.plaintiffhas failed to prove Peterson's willful infringement or bad faith

by clear and convincing ercidenee, there isno basis for awarding enhanced damageson.the.record

of this ease. Beatrice Foods, 923 F.2d at 1579; Yarway Corp., 775F.2d at 277.

EXCEPTIONAL CASE.

124. The district court may, in "exeeptionar' cas.es, award reasonable attorneys', fees to

the prevailing patty. 35 U.S.C. § 285. : . . ...

125. The exceptional nature of. the.case must be shown:by clear and convincing

evidence, Reactive Metals & Alloys Corp. v. ESM, Inc., 769 F.2d-!578, .1582-83 .(Fed.. Cir.

!985).

.126.. Among the.typesof conduct, which, can.form a basis for-finding a case eXceptiofial,-- <

are willful infringement, inequitable conduct before the P.T.O., misconduct during litigation,.;'

vexatious or unjustified litigation, and frivolous •suit. Standard Oil Co. v. American Cyanamid

Co.,.774 F.2d 448, 455 (Fed.Cir. 1985)..
I

127. Even if the. case is. found to be"excep.tional,"-an award of reasonable attorney s'

fees is not mandatory, but remains within the sound discretion of.the trial court.. Reactive

Metals, 769 F.2d at 1582 .... -.

128. Because there is no proof that Peter_n committed ;.willful infringement or..

engaged i.n any other bad faith conduct or in vexatious or unjustified litigation+ there is no basis.- •

in therecord for awarding attorneys' fees against Pete_on. •

129. Even were Peterson found to have infringed the '159 Patent- in-eonnectienl wit h

the approximately !0 '+GS" units that it made and sold during the relevant time period or the one
. • . .. . . • . . . . .
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experimental apparatus in Peterson's laborat0ry,infringement of such a sHght lnature _d Sc_pe:

would not warrant any award of attorneys _ fees against Peterson. ::

130. Even were an award ot_ attorneys" foes warranted against. Peters0n tinder such

circumstances, that-award fee_.would still have to be "reasonable" in _mount when compa/ixl

with the slight economic harm suffered by plaintiff. 35 U.S.C. § 285 (providingi'0r _n award'of

"reasonable attomeys fees" only). - -

131. Because plaintiff has. ifailed to prove any form of infringement'; P6terson must be

considered the prevailing party in this litigation.
• T

132. An award of aRomeys' fees can be made against a: patent plaintiff for

unreasonable continuance of suit in bad faith, vexatious or imjustified litigation 0i'-t'or other"

misconduct during trial. 35 U.S.C. § 285; Beckman Instruments, Inc. v. LK 8 Produkter AB, 892 '

F.2d 1547,. 155.1 (Fed..Cir: ,1989); Hughe.C.v. Novi American, Inc., 724.F_2d. 122,-125.(Fed'. Cir ....

1984). . _ : l l • l l "1 ' :

133. Once plaintiff learned that the vastmajority of Peters0n'sproduetsale_ c0nsistod

of"G4" and "EMB" products which, made, used and sold separately, could not, standing alofie,

1.

infringe the ' 159 Patent_ it was incumbent on plaintiff to ascertain whether it had a reasonable

basis to continue the infringement suit. - • ' - ' : .... " I L: " '

134. Because plaintiff chose to continue its infringement suit through tridl and:appeal-": "

kwithout presenting any evidence, whatsoe_,er of: (i) any infringement 0f_the ' !-59 Patent by

Peterson; (ii) any infringement Of the "159 Patent by any third party which "could: form the:basis '_

for an indirec t infiingement verdict or (iii) any affirmative act by Peterson-which could, prove

inducing infiingement, this i.s an exc_tiermt ease by reason of plaintiff's unreasonable and

vexatious continuance of suit.in bad faith.

DALLAS2 1041687v! 52244-00001

EltechSys. Corp. v.PPG Indus._;90"3F.2d 805, 8| I
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(Fed. Cir. 1990) (bad faith shown where "patente_ is manifestly unreasonable in assessing

• infringement, while continuing to assertinfiitigemimt in.'court:').

As such, this Court will award Peterson its reasonable attorneys' fees for defending the

original •claim through trial, .prosecuting the. sueccss.ful .,appeal and participating in these
proceedings on remand in:an amount to be.determined-upon Peti_r,don's: filitig.of a fee:petition:. ..

within 30 days. • • .. _
• ,_ .... -.. . . ...' ._

•.. ..

• . .:, •

pectfully submittedl

S_I_ [Bar N_ 18008250 L.J

_Ns _ GILCnR_T,AP.C.
1_44_ Ross Avenue, Suite 3200
D_dl is, Texas 75202

214/855-4776 (Telephone)

214/855-4300 (Facsimile)

OF COUNSEL:.

" Ldat_d _v. Hutelainson, Jr.

Jennifer L. Fitzgerald
David S. Becker

FREEBORN & PETERS, LLP

311 S. Waeker Dr., Suite 3000
Chicago, Illinois 60606

312/360-6000 (Telephone)

312/360-6572 (Facsimile)

Dt_.LAS2 1041687yl 52244-00001
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CERTIFICATEOF SERVICE..

... • . , . ." _ - .

:."This ¢,e,rfifie, stliat.a copy Of the foregoing Defendant'sPropo_l Fib-dings of Fact and-

Con¢iusions of Law was Served by first-:class mail; postage propaid,4o counsel for Plaintiff,

William D. Harris, Jr., Schultz & Associates, P-C., 5400 LB$ Freeway, One Lincoln Center,
Suite 525, Dallas, Texas 75240 and Charles W. Gaines, Hitt Gaines, P.C., 2435 North Central

Plaza, Suite ! 300, Richardson, :rexas 75080, this 10 d' day of June, 2004.
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FILEDIN THE UNITED STATES I

DALLAS DMSION _ | 5 "

I GOLDEN BLOUNT, INC., _ _Ulrr
Plaintiff, § t_

I '
v. § Civil Action No. 3:01-CV-0127-R

§

I ROBERT I!. PETERSON CO., §
§

Defendant. . §

I ORDER

I Pursuant to the District Court's Order of Reference, entered September 16, 2004, Plaintiff

Golden Blount, Inc.'s ("Plaintiff") Application for Attorney Fees, filed September 8, 2004, and

I Plaintiff's Application for Costs, filed September 9, 2004, (collectively "Applications") have

. been referred to the United States Magislrate J'udge for hearing ffnecessary and determination.

Having considered plaintiff's Applications, Defendant Robert H. Peterson's ("Defendant")

I Opposition to Plaintiff's Applications for Attorneys' Fees and Costs ("Opposition"), Plaintiff's

i Reply to Defendant's Opposition to PlaintiË"s Applications for Attorney's Fees and Costs and

Objection to Defendant's Untimely Filing of Notice of Appeal ("Reply"), and the applicable law,

I Plaintiff's Applications are GRANTED part and part.in DENIED in

i Specifically, this Court grants Plaintiff's request for attorney fees in the amount of
$622,015.00 and Plaintiff's request for costs in the amount of $3,679.83. Plaintiff's request for

I in the of $6,351.21 is denied. On 2, 2004, the District Court adoptedCOSts amount September

Plaintiff's Findings of Fact and Conclusions o fLaw ("Findings and Conclusions' 9, filed August

! :
31, 2004, which awards Plaintiffpost judgment interest on attorney fees from August 9, 2002 to

I April 19, 2004, and resuming from the date the final judgment is signed. Therefore, Plaintiff's

!

! • ; .,. -,. .



. -

request for post judgment interest on attorney fees from September 2, 2004 is denied, because the

District Court has already determined that the post judgment interest should resume from the date

the final judgment is signed.

L Background ! - __

The District Court issued a judgment favorable to Plaintiffon August 9;2002. On April

19, 2004, the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit remanded the case to the

District Court to issue more specific findings-regarding the patent infringement, willfulness, the

exceptional nature of the case, and the daraages_amount. On May 1!, 2004, the Dis_ct Court

ordered the parties to submit proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law. The District

Court adopted Defendant's Findings and Conclusions on June 22, 2004 ("June 22, 2004 Order").

Plaintifffiled its Request for Reconsideration of Adoption of Defendant's Findings of Fact and

Conclusions o fLaw, Alternative Motion for New Trial ("Motions for Reconsideration and New

Trial'') on July 6, 2004. At a hearing on August 18, 2004, the District Court decided to vacate its

previous adoption of DefendantYs Findings and Conclusions .and to adopt Plaintiff's Findings and

Conclusions, and ordered Plaintiffto providethe necessary findings and final judgment ("August

18, 2004 Minute Order"). On September 2, 2004, the District Court entered an Ord_ vacating

Cefcndant'srm Ung Conolusionsand PlaimiWsAugust3t, 2004 and

Conclusions ("September 2, 2004 Order"). :

In the Findings and Conclusions adopted by the District Court On September 2, 2004,

Plainfiffwas awarded reasonable attorney feesunder 35 U.S.C. § 285, and post judgment

I The background information _ from Defendant Robert tL Pe0n'son Co.'s Opposition to Plaintiff's

Applications for AttorneyFees.and Costs, filed September 17, 2004, and Phiat_s Memorandum in Supportof
GoldenBlmmt, Inc.'s Applicationfor Attorneys' Fees, filed September 8, 2004.
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.interest, calculated pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1961, on attorney fees at the highest rate allowed by

the law from August 9, 2004, to April 19, 2004, and resuming again on the date the final

judgment is signed. Plaintiffsubsequently filed its Applications on September 8, 2004 and on

September 9, 2004. Defendant disputes the District Court's jurisdiction to ente/tain Plaintiff's

Applications on the basis that the August 18, 2004 Minute Order constituted the final judgment,

and therefore, Plaintiff's Applications, filed September 8, 2004, and September 9, 2004, were

untimely under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedures 52(b) and 54((!}.

II.- Analysis

A. Timeliness of Plaintiff's Applications

1. Plaintiff's Motion for New Trial

The District Court has jurisdiction to entertain Plaintiff's Application_, because they were

timely filed under the Federal Rules. Defendant asserts that since the District Court's August 18,

2004 Minute Order disposed of Plaintiff's Motions for Reconsideration and a New Trial, under

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure ("FRCP") 58(a)(t)(D), a separate document is not required for

the entry of judgment. However, a "'judgment' [is] defined as 'a decree or any order from which

anappeal lies.'"Freudensprungv. Offshore Teeh. Seers., 379 F.3d 327, 336 (Sth Cir. 2004)

(quoting Theriot v. ASWWe.llServ., 951 F.2d 84, 88 Oth Cir. 1992)). Further, under Federal

Rale of Appellate Procedure C'FRAP'9 4(aX4)(A), "Ifa party timely files in the district court any

of the following motions under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the time to file an appeal

runs for all parties from the entry of the order disposing of the last such remaining motion."2

2 See a/so FRAP 4(a }(4)(B}(l) ( "Ifa party files a imtico of appeal af_ the court anlmunc_ or ent/a's a

judgment--but before it disposes ofany motion listed in FRAP 4(aX4)(A)-Ihc notice becomes efl'ective to appeal a

judgment or order, in whole or in part, when tt_ olde_ disposing of the last such remaining mofida is _").

._ ."_,. ., . . -

. . : , ....



(emphasis added). The pmvisions.ofFRAP 4(a)(4XA)(iv) and FRAP 4(aX4)(AXv) list the

ideatical motions set out in FRCP 58(a)(l)(D)) Since an appeal does not-lie until the Dis_ct

;Court ente._ an order disposing of both Plaintiff's Request for Reconsideration and Plaintiff's

- Motion for New Trial, and aince.there is nothing on the docket disposing of Plaintiff's Motion

for a New Trial, there is no judgment. See FED. IL CIV. P. 58(bXl) (Ira separate'document is not

required under FRCP 58(a)(1), a judgment is deemed entered when it is entered in-the civil

docket in _a_¢cordance with FRCP 79(a).).. _

Even if this Court were to accept Defendant's argument that the District Court adopted

Plaintiff's June 10, 2004 Findings and Conclusions at its August 18, 2004 hearing-and that the

adoption disposed of Plaintiff's Request for Reconsideration of Adoption of De-fefidant's

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law when the minute entry of that hearing was entered on

the docket, Plaintiff's Alternative Motion for New Trial is still pending. Therefore, Plaintiff's

Applications were timely filed, because the time to file motions under FRCP 52(b) and FRCP

54(b) do not start running until a judgment is entered, and the judgment is not entered for

Plaintiff's Motions for Reconsideration and New Trial until the District Court enters an o_er

disposing of Plaintiff's Motion for New Trial.. " "

Also, even if the District Court's-August 18, 2004 Minute Order could be considca'eda

judgment, Plaintiff's applications would still be timely filed "because the ... order lacked a

The morons e,.merated h FRAP 4(aX4XAX0 e_h _a'4(aX4XAXvi) track the motioas Ustedin
rp.cp 58(aXIXA) _ I_RCP5s(aXtX_3 _cxcep. t_ to _ separatedocument requireme_ h fact, the-
Advisory _ffee Notes for 2002 after FRCP 58 specific.ally stale that the amendments to FRCP 58(a)(1) were

made in _ to address the problems that arise under FRAP 4. _ee also Freudenspnmg, 379 F.3d at334 ("Certain
• :_, effeotivc Decemb_ 1, 2002, were made to resolve uncertainti_ concerning how Rule 4(a)('/)'s

•"definition of when a judgment or order is deemed en_re(I int_c_ with file req_ in [Rule] 58 flat, to be
effective, a j udgmedI must be set forth on a separate _ " (internal quelafio_/s omitted) (quoting-Notsof
Advisoff Committee on Rules 2O02_ following Rule4)).

4 " "

°_.

. _. . .
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required separate document, under amended Rules 4 and 580)), the order was not d_med

"entered' - and the time to file notice of appeal did not beg/n to run ...." Freudensprung, 379

F.3d at 337. Under FRCP 58(bX2)(B), a judgment is also considered ent_'ed, even where it is

lacking a required separate document, when 150 days have run from its entry on the docket

pursuant to FRCP 79(a). However, this does not apply here because 150 days from August 18,

2004 is January 15, 2005.

2. Plaintiff's Request for Reconsideration

Plaintiff's Applications were also timely filed because the District Court's August 18,

2004 Minute Order did not dispose of plaintiff's Request for Reconsideration under FRCP

58(a)(l)(D) as a "motion to alter or amend the judgment." The District Court's June 22, 2004

adoption of Defendant's Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law is not an entered judgment

until it is set forth on a separate document, and no such separate document exists. See FED. R.

CIV. P. 58(bX2XA); _ee al_o._'euclensprung, 379 F.3d at 334 ("[A] judgment or order is deemed

'entered' within the meaning of Rule 4(a) when it is set forth on a separate document in

compliance with Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 58(a)(1) and entered on the district court's

civil docket as required by Federal Rules of Civil Procedure "lg(a)."). The Provisions of FR.CP

58CoX2)(B) also do not apply here because 150 days from J'unc 22, 2004 is November 19, 2004.

Furthex, the District Court's June 22, 2004 Ordcx cannot b¢ considered "an order

disposing of a motion" and hence cannot fit under the exception to the separate document

requirement in FRCP 58(AXI). Defendant's Findings and Conclusions, adopted in the Dish-ict

...- -_..-
.. ' : . ...... ..



Court'.s June 22, 2004 Order, do not constitute a motion. 4 "[The document] was not styled as a

motion. The writing did not 'state withpazficularity the grounds' ..."of the motion. 5 Defendant's

Opposition CDef.'s Opp.") at 4 (quoting FF.D.R. Clv. P. 7(b)(l)). However, even if Defendant's

Findings and Conclusions could be co_nsi_dereda motion, they do not fall under the enumerated

motions listed in FRCP 58(aXI)(_A) through FRCP 58(aXI)(E). e

3.. The District Court's Instructions and Adoption "

Contrary to Defendant's assertion, the District Court's order at the August 18, 2004

hearing for the Plainliff"to present [the Court] with the necessary findings and n_ final

judgment "c " " ".., learly shows that the District Court did not make a final decision _garding which

version of the findings it was going to adopt.. (PUs Rep. at 3). Therefore, the District Court's

August 18, 2004 Minute Order didnot _spose of Plaintiff's motions under FRCP58(a)(I)(D),

making Plaintiff's Applications timelyunder FRCP 52(b) and FRCP 54(d). The District Court's

instruction to Plaintiff was not "language calculated to conclude all claims before the court.'"

(Def.'s Opp. at 5 (citing Moreau v. Harris COtmty, 158 F.3d 241,244 (5th Cir. 1998))). At the

August 18, 2004 hearing, the District Court only made the decision to vacate Defendant'S

4 o o o " . . ° " "

A nmliou m defined as a "written or oral applicaUon requesting a court to make a specified t'uliag or

order." BIACK'S LAWDIC_fKONARy458 (2d pocket _ 2001). Defendant's proposed fmd/ngs and ¢oaclus/ons was
not au "application l_[ucsting" thc Court to limlm-a c_tain ruling or an ordor.

sThi_ w'as the reasoning put forth by Defeudant as towhy Plaintiff'sAugust3I,2004 Findings and

Conclusions do not constitule a proper FRCP 52(b) motion. (Def.'s Opp. at 4).

_;Defendant's Findiags and Conclusions do not fit (1) under FRCP 58(aXIXA ) as a motion forjudgnmut

tagler FRCP.f_'b), whi.'chdiscusses renewing a motion for judgnz-nt after u'ial or an alternative motion for a new

trial;(2) und_ FRC_P 58(aXI)(B) as a motion to ammd or make additional fuglings offa_ under FRCP 52('o); (3)
maler FRC__58(aXI)(C ) as a motion for atmnmy fees under FROP 54, which states that cla/ms for attorncya' fees
and related _le exlxaxses shall be made by anmtioug (4) under FRCP 58(aXi)(D) as a-motion for anew trial

or.to alter or auacod the judgm_ under FRCP 59, (5) under FRCP 58(aXl XE) as a motion for relk:fu_ FRCP
60,whichstatesthattellermay begrantedfor mistak_ inadvert_tce,excusable neglect, newlydiscoveredevidence,
cto..

o-.
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findings and to adopt Plaintiff's instead, and it did not adopt Plaintiff's June i 0, 2004 findings as

the Defendant asserts. If that was th_ District Court's intent, it would not have instructed

Plaintiff to submit the necessary findings since the june 10, 2004 version had previously been

submitted to rite District Court. It is apparent from the facts that the District Court's decision

regarding which version of the findings and conclusions it wished to adopt was.not finalized until

September 2, 2004.

Defendant states that the "August 31 [v]ersion [of Plaintiff's findingsand conclusions]

contains significant additional findings and conclusions which alter and amend those set forth in

the June 10 [f]indings." (DeE's Opp. at 3). The District Court's September 2, 2004 adoption of

those findings without any indication that it is vacating the adoption of the June 10, 2004

findings, also makes it clear that the District Court never adopted Plaintiff's June 10, 2004

Findings and Conclusions at its August 18, 2004 hearing. The District Court's September 2,

2004 Order states, ,[C]onsistent with its ruling at the conclusion of the Oral Hearing on August

18, 2004, [the District Court] is of the opinion that the Plaintiff's Findings of Fact and

Conclusions of law submitted on August 31, 2004, are correct, and they axe hereby adopted as the

Findings and Conclusions of this Court." (emphasis omitted). This Order clearly shows that the

DiStrict Court only adopted the August 31, 2004 version of Plaintiff's findings and conclusions.

The District Court waited for the version of the findings that Plaintiffsubmitted pttvzuant to its

request, and aider reviewing it and finding it to be satisfactory, the District Court adopted it on

September 2, 2004.



... _.= . _ • . . -- .....

B. Reasonableness of the P iaiatifPs Requested Attorney Fees and Costs

I. Attorney Fees

•The District Court has already _ that under 35 U.S.C. § 285, this is an

cxc_tional case entitling Plaintiff to attorney fees: Thcrefor¢, the issue left before this Court is

whether the amount of attorney fefs requested by Plaintiffis reasonable. The Federal C'irc,uit's

precedent governs the substantive interpretation of 35 U.S.C. § 285. Phannacia & Upjohn Co. v.

Milan Pharnu.,/he, 182 F.3d 1356, 1359 (Fed. Cir. 1999). However, "[t]he methodology of

- assessing a reasonable award ander 35 U.S.C. § 285 is within the discretion of the district court."

MathiS v. Spears, 857 F.2d 749, 754 (Fed: Cir. 1988) (citing Lain, [n_ v. Johns-Manville Corp.,

718 F.2d 1056, 1068 (Fed. Cir. 1983)). This Court applies the lodestar analysis. The lodestar

amount is detemfined by multiplying the number of hours reasonably spent on the litigation by a

reasonable hourly rate. Green v. RJ]m "rs of the Tulane Edu_- Fund, 284 F.3d 642,.661 (5th Cir.

2002) (quofingRutherfordv. Harr_ Count, Te.r., 197 F.3d 173, 192 (5th Cir. 1999)). The

factors set out in Johnson v. Georgia Highway Express, Inc. are considered in analyzing the

reasonableness of the hours expended and the hourly rates requested. 488 F.2d 714, 71_7-19 (5111

Cir. 1974). 7 Further, the work performed by paralegals should be legal work, not clerical tasks,

for their fees to be recoverable as attorney fees_ Vela v. City of Houston, 276 F.3d 659' 681 (Sth

Cir. 2001) (citing Al/en v. United states Steel Corp., 665 F.2d 689, 697 (5th Cir. 1982)).

"Othuwi,se, paralegal expenses are sepacately unrecoverable overhead expenses." Allen, 665

7 _ fac_ set out in Johnson are:(I) the _ nnd laborrequired;(2) the novelty and difficulty of(he

issues involved; O) the skill gequked to litigate the case; (4) tt_ ability of the attorney to accept ottgr work; (5) th_
customat3r fee fe¢ _ work in tl_: community; (6) wlaether the fee is fixed or condngeat; (7) time limital_ns

•imposed by the client or the _ of the case; (8) the amount involved and results obtained; (9) the

expericuc¢, [eputafion, and ability of the attorneys; (10) the "undesirability" ofth e case; (1 !) the nature and length of

the attomey-clicut mlationsl@; and (12) awards in sinn_ cases. Johnson_ 488 F.2d at 717-19.

k

.,.-- -...." . .-
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F.2d at.697 (citing Jones v. Armstrong CorkCo., 630 E2d 324, 325 & n.l (5th Cir. 1980)).

Plaintiffseeks attorney fees for the three law firms that represented it throughout the

course of this case. Plaintiffsecks compensation for. 80.15 hours for the serviees of the Locke,

Liddle & Sapp, L.LP. ("Locke") attome_ who served as counsel before the ease was turned

over to Hitt Gaines, P.C. CHitt'), and Sehultz, & Associates, P.C. CSehultz"); 66.5 hours for the

services of the Hitt's paralegals and 2,185.1 hours for the services of the Hilt attorneys; and

171.7 hours for the services of the Sehultz attorneys. Plainfiffseeks compensation for its counsel

at hourly rates ranging from $135.00 to $375.00, and for Hitt's paralegals at hourly rates ranging

from $65.00 to $90.00.'

This Court has considered the Johnson factors, as well as Plaintiff's Application for

Attorney Fees, Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Application for Attorney Fees, and

Appendix in Support of Plaintiff's Application for Attomey Fees. The number of hours that

Plaintiffseeks compensation for are reasonable for this ease, and Plaintiff's requested hourly

rates are reasonable for this case in this community. Plaintiffhas also sufficiently shown that the

work done by Hitt's paralegals is "work traditionally done by an attorney," and thus the

paralegals' hours are recoverable as the prevailing party's attorney fees. Allen, 665 F.2d 689 at

697. Defealdant has not contested the reasonableness of the ntmaber of hours or the hourly rates

Plainfiffis requesting for its counsel and paralegals. Taking into consideration Plaintiff's

requested hourly rates and the number of hours for which Plaintiffseeks compensation, Plaintiff

s On page 6 of PlaintifFs Appfication for Attorney fees, and on.page A-112 6fthe Appendix in Support of

PlaintifFs Application for Attnmey Fees ("Attorney Fees Appendix"), attorney Qhades Phippa' billing tare is listed

as $130.00. However, in the Appendix at page A-87, his billing rate is _ as $7.30.00. It appears from Locke's
statements itetnizing its sea'vices that Chades Phipps' billing rate is $230.00. _fore, this Court _ the

-v::_onableiw, ss of PlaintilTs request fox attorney fees for the services _ by Charles Phipps _t the hourly rate
0f$230.00.

9 . .
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is awarded attorney fees at the following rates for the following number ofhoms: $249.39 per

hour for 2,180.04 hours for the sexvices re_dexed by I-fitt; $71.57 per hour for 66.34 hours for the

services rendered by Hitt's paralegals; $318.11 per hour for 171.7 hours for the services tendered

by Se_ultz; and $236.65 per hour for 80.15 hours for the service rendered by Locke. In sum,

PlaintiWis awarded a lodestar amount of$622,015.00. 9 -

Once the lodestar has been deterffdned,-it may be adjusted upward or downward, if'the

Johnson factors, not "already considered_in calculating the lodestar," warrant s uc[t_-_anadjustment.

b'7ffpe_ v. Tr/n/ty Indus., 987 F.2d 311,320 (Sth Cir. 1993) (citing Iron Clark v. By, let, 916 F.2d

255, 258 (5th Cir. 1980)). However, the iodestar is presumptively reasonable and Should be

modified only in exceptional cases. Watla'ns v. Fordice, 7 F.3d 453, 457 (5th Cir. -1993); on

remand, 852 F. Supp. 542 (S.D. bfiss. 1994); aft'd, 49 F.3d 728 (5th Cir. 1995) (c!ting City of

Burlington v. Dague, 505 U.S. 557, 562 0992); on remand, 976 F.2d 801 (2d Cir. 1991))_

Pim_'ntiffdoes not seek a fee enhancement and Defendant does not dispute the reasonableness of

the amount of fees requested by Plaintiff. Therefore, this Court determines that the lodestar

amount shouid not be adjusted.

2; Costs : _

Piaintiffseeks $10,031.04 in costs. Costs other than attorney fees may be aw_'ded to the

prevailing party under FRCP 54(dXl ). Gaddis v. UnitedState_, 381 F.3d 444, 452 (5-th Cir.

2004) (quoting Coats v. PearodDrillmg Corp., 5 F.3d 877, 891 (Sth Cir. 1993)). "28 U.S.C. §

1920 defines recoverable costs, and a district court may decline to award the costs listed in the

See Plaintiff's Attorney Fees Appendix for the specific hourly rate, and the tmmber of hours requested.

10
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statute but may not award costs omitted from the list. ''° Id. Although Defendant has not

disputed the reasonableness of PlaintiWs requested costa, upon reviewed of Plaintiff's Bill of

Costs, this Court determines that Plaiutiffshould only be awarded $3,679.83 in costs. R is not

apparent that the other costs requested, in the amount of $6,351.21 for postage, facsimile, courier

services, on-line search expenses, trial suppl/es, obtaining patents, taxi and airfare for a

deposition, parking for and in preparation of trial fit within 28 U.S.C. § 1920 as recoverable

costs. See Coats, 5 F.3d at 891 (T_ravel expenses, costs incaured for"blow ups" used at trial, and

video technician fees for a deposition are not recoverablo as costs, because they are not expenses

included in 28 U.S.C. § 1920.).

HL Conclusion

Based on the above, Plaintiff's Application for Attorneys' Fees and Plaintiff's

Application for Costs are GRANTED in part and DENIED in part. Defendant is ordered to

pay Plaintiffthe above mentioned amounts within 30 days from the District Court's entry of the

final judgment. , ../-'_ ....... _'_

SO ORDERED. November _.___, 2004

PAUL D. STICKNEY v

UHITED STATES MAGISTRATE JUDGE

tO The costs listed in 28 U.S.C. § 1920 are: (1)fees of the clerk and ma_hal; (2) fees ofthc court report_

for stenographic transcript necessarily obtained for use in the case; O) fees and disbmzemc_ for printing and

g'/messeg, (4) fees for exemplification and copies ofpapers necessarily obtained for use in the case;(5) docket foes
under 28 US.C. § 1923; (6) compensation of court apl_inted expet_ compensation of_te_, and sala_ries,

fees, _ns_ and costs of.special inteqa_mlion service_ under 28 [/.S.C. § 1828.
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IN THE UNITI_ D STATES D_ ff

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTIRI_t" OF _F.XAS _ ! r

v. §
§

'ROBERT IL PETERSON CO., - §

§
Defendant. §

F'INAL JUDGMENT

Civil Action No.

3-01-CV-0127-R

L

Pu_uant to Rule 58 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and the Court's Findings of Fact

and Conclusions of Law entered September 2, 2004, it is hereby ORDERED that judgment is

entered fo/: Plaintiff. It is further ORDERED that Plaintiff recover damage_, as set forth in the

Court's Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law of September 2, 2004, and reason_able attorneys

fees and costs, as set forth in the Court's Order Granting Attorney's Fees and Costs of November

15, 2004. Moreover, it is ORDERED that interest shall run on the damages, attorney's fees and

costs, as set forth in the Court's Findings of Fact kad Conclusions of Law of September 2, 2004.

Based upon the fact that infringement ca_es irreparable harm, it is additionally ORDERED that

Defendant be permanently enjoined from making, using, offering to sell, selling or importing into

the United States the device found to infringe the adjudicated claims of United S tate_ Patent He.

•5,988,159; or colorable variations thereof.

F

Ir

rr IS so ORDERED.

ENTERED: this [_ day of _'_.C • ,2004. . _ _.

JE]t_'_ B/IU"-C_YER 0 -

SE[X_fR _UrED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
-NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

... _ - .. .... . -..
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Anm_ A&c_a,o_"_*--L Dan

15_1 _._'I_Ci"

A g_-_n_l _a_._ad .logs _ _,d_m_- L_mMy

provided for Cuq_ao: use ia coopcrad_ wire dcx:or•,';ve gas

logs. and mifi¢_ coals and cmlx_ dcc0n_vc itcaus by
pl•_.mcnt forward o1" the gas _lt$ in the fi_cplaoc

ammgcmc_ • sccead_ '¢Joagatedcoals- and ¢mb¢rs-
btm_r tube _mas. "Ibc:au_embly i_ovid_ g_.-fi.-'ed.

tnilichl legs.mats- aa_l,,unt_./,-.txtaz__s f_ _¢_.
•Fh,cc_wSa-dO_ laeWd_oughpt"ima'3,b_,.uefI_ is e_
s_n'cc G_ gts flow to a sccoodm,7 oud.t- aod _

tube _ felwltrd imd bdow tl_ pl/ma_ bm-n_ tube

vAd_m.t_e _ pxts ia e_c_me_,_ t.ee _r_-_-d
• way from chc front _g d_c _ thus co.hanc_ng l_c

n_umd Ixa'uia_•o_ _e:_ dr_ •swellas
theacsth_cbeamy_tlz in_6oebaeieg logs.coatsand
r.mbers.

126t'J12. "

126/312 "
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GAS-FIRI_ ARIWICIAL IJ3GS M_ apcmm_ Sa_l is poured ovc_ the:gas eurncr m Idde ix fi-mn• . . :- ...

co_s-Rumc_,_smmcv _ _.m_:_ _e_._ _ me mJ. _
...... -..... . use. g'as flows Oseugh'_s.- bunter ...a eU:_i_ ell"o_b the

• .__eis,__,tq_pu-q_,_q,_,T_sas_,_ ,m,_. e_k_-
" cat;_ of'U.S,,.i_eat aptMi_tioa Scz_ Noe 08t276.894. file..4_.._. mea_ _ _ _ _ a_ _

JuL 1.9..1994._ abandomxlLi _A ._zl_. • .betwcx:9thglogs-Thel_i_ o¢Ibe_flameis.ocmfzuiledby•
But'net for R,mof_n& tq an _g Gas LoS Bufacr. • iximu7 yalvc which Qabe _:by _ W,cr.

. ..Assembly" w4_ch is a.c_o_toualioa-ia-lUU+._oo of Gaslogscag._fhcsec_!provldea'_ax:dead
U.S.paw.m •lqpGcadoa.Scr..No.08/061.727;filedMay' 17,.
1993. _t/tlM."C_u'ollcd Ember Bed Bum_ _ is now io

abandow.d. . :

_-'mac_ _ ov T_ u_rnoN'

"rnc Worst iavcmioa ff.Jatel.to.a.ga_-fur,d.astifici_ logs
.._<I coals,btu'ncr:ass_xbly for.afircl_ccto be usol with

. "de_or_v_ g_ logs and ouds:oceml_n dcmrat/v-
t_.d fo_v_ of me g_ logsia mefu_ace maUgcmcaL
£,Ianoth_,aspc_ me invasionrdaxestocoals-and
t_m_ appasams m".m_.,!c fc_ ada_ng m • tmuinalcad of

.. s gu-fured p6m,uy artificlal burner, tbe toms- and emb_s-

.l_umea'. assembly utUi_ing a. valve b_wer_u the palm.w/
ax',ificiallogsburnerand thecads- and emb_.bumer.

in 7_ _moCh_ aspc_ the iav_tioo (dams+to • gas-fized
art_ci•llogs.-coal_and.embea_-bu.mcr_t._u:_bly for firc-
plac_ whcfei_ gas flow U_uroogba pt_ma_ Ixumrartub_ is _¢ _

t,oerc_ for gas flow to a secondary c_ds:lx_ef tub_ posi-
¢io_edfc_v_rdand bdow thc_mar), b_u_r _ wi_ the
mgltil_C disch,ugcportsiu the _ robedircctod aw•y
from the front of the fi_pl•cc.

• The pre.._.nt f_thcr tgl,tt_ .to eflidcnt g_ burnez,_ fee
btmxingoaturalgas.man_'aclured.gasand propane gas,e.ous
furlswield•• fu_place_ Inadditioe,mc invert-

fuds in • man•or which',provides de.axalivc lhmes a_l
docot-atlvccoals snd cmbc_ which simuLUe wood befning. 35

Gas IogS.ar_ usaally rm_.of • fire r6.zi._at ce_mic
howcy_, wheagu Oam_ ue'-_ agalma

such c_amic materials, the gas flame is'_c6eled by me
artificial logs and many.times iX'odu_es.ahigldyiae/_dcot
and dirty. _ellow fl_oa Such • flame further indicates
iacemplae bern of the gas_us m.ma'tais du_ to a lackof
.u_ideat tx_.temp_ratttm andoxygea._y thuscre_ting
,'-_cesdve so_ •ridcarbon monoxide.:. Vmious mtemp_s have
boma.made iu cccrec6ng tlr_c dca_rstivcfir_ac_ gas log
4cficicnctcs. • . :

• Further it is Imowu.thxt gas bemcrs c_ gas nozzles ca• bc
Ixuied be.lows level of sandand vm_dcul_ Thes_'bengr
systcru_ _c rdoTed to as _nd pan bern_rs whi,:b dlSbters_
the _sscs tlu_ou_h.the fu'e_<mt'mates'_ and pc_nit mc gas 5o
pemie.a6ag e_-eugh the pomos _ to _te upou
eatcrlngme •m_osp_ercSu_ sysxemsallowdld_xl d
me _ames over • larg_m_a of bed of num_tL Suc_
d/dmrs•l of flames orca_J i mo_ c_dent tram whic/_

fuzUm-..simul.uc_ me ;•ctio_ of burning wood. ashc_ and $_
.e_i_ a _ • • ' :

• IPri& m bu_n_ sTs_:msfor a.q_ddd,:cecadv_ logs aad

•"--ted fi_cpho_ or etisdag _wy. fu._ac_: however,
++_e, tm ,m_l,_d to m._ meANSl oniaslou

sx,uuhrd_V_Idchhaw beta adap_d by me _ Gas .
iastam_ Acc_d_agly. it is vcsydcsirablcto..l_ovid_ • clean
b_,mng g_.fir,-d artificLd logs and ooals-bm'n_assembly

which meet tbe _ ANSI ¢.a_do_ sxaodaxds.

Gas logs are in_c_iagly popular i_ homes. I_con,dvc _s
m'd6d_ logs _c phcc4 oe a graze whi_ is ioca_d ov_r-a
gas t_ru_r. The. _ is t'N_,:_d]y •tobc with

of be.at to • _om:/d_m. ffas logs require viaually m.effe_

befo__og. mv_.a_: fi,mmagisus_mya<:_t_. -
A_d _ I_.k.is d_culz, to co_m_ .me _k,.of-I:mrmh_.
Bcyood conv_e.a4_ gas logs-arcaisO-_cally plc.u_-
iag..Howcv,'r the. standard .gas _ buracr oaly. Q'eate_ .

i_ fl_ _¢md me ardfic_l.logs..Nmr_logs. w'aeu.lxu_ted

wm.hmatca_.toproauce:beaut_b_._g_._ffo_ •
of ibe mare log sy+adc.A need. exisls to ixoducc, a meet
_.,_th_c emm._mg,_.logs. . : ......

puc_0 the popolm-lty-of gas logs" • oumb_ _ adv•dce_..
b•ve boe_ pawned: For cxami_lc. U.S;-Pat.No.._,000;162to '.

S_ngt _ _.'di_l_ • "X:kan Ikniog Glo_ Eum_
a_ Gas Log:Burner S_.m_" This _ is m,u-kc_:uod_r:
me-U-adem.uk tl_at-_-Glo_ as _c Mddd 5G00GDXrMfl as
• s_-coetaiaed fu_plao_ and wail'he•mr,foe nm_e home&
Thc.sys_,_mis • l<w,B'rl/sy._am.whosc nuia.o_j_ctivc is.to-

mlaimi_:carbog, moooxld_ c_..atioo'and sooCd,q_d.t!_.mc
Iogs_ A tm_n_ system is provide.wire • fu'st tranch add _
u:coud.byam_TI_ fu-nlran_hissuppot_.ee a p_abri_.
c_te..Agr_tebcsw¢_ a.fu_•ad s_d deox_vc-log: The
sex:o_bran,'_isforward of th_ logsand isl_rotc_:xedunder
a _ mesh. A v_7 fight layer _" sp<:,:ia!.ember rmttcdal is
q_read oa t0p of |be mc'eh_SMmek a aL "162 is _uly sold as
• cx_p4_tc_ oflogs_Ixm_r and s_ial crab,t"made-

It canal.he, filxed to_ pan Ixtra_s.whid_ ire.by
fro"me most c_mmoa bura_ in use..the combiaatiou rcsult-

log in the as.u_nhly of _c iav_.at/oo_ Thus. me Sh/m_
bemcr system is an expc_ivc op6oo..

Tbe Shlmek _ner _ provld_ • moud _rlmplecec_

40 re._'actory matodtl i,, ffoot.of _e second Ixlrn_'pipelw•nch.
so that it is uot e_y viewed.by • pegmn sung in from

•of mefizq,h_ The_dtr_m_ oely mumia_ • mi_
I/heofember materiaLNdth,_rme firmers_ca_ltwan--sc_a

.be cavc_:dby saad as iscammon ia _ un_m The gas

4s _ _ the br-am:hcsmrclocazed oo the uppc_rsudaoc of.
bo_h _c=. Thte. _ coetd c_si& dog me
Moreov_ t_. flow of g- iato tl_ sco0ad trimch _ma_x

U.S. P_ No. 5.052-370 to Ks_t_a d_:_m_ • "Gzs

Berl_r _.r_mlbly loclud_og _ng Maumri•L" TI_ gas
buraer, c_ • f_s_and sex:ood gas-lxa_crassembly.

Th_ _ _ assc_y is formed by • pair of paraUd -
bttrn_r mb_ conncx:w.dby • (hh'd btmncrtubr_ Th_ se.cood

gas-bu_, assembly is located f_"ward ot'me fit_ asscm_y
and isgea_'_ T-s/_ The s_o_d trainerody mumi-
narcs• _ _inc of _ inatc_L.A _c g•s.s_m_c

bernb_rn_"_cd_."_.An i_.is provid_to
ig_ me g_ fzo_ _ main _ _,cn_y. The _m_
from tlxat I_rl6u_ gas igui|cs Ihe gas ffo_ the _ homo"
as_4_bly. ,_ _ me Sl_mclc_ tt lx=_ ass_ml_, e_
flow of'gas to mc sccoad Ixa-acrassembly ctaoo_ be
coerced.

_mally. U.S. Pau No: 5.081.981 to _ discloses.y•
anod_r I_a'acr _ is catted "Yellow _ _ V-UCl_ZCc
Ben_ As•crab&.""I_ Bcal rdacocc is prlman3y cee-
corned with pr_tu_h_g • dean yc/lo_ fl_ac. TIg
• sr,cn_ly im:Ju_ • U-_%q_d tmrm:r _ The frontix)ftion
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.,.FIG..i__-•..p:r.spo:tivc view d. • ixi_. an pm o_ ,_boo moe_id_" Eva m_-,_ ._ "cl_- e_ _
Imm_ usedw_i-mifi_d' gas.lot_;, i , t_ckvn_td_c_ou'cr gasIloW_ _.eh_i_n_

... _G.zP_ _o_s_U_u_a_g_pam_p_ u_m_a_.u_•_k__

• . :H_. 3 mu_U_.eca-_m,e p_..w.at'i,.em_yin 5 :b'_nmw_i_c0_tP°_':_'_•a.a_._'tuetoaccumutat_gas.f_ _.ifthe g_ is d_cied 1ts h digccted ...f_ me.
p_o,_i_oek,g_._ .:M:_:,_ o*,',_;._d -. . ,¢o0,_:u_.u,,,/_mto_a_'da_ _.'__:_
• . n_. 4_ •fp_,_ vie_,._ me._ im_tl.g mc a,_,.woiMq_ud¢_m_cx_S_'g'*"pock_uii_
antv-•ndembas.bedand_ _g£_u_s. ' • .-.ooa_ gaslogspu_w?.bumawhichmay_or-m_:_ be

• " '_"' " ' ' " ' " covex,,_ by _ m,m_daL._uwcl!!zl:d_,it._*,-_ by :
. DET, AJI.E_DESC]R.II_0N:_ THE'DR_Wi]CGS - ,o _ secoMa_'butn_':which'isgma)vCd.Womab_t four to

Tbe_cscm_y ii:0vid_." ,.n_i=_,_ro_'_wuuges dgh! _, ,_,i.uc_:s.i*_'_r-ot.mcprin._.t,_'u='l._ightiae
.ove_ _ bern'or_sse_aM_s dlsd_.die.U_ pii_ m. FIG. t
itlum-ates a s_mdard i_m be_a_ !0 which is used i• the vas_

-- eramc'l_ which supp_s, •-bm_tol_ ]('A_ i_d _{ is
mauecu:d to a 'g_ :.s_d_ (Uot showu), _, I_raUxy

_¢ap_ from _c_dd."_ idi_yigai_d to d-catc flames.

bamcr *,,be14istupp0rtedb_'_/csldewalls!20.12/__mc
frame: 12. The I_u'nct mb_ 14:'_ead_:beyo_d _ side Wall

_ l ' _ iSl_ l l l l , l ' l l" l . l " l

_G. z m_stn_s, s_m_d_lb_'_ Si,r_,_'s'tog which
lembom_m_:_l_t l_Y_:_i_ io ,:_mbi_..aoovia,
I_Lru_ lube l_."l'lic. ,s_md,ti?. butnd%•pln_Ufis log ctu Ix:
r_rofitZed to the t_rinlnal cud 14_'.of _ burner tuba 14 in

• _ paa/l_ra_'.lO_"i"l__tl:_ mt:_ I_ rcmovcd from the
tr.rmin_l cad 14a. A (_oan.'e_ I_)2 is.them •utAched _
uac,xpp_¢_d o(t)mucrtube!4:TI_co=doctor102 isfiurA

to the se_oada_y burn_ tube 104 cr_adag _t• eadosed fluid
lmm foc _c gas. The ma0ec_o_ bct_.u _c coua_ct_ 112
arid Ihe I_rlwal _d.|_l_ xhould b_ adcqtlag_y _e.a[ed to

W_,cut leakage. _ me _0enoc6oa becw_•thc coa-
102 andthesecoad,uy I_'_ tobc 104 sheuldalso bc

i_Ol_dy sr_ed. A valve left.is int_med in this fluid path.
The valve 106 canbe vax"_blypos_ioocd to.gi_rc the us_ _c
•bili_, sdcct the amount of gas cnU:_ag mc sccoM,uy
bum_-. "l'hcsec_udm_ beum_"tube 104 iSg_y p,u-aUd
to the Ix'ira,w/bure_r lube 14: TIg Icrminal portioo ofdg

sc_ondav/Ixarac_tube lt4u is.dbscd. Tbe-Iximav/ and
_dm_ buruez mbe_an: rypi_dly mmd_o_'s_J.

plur_ip/_-_urcs IN _ aloog.mc Ica_h _'
se.z:o_dav/tmm_" tuba .104.Theapcrtm-e_../lagcan be evenly

_.o_ dum:_d.Thc qxxmr_.le$ an:tyl_ca0ybo'wcc0

_= and *_ inch in dimnc_, bm m_ pre.f_i'ably:H_ of an iuc_
.ia dlunexe_ More imporumdy, me. ap_tug_ am: focatut
almg vhe radial- edge o( II_ tecoodary bm'u_" abe 104.
below the upp_ sidgc Of Ug tUb_ .B_" •void_•g the"
sidgc, me ap_fumresare le.u lil_ to be _logged by sadd_ Gas
passing _rtmgh _ valve 10ft ca_o'z t_ sccoad._ bt:m_

robe_o4*ad e.,_apc_e_eugh.'mcq)a,c_,q)_m=Bs."r_
apexuu-es cao be _(mly spaced _ duso:xr.d. -

Tbes¢ vmious spas_d _xuru_or gas dlsCh_c I_ m=
n_t importer i• tbe_'.pqsltim iu rcga_ to both rig primmy
aud se.coada_ tutg t_t_a's. Ia me u:condm'y bumcz tobe
104. m¢ gas is dischaurgpdin • .dircctioa •way boca tl:g
_gidug of mc fi_l_c_ or in •name. a,qpe_ is
_Kat towm'd _ dig_ towagd th_ i_muy b_lg:r tube
14. Tbe cffccts of. such gas _ ditc_fioo c_umo:s the
ae.m'_c betty of me ov_-zll logs.coals. _nd cmb_,_barn.

but. mot'c imp_t_tly, provid_ s_ve_l sa/_ fe.atm_ of the
g_fiz_l au'xificiallogs. ooals- and r.mbers-bum_r asse.mbiy.

the natural m-aft 6f the firq_cc ix_vid_ •
r._clent bern oftbe gas and avoids hlgh of intolerable Icve._

._ su_ gas _ism_ imck_ would, l_'haum_s and
uo_toru_ty,oq(:mr_M_:dburu:_ om_d.d_f_ _ _

duu'g_ gas i_ • v,m/c•l diro=i,_.:•pcvgm._.in..mc..u_ _.
cov_£ O_mul,u" mau_ri•l wt*ll,occur and _mc .would Io_

•,,,e•_a_a_,:_,_ __ _,_a_ o__ oi
_ u,,_g ,=a.,:_,,..._,_a,,,_ .,_o,,_"•_ _,..,q,_.

.-'_:u_ g_d._an,_ :_)i_.e_as_:_md._.li_

s_o_am__- _d _ d_a_.¢m_c_ _

c_ab_ruled dqr_og onthe_eds forgasVo[u_od 0_
,i_ or_ r_._p_.._.Th_,p_g Ua),_,_,.d
s_..,_a.__,,,t)_ c_ akobe',,'_ w_,_ _,_
l,--gaxs_ fJom,fio_ fou_to _ or__ai,_._ dq_.ad_ag-
oa ch_si_ a_..di_h _ m_..cmls _odaubers:.b_ oac
_cquirc_T_ _ ,doaO_d l_m_r.rul_am:alsohavc .
*aj,u.mne.mtot bdgt_,memiagdl.a.m__.txocu_ m_
floorata_.m_ph_.._,i.u ,_qp,ca_.i_,o,,me_ _,d_iz_
of _'_ecmL_'mul _ fire hal. In aU.of mcze _onal.

_s rda6ooships; mc p'i_.m i_,t_ati0n'providcs ea.adjmtabJe.
f•(_il_ formcsecog_u_ dougu_d,bum_tubewhich

couu'ds mc m_aot of coalsand.cmbe_s,flmoc,aud glow..

again d_d_g on. _ individual's dc_'es. _ o1"the
room.size ofme .fi_.ptacc*md'm¢.am_mtof uamral.dnfr

.*o thmagh _ firq:d_c_. -:.,.,, .

_GS: 3.'_md4 mus_a_ _ _ o_thes_cou0aryt_ru_
apparmu lee ou._ _ .m th_ pan b_mer ,1O. As." •
discuued., grste2*i_ locate• at_ovctt_ pautn-u_.wUi_U
is cov.cred wire u_d 27. "[I_ gr_te _:c_m held xt tca_ oo_.

4_ m_ tog 24. Ai'6ficid cxnt_r nxa.._e._q_d.2fi _ glows.
whe_ hcate.d can be. gl_*'wa,uad_ _md m'_ •d_ aslifi_d

logs _md oQ top o[ Ib_ saad. F_ 341fed b*/gas fx_m _-
• Wim•ty bm'm_"tu_ 14 rlse mroegh _'a_iDc_ial logs.24.-
" _ 4, f_d by gu hc_ the som0d_ I_mcr edg 104 •

5o c_m rtsc t/_oegh the ax6fidal _ _ 28./_.illus_f•_d_"
mc flaunts40 .c_abe low_ 0urno'_flamcs_I.mus,providiag

•u ae.m_ic=uypie_:ag_ .... ..
_gh" prdm_d, emlx)dim_B of me iav_Jou hi_

bern d_cn't_d iu _ foregoing ik_ed ik_c_it_o_ zud.
illum'xt_ iu thc acounpaw/iag drav&ugs, it w_ be.under_
Uood tluu eu: invaedee is _ limlu:d to'e_. _u

disdosed_ t_ b c_od_ _ n_ rem'tugemcats.
m_d/fic_tlees, and _ of lueu aad:dexneuts _m_

_hc p_esr_t invca6oo is htteode_ to coco•pass such
f_cm_ut_ modieca_oos,a_t. mt_iu_ioes et imu
and _ as fall within me-scope of the i_v_tioo..
• What is daingd b: .. . -..

1. A gas-fired mxifici•! Iog_ _md coals-batm_ a.tw.m_y f_
firq,u_ _: ...... ,.

amdeagm_dffimmyt_ru_rtubeincluding• p_,tity d
gas di._mgc ports:

...

.,.',_ ,..,. .

... :'-_. ,... :. -" ..

". ; : .. . .
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